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Bush now supports cuts

Special section

SPORTS:
Popeye Jones' status
for the MSU Racers is
questionable as the
Scott Edgar Era begins
tonight. Page 8

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush "is enthusiastic" about
a Republican package of tax cuts
and other steps to spur economic
growth and supports the overall
package, the White House said
today.
The statement by spokesman
Marlin Fitzwater comes after the
White House's lukewarm endorsement of the GOP package the night
before.
"We want to signal overall support for the bill," Fitzwater said.
"We're concerned that there's

been some misunderstanding. We
meant to be supportive."
He denied that the change in
tone represented a change in position. The administration has been
criticized in recent days for apparent missteps and flip-flops on
domestic policy.
"What happened is somehow,
everybody was looking for stronger
words (of support) and we had the
ones we wanted to use," Fitzwater
said.
Even so, Fitzwater said, the president was not interested a special

session of Congress beyond
Thanksgiving to consider the economy and taxes.
"The president does not expect
to call them back into session,"
Fitzwater said, saying that Congress had "many months to pass
our economic growth package."
Late Monday, Bush appeared to
be backing away from an endorsement of the GOP package, which
blends capital gains tax reductions
with expanded Individual Retirement Accounts and tax breaks for
business.

"We didn't say we agree with
every provision in it," Fitzwater
said Monday after Bush met with
Reps. Robert Michel of Illinois and
Newt Gingrich of Georgia.
However, today Fitzwater read a
statement to reporters that said
Bush "is enthusiastic about the
House Republicans' efforts to
advance a responsible growth
package."
Bush told Gingrich and Michel
"he unequivocally liked the pack(Coni'd on page 3)
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Chamber amends
by-laws Monday

Horns up!
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The amendment provides for
representatives of Murray State
University, government and
industry.
"Right now, the only classification missing is the industrial. Conceivably, we could go up to 19
members, but the likelihood is not
that great because you will get (a
representative from) some of the
categories through the normal elec-
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The board of directors of the
Murray/Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce made two amendments to their by-laws at Monday's
meeting.
The first amendment would
enable the board of directors to add
a representative from local industry
while maintaining the maximum
and minimum number of members.

)

CLARK AIR BASE, Philippines
— The American flag was lowered for the last time at Clark
Air Base today as the United
States abandoned one of its oldest and largest overseas installations, damaged by a volcano in
June. Page 3

Brereton Jones promises
a 'peoples' inauguration'

STATE
FRANKFORT — Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson said he thinks Education Commissioner Thomas
Boysen is hiring too many people at too much pay. Page 3

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

BUS!NESS
WASHINGTON — The percentage of Americans behind on
their mortgage payments
improved slightly during the
July-September quarter, but
analysts warned that the
improvement was likely to be
only temporary given the weakness of the economy.

FORECAST
Increasing cloudiness with a 40
percent chance of showers. Low
in the mid 30s. South wind 5 to
10 mph. Wednesday: A 50 percent chance of morning
rain...Then becoming partly sunny in the afternoon. High 50 to
55. Outlook for Thanksgiving:
Dry and mild. High in the mid
50$.
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Communication at Murray State
Dr. Roger Reichmuth, assistant dean of the College of Fine Arts and
-State Junior High Band FestiQuad
Annual
44th
night's
University, conducted the white band at Monday
val concert.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Gov.-elect Brereton Jones' inauguration will cost about a fourth of
the amount spent on Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson's 1987 gala.
The executive director of Jones'
inauguration, Brenda Frank, said
Monday her budget was "somewhere around $200,000."
Wilkinson's inaugural committee
spent $852,351, according to a
report it filed with the Internal
Revenue Service. A $38,000 surplus was donated to Kentucky Special Olympics.
Jones told her he wanted a "topquality, tasteful inauguration, but
we want it to be a very frugal
one," Frank said at a news conference with Jones in the Capitol.
Jones, the lieutenant governor,
will- take office Dec. 10. Most of
the day's events, including three
inaugural balls that night, will be
free and open to the public, Jones
said.
There are to be no private parties, special events or imported

entertainers. There also will be no
printed invitations, which Jones
said will save about $20,000.
Jones pledged that the savings
would be symbolic. His administration "is going to be open to the
public ... and we're going to economize wherever we can," Jones
said.
Two inaugural events will be
closed to the public, or at least
restricted, Jones said.
He will be sworn in shortly after
midnight in a private ceremony at
Pisgah Presbyterian Church in
Woodford County, where former
Gov. Albert B. "Happy" Chandler
was buried in June.
Later in the morning, Jones is to
attend a worship service at Church
of the Ascension in downtown
Frankfort. He said constitutional
officers, their families and legislators would be admitted first, followed by members of the public,
first come, first served.
An inaugural parade is to step
off in downtown Frankfort at 10
a.m. EST. followed at 2 p.m. by
(Cont'd on page 3)

Turning back the Doomsday Clock
'
Scientists mark the 'end of the Cold War
to build the
CHICAGO (AP) — The keepers
of the Doomsday Clock turned
back its hands today to 11:43 p.m.
— its farthest point ever from
nuclear midnight — to reflect the
end of the Cold War.
The clock, which appears on the
cover of the Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientists and symbolizes the threat
of nuclear war, had stood at 11:50
p.m. since March 1990, after a
democratic tide swept Eastern
Europe.

"The Cold War is over. The
40-year-long East-West nuclear
arms race has ended," the Bulletin
said in an editorial today.
"The world has clearly entered a
new, post-Cold War era. The illusion that tens of thousands of
nuclear weapons are a guarantor of
national security has been stripped
away."
Since the magazine's founding in
1945 by scientists who worked at
the University of Chicago on the

Manhattan Project
atomic bomb, the clock was closest
to midnight — two minutes — in
1953, after the United States tested
the hydrogen bomb.
Until today, the clock was farthest from midnight — 11:48 p.m. —
in 1963, after the signing of a test
ban treaty, and again in 1972, when
the Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty was signed.
The Bulletin's directors and editors determine the setting.

Grand jury to hear murder-for-hire case
A federal grand jury will likely
hear the case of a Graves County
man and his Calloway County sister, who are charged in an alleged
murder-for-hire plot.
U.S. Magistrate W. David King
heard a preliminary hearing and a
detention hearing for Danny Rose
Williams, 38, of Route 1 Hazel,
who is charged with aiding and
abetting in a murder-for-hire.
A federal complaint against Williams was filed Nov. 15, alleging
he arranged for someone to contact
his sister, Cornelia Faye "Corky"
Williams, about the proposed murder of her estranged husband for
money.
Danny Williams, an employee of
Fike Enterprises Inc. of Murray,
allegedly talked to fellow employee
Gary Avery on Nov. 11 about killing his sister's husband, Ernest
Mitchell of San Antonio, Texas, or

V

finding someone else to kill him.
Avery, of Lake Charles, La.,
apparently contacted the FBI and
agreed to put an undercover agent
in contact with Cornelia Williams.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Hancy
Jones entered into evidence a leuer
allegedly given by Cornelia Williams to her brother to be passed
along to the hired killer telling
where Mitchell might be found and
that he might now be wearing a
beard.
L.V. McGinty, a local FBI agent,
testified the undercover officer was
offered $2,000 to kill Mitchell
within two weeks, apparently
because Mitchell had a large insurance policy naming Cornelia Williams as beneficiary.
Danny Williams allegedly gave
the undercover officer his sister's
telephone number; the officer
called and said he had received the

letter and was willing to carry out
the contract on Nov. 14.
The agent testified that Williams
is on three years probation for a
drug conviction in Shelby County.
Tenn. where he pleaded guilty to
possessing a controlled substance
with intent to manufacture, deliver
or sell.
Bobby and Thomas Fike, Williams' employers, testified Williams is a model employee whom
they trust absolutely. Both men
said they are aware of his drug
conviction and the fact he is on
probation, but also that they did not
know him very well.
The magistrate decided to allow
Williams to go free on bond pending further proceedings. Williams'
sister appeared for a like hearing
last week and was detained in
McCracken District Jail.
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'Soft on crime' Democrats hope crime
bill will turn tables on Republicans
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Ever
since Richard Nixon's 1968 campaign. Democrats have been on the
defensive against charges they are
soft on cnme. They hope to turn
the tables in time for the 1992
campaign by passing a crime bill
the Republicans can't live with.
"The president and his party are
in a box," said Rep. Charles
Schumer, D-N.Y. "This has always
been their trump card in an
election."
President Bush and congressional Republicans argue that they are
blocking the bill because, after
Democratic changes, it favors
criminals.
But with his veto pledge Monday, Bush took a step that Democrats dared him to take: accept
blame for scuttling a bill that both
extends the death penalty and
applies the first federal handgun
controls.
After vetoes of minimum wage,
civil rights, family medical leave,
unemployment and a series of

abortion issues, the president's latest veto threat gives Democrats the
further opportunity to charge that
his only domestic agenda is to say
"No."
Democrats pushed the bill
through a weekend House-Senate
conference. In the Senate, Republicans are threatening to block it
with a filibuster, although they
could allow it to pass and let Bush
kill it with a veto that Democrats
cannot override.
But the conference version first
must get through the House, where
leaders postponed a vote Monday
night because they were unsure
they had enough votes for the compromise package.
The 1992 refrain on the issue is
already in rehearsal.
"Our bill is mounting an all-out
assault on crime in our streets
while the president is complaining
about the technical provisions in
it," said Sen. Joseph Biden, DDel., chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee.

Bush objects to the bill because
it contains weaker provisions than
Republicans want limiting appeals
by convicts and allowing prosecutors to use evidence seized without
warrants.
"Let me be clear: I would have
to veto this bill because it would
weaken our criminal justice system," Bush said. His spokesman,
Marlin. Fitzwater, said the
Democratic-dominated panel of
House and Senate negotiators
"gutted the bill in all of its meaningful provisions."
But it contains some tough anticrime measures Bush has been
seeking, including the death penalty for 53 new federal crimes and
more money for local police.
Debate over legalities of habeas
corpus petitions anc.I exclusionary
rules of evidence dominated the
Republican objections Monday.
But for both sides, the real issue
is much starker: the political high
ground for the 1992 presidential
and congressional elections.

Congress to renew expiring provisions
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress is preparing to extend 12
expiring tax breaks, including a
credit that subsidizes low-income
housing and creates 100,000 jobs a
year.
Lawmakers were considering
extensions of the provisions under

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
79 DVSs OR A Y SA' sO Ulitineor
OP A/ MU
Monday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 1-8-6 (one, eight,
six)

Shell

rules that would bar any other tax
amendments, including President
Bush's proposed capital-gains tax
cut and Democratic plans for
reducing the tax burden on middleincome families.
A bill renewing the provisions
through next June 30 was approved
by voice vote Monday by the
House Ways and Means Committee
and the Senate Finance Committee.
Floor votes were expected before
Congress begins its year-end recess
this week.
"Welcome to the season of giving," Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, DIII., announced to a mob of lobbyists who filled his Ways and
Means Committee room. But he
cautioned that "any amendment at
any stage will jeopardize passage
of this emergency legislation."
Each of the 12 provisions has
considerable support, and six of
them have the administration's
backing. Combined in one bill, the
12 are nearly unstoppable.

With Congress and the administration unable to agree this year
on any major anti-recession legislation, the expiring tax breaks are
being hailed by lawmakers as a
boost for the economy. The prime
example is the low-income housing
credit, which Bush backed in the
budget he sent to Congress in
February.
The extensions "are very welcome news for the economy," said
Sen. John Danforth, R-Mo., who
led the fight to renew the provisions without any unrelated amendments. "The provisions serve
important national needs and create
jobs and economy activity," he
said, noting estimates that the
housing credit alone is worth
100,000 jobs a year.
The housing credit is the most
popular of the dozen tax breaks. It
is a credit of up to 70 percent for
investors who put their money into
the rehabilitation or construction of
rental housing for low-income
families.

END OF MONTH
CLEARANCE
1992 Chevrolet Caprice
Stock #92104

Early snow

Crimc has been a perennial winner for Republican candidates since
.
Nixon honed his law-and -order 4*
campaign in 1968. Bush used his
own version in 1988, when he
made the image of a convicted
Massachusetts criminal, Willie
Horton, the metaphor for his accusation that Democratic opponent
Michael Dukakis was soft on crime
and criminals.
The gun-control provisions
would establish a mandatory fiveday waiting period for handgun
purchases. Vigorously fought by
the National Rifle Association, that
provision is a watered-down version of the so-called Brady Bill,
named for James S. Brady, the former White House press secretary
who was wounded in the 1981
assassination attempt on President
Reagan.
Democrats contend that Bush's
A large plume of white dust erupts from the saw of a construction
real motive for opposing the bill is
not the appeal and illegal-evidence worker as he cuts concrete blocks at the site of a new water-treatment
provisions, but the gun-control plant near downtown Murray Monday.
section.

It's official: Brereton Jones wins
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — It's official. Brereton Jones is Kentucky's next governor.
Although Kentuckians went to the polls on Nov. 5, it wasn't until
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Community helps Murdock
List Pnce $19,248 00

1992 Chevrolet Lumina
Eurosport Sedan
Stock #92059

Fifty-seven volunteers from the
Lynn Grove community gathered
Nov. 18 to help the family of Kenneth Murdock strip his crop of
tobacco.
Murdock is undergoing treatment

for cancer at the Veteran's Hospital
in Nashville.
The group stripped Murdock's
entire two-acre crop in one day in
sheds at the Steve Ernstberger and
Johnny Williams farms.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Now Oilers

UPS Pick Up
Ship Weekly & Save money

Stock #92049

%1-1, 9 a.m.- 8 p.m
.
Hs+) 641 N.

sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. 'sun 1-5 p.m.
753-2380
Oly mpir Plaza

00

9988 Sale Price
7
$
List Price $9,192 00
All Prices Are After Rebate. Taxes, title, administrative fee additional.
Formerly Classic Pima next to Taco John's in Central Center

Peppers

In a story on Tuesday, Nov. 12
concerning MSU's attempt to connect the school with Scotland, it
stated that Wadesboro, a former
Calloway County scat, was in Marshall County. Wadesboro is in Calloway County and has been since
the division of the Jackson
Purchase.
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News of the World
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SPACE CENTER, Houston — An Atlantis crewman peered down at Earth
through a telescope today, trying to recognize various spots on the globe in
a test of how astronauts might serve the military from space. Shuttle crewman Thomas Hennen ran into trouble with the Pentagon experiment Monday night when a system that tells the astronaut the telescope is trained on
the desired target apparently failed. He had better luck with the telescope
assembly after turning it off and back on and was able to find three out of
four targets early today. Hermon told ground controllers the cueing system
still didn't appear to be working exactly as it did in training, but "it really
hasn't hindered the actual acquisition of the site."

Brereton Jones promises.
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ROAD HOGS THREATEN JOBS
WASHINGTON — Longstanding compTaints from sTaTes

who feel stlOrT-changed on federal highway aid are stalling consideration of reauthorization
of the nation's road and transit programs. Supporters of the $151 billion
measure, which lawmakers hope to pass before scheduled adjournment this
week, say it would create as many as 2 million lobs, a boon to a sluggish
economy struggling to emerge from recession. But representatives of socalled "donor' states say they are determined to restore fairness to the formulas by which federal highway aid is distributed. The donor states are
those, which in the era of building the 44,000-mile Interstate highway system, paid out more in federal gasoline taxes than they received in federal
highway aid. The issue has been festering all year and Rep. Norman Mineta, 0-Calif., chairman of the House surface transportation subcommittee,
said Monday that it could block passage of the overall measure. Sen. Daniel
Patrick Moynihan, D-N.Y., who led Senate negotiators in a conference with
the House to resolve differences in the bills passed by the two chambers,
said a Senate filibuster could shut down highway and mass transit construction with the resulting loss of thousands of jobs.
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SAY WHAT?

NEW YORK — A study suggests that men are losing their hearing faster
than scientists thought and that their hearing is worsening from generation
to generation. The federal study also suggests that men over 30 are losing
their hearing more than twice as fast as women do through age 80. Study
co-author Jay Pearson said that the cause of the reported hearing loss in
men is not known, "but if you want to speculate from what the conventional
wisdom is on noise exposure, I would think you'd want to be careful about
the noise you're exposed to at work and in your leisure."
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WASHINGTON— The Pentagon is building an emergency tent camp inside
the U.S. Navy base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, to aid thousands of Haitian
refugees fleeing their troubled nation by boat, administration sources say.
Word of the plan came as the political crisis in Haiti deepened and the flood
of refugees increased dramatically. "It will be a temporary tent shelter, and
should be up and ready to go by tomorrow (Tuesday), or at the latest, the
end of the week," said one senior administration official, who like others
spoke on condition of anonymity. "The feeling is, this is the right thing to
do," he added. Another administration official said the impetus for the move
came because the U.S. Coast Guard has been overwhelmed by the flood of
boat people from the Caribbean island.

PRESIDENTIAL TIMBER

WASHINGTON — Barbara Bush, the first lady of Christmas tree topping,
performed her annual task with good humor 38 feet off the ground despite
near-freezing temperature and a biting wind. After placing a 30-inch white
star on top of the tree, she waved to folks on the ground and with an
emphatic gesture told the crane operator in no uncertain terms: "Down." It
was the 11th time she topped the tree, a Colorado blue spruce that stands
on the Ellipse on the south side of the White House. She began her yearly
rise to the top as wife of the vice president in 1981. A few minutes before, in
the White House, she had accepted delivery of the official White House tree,
which will grace the Blue Room where the Bushes greet Christmas guests.

Chamber amends...
(Cont'd from page 1)
tion process," said Steve Zea, the
chamber's executive director.
The second change was a formal
adoption of a pratice already followed which will require sending
their election ballots to the chamber's certified public accountant.
The board also "formalized" the
process of committee selection to
allow the chamber president to
form the committees that will be
functioning during his term. The
board members can serve on them
at their discretion.
Zea also reported on the progress
of the proposed 1-66 highway.
"We know Wilbur and Smith
from North Carolina has been

selected as the lead consulting firm
to do a feasibility study. That process is underway," Zea said.
Zea said there are several versions of a transportation bill now
going through Congress, some of
which mention this national highway corridor, sometimes referred to
as 1-66.
"I don't think anything will happen before the recess," Zea said.
Upcoming events discussed
were:
'John Delves will be the featured
speaker at a Leadership Murray
seminar Dec. 2.
'The Chamber of Commerce will
host an open house at the Commerce Centre Dec. 17 at 4:30 p.m.

Christmas Craft Show
Nov. 30th & Dec. 1st
Saturday 9-5 Sunday 12-5
—National Guard Armory—
Arts & Crafts Especially Made For Christmas!
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*Hand-made Home Decorations & Gifts*
IONS AVAILABLE
FREE ADMISSION • CONCESS

Capitol, sponsored by various
Franklin countians.
The Lexington Philharmonic will
play for a black-tie ball inside the
Capitol that night and there will be
two others — one with bluegrass
music, one with rock 'n' roll — in
a tent on the Capitol grounds and
in the Frankfort civic center.

"We want the people who feel
more appropriately attired in a tuxedo and a long dress, by all means,
to please come that way," Jones
said.
"Those who feel more appropriately attired in blue jeans, by all
means please come. There's going
to be something for everybody."

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
private fund to help the people
of the Soviet Union thrOugh the
winter was announced Monday
by its creators, who hope to
raise $100 million.
The Soviet-American Fund
for Freedom and Democracy has
the backing of both President
Mikhail Gorbachev and Russian
President Boris Yeltsin, said the
announcement of Washington
auorney L. Ronald Schema, the
president of the fund.
Other sponsors include Lee
laccoca of Chrysler Corp. and
Hamish Maxwell of Philip
Morris.
Scheman said the fund will
work through private voluntary
organizations such as CARE,
the United Way, and Project
Hope, which is already sending
an initial $2 million worth of
medical supplies.
The announcement noted that
President Bush has appealed for
private aid to the Soviet Union.
Organizer of the fund is
Yankel Ginzburg, a Soviet emigre sculptor who has been commissioned to design a monument
for the front of the Russian Parliament building. It will commemorate the resistance there to
the attempted coup against Gorbachev last August.

Jones to push for public financing of campaign

HELP FOR HAITIANS

Ing

in the
was getting too close to local school finance formula
law.
think
reform
"I
school superintendents.
The money ran short partly
he's taking too much advice from
he
because local school boards raised
the superintendents right now,"
more than state officials estitaxes
said.
mated when the law was passed.
The governor said he did not Wilkinson, however, said the extra
think the trends in Boysen's agency
money should not be seen as an
were a threat to education reform entitlement.
"at this point in time," but he
He said the next step in school
added, "Some danger signs are
reform should be in higher educagathering."
tion. He scolded university trustees
Boysen has an unlisted telephone
and regents for not understanding
number and could not be reached
their institutions' budgets.
for comment Monday night.
Wilkinson said there is less
effectiveness on college campuses
Wilkinson told interviewer Barry
than almost anywhere, and said
Peel in a live broadcast from the
members should do more
faculty
he
would
that
s
Mansion
Governor'
teaching — particularly basic
"lecture" Boysen on these points
instruction, which he said relies too
this week when he gives the
heavily on "English-speaking foredepartment another $22 million to
ign graduate students."
$25 million to fulfill the local-

(Cont'd from page 1)
the public swearing-in of Jones and
the new lieutenant governor, Paul
Patton.
Other statewide constitutional
officeholders do not take office
until January.
The swearing-in is to be followed by a reception at the Old
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Private fund seeks
money to help
Soviets in winter

Wilkinson critical of Boysen's payroll

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said he
thinks Education Commissioner
Thomas Boysen is hiring too many
people at too much pay.
Wilkinson said Monday night in
an interview on Kentucky Educational Television that he had
expected greater change in the education department because last
OSIJEK BESEIGED
year's school-reform law allowed
ZAGREB, Yugoslavia — Federal army gunners staged a predawn attack on
Boysen to dismiss any employee.
the besieged Croatian city of Osijek today, but calm was reported elsewhere
"I thought more faces in the
on the second day of a U.N.-brokered cease-fire. The apparent drop in fighting and plans for a prisoner exchange were among the latest signs that
t of Education needed to
Departmen
Croats and Serbs may be closer to ending their 5-month-old civil war. The
Wilkinson said. "We
be
changed,"
but
Croatia,
to
United Nations has proposed sending peacekeeping forces
simply took the same people and
not until a firm cease-fire takes hold. Thirteen previous truces mediated by
changed their addresses and paid
the European Community collapsed. Federal troops have captured about a
them more money."
third of Croatia, and some Croats fear Serb forces will not agree to a full
cease-fire until they gain control of Osijek, the largest city in eastern
"I hope we don't have a reCroatia.
gathering of the establishment over
there," Wilkinson added.
DISCOVERING COLUMBUS
has
portrait
He also said he thought Boysen
-century
15th
a
of
of
years
debate,
After
hundreds
ROME —
been discovered that may finally settle the question of what Christopher Columbus looked like, an art historian says. "It's a very important discovery,"
Maurizio Marini said, referring to a 17- by 23-inch oil painting of Columbus
that he attributed to Spanish artist Pedro Berruguete (1450-1504). Marini
said there is no proof Columbus sat for the portrait, but the painting is the
only existing portrait of the explorer done while he was alive. Berruguete
also was the official portrait painter at the court of Ferdinand and Isabella,
the Spanish monarchs who sponsored Columbus' voyages, he noted. The
painting shows Columbus to be less portly than often portrayed, with deepset green eyes, red hair, pronounced cheekbones and a long, aquiline nose.
He is pictured with the pageboy haircut he traditionally is given, but without
the flowing curls sometimes seen.
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BRERETON JONES

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov.-elect Brereton Jones says he
will push immediately for enactment of some form of public campaign financing.
"I have made the decision to be
strongly supportive of it, and
there's no reason to wait," Jones
said in a news conference Monday.
He did not endorse a specific
plan, but said he hoped for, a consensus bill and planned to discuss
it with legislative leaders.
Proponents of public campaign
financing frequently argue that it is
the only constitutional way to
impose spending limits on candidates. Critics often denigrate it as
"welfare" for politicians.

Bush now supports...
(Cont'd from page 1)
age and supports their efforts to
advance the growth agenda," Fitzwater said today.
He said that the president is urging adoption of the measure and
was looking toward Michel and
Gingrich for leadership on it when
it comes up today in the House —
suggesting that the White House
wasn't ready to mount an all-out
lobbying effort in its behalf.
House Speaker Thomas Foley,
D-Wash., has said the Republican
proposal "has no shred of sincerity
about it." Foley says he is unwilling to take action on a tax measure
without Bus's suppori
Bush plan§ to spell out details of
his own growth package — which
includes many elements of the current GOP plan — in his State of
the Union address in late January.
But many House Republicans are

nervous about their re-election
prospects and see political advantage is pressing for early passage
of their plan. Democratic inaction
on such a measure could be used to
Republicans' advantage.
A CBS-New York Times poll
Monday showed Bush's approval
among Americans hit a new low. It
said only half of those surveyed
approved of the way he is handling
his job, a drop of 16 points in one
month and the lowest since he took
office.
CBS said fewer than half thought
Bush would be re-elected, down
from two-thirds in October. It said
8 percent agreed with the president
that things are getting better economically, while 44 percent
thought they were getting worse
and just 25 percent approved of
Bush's handling of economic
matters.

PARTY CATERING MENU or

We're ready to help you spice up your next party, meeting,
picnic with our famous Creole Fried Chicken, Buttermilk
Biscuits made from scratch, and a choice of great side orders.
Let us save you time and money!

Gov. Wallace Wilkinson was
among those critics in 1990, when
a public-financing _bill was introduced in the General Assembly and
promptly killed.
Jones said he wants to slash the
$4,000 limit on individual campaign contributions to $100
because "the whole system of
campaign contributions has gotten
totally out of control."
Jones did not voluntarily limit
his own contributions, however,
and raised an estimated $8 million
in winning the governorship.
A bill drafted by Sen. Mike
Moloney, D-Lexington, would
establish partial public financing
for candidates and reduce the limit

on contributions to $500 per
person.
Jones said he .found "much to
like about ... Moloney's bill': but
wished to discuss with Moloney
some of its details.
Jones previously endorsed the
idea of partial public campaign
financing, but without saying he
would push for it in the first regular legislative session of his
administration.
"If history has taught me anything, a governor is in the best position to make a contribution in the
first legislative session, and so I
think that's the time to do it,"
Jones said.

ICAL FISH
MCCLURE'S TROP
MURRAY. KY. 42071
622 SOUTH 4TH STREET
TELEPHONE 759-9513
10 A.M. TIL 5:30 P.M.
MONDAY-FRIDAY
HOURS
BREAD)
BUNNY
TO
DOOR
NEXT
D
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Mat4ic
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$2.00
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Call 24 hours In advance and
well give you the best price for
the best chicken in town.
Delivery also available.

4TH & CHESTNUT
753-8575
OPEN 24 HOURS
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TRADE-IN SALE!
Nothing Down
90 Days Same As Cash
with A roved Credit

MENU PLANNING GUIDE...

Customize your party menu with this Planning Guide to determine
the nght amount of food for the right number of people There's no
guess work or leftovers
By the Piece CREOLE FRIED CHICKEN (MIXED)
2 pieces per person X
(Pieces)
(People)
ROLLS
OR
DINNER
BISCUITS
LK
By the Dozen BUTTERMI
• 12 1.5 Biscuits per person X
(Dozens)
(Rolls)
(People)
By the Dozen CREOLE FRIED CHICKEN NUGGETS
4- 12 =
5 per Person X
(Dozens)
(People) (Nuggets)
or
SALAD,
POTATO
SLAW,
By the Pint COLE
MACARONI SALAD
(4 oz Serving per Person)
+ 4 servings per pint =
(Pints)
(People)
RICE
By the Pint CREOLE
(4 oz Serving per Person)
4. 4 servings per pint =
(Pints)
(Rice)
By the Dozen CREOLE FRIED CHICKEN UVERS
+ 12 =
6 per Person X
(Dozens)
(Livers)
(People)

'

Console TV Trade-In Allowance
Up to '200
Great RCA Features Including:
• Stereo Sound
• Remote Control That Works Most
VCR's and Murray Cable Boxes

FREE DELIVERY!
73-1.H
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Washington Today

Symptoms of the malaise
which once afflicted Carter
By WALTER R. MEARS
An Associated Press News Analysis
WASHINGTON — President Bush and company are showing symptoms of the political flu that once afflicted Jimmy Carter — the malady
called malaise.
So far it's a mild case, but as the 1979 Carter outbreak showed. it can
be contagious.
Among the early signs: Economic woes on the eve of a re-election campaign, with no clear, new administration answer, slumping poll ratings
reflecting voter fears about the future; staff differences and slip-ups that
give an impression of White House disarray.
Add to that the president's feeling that if he could get his own message
across more forcefully, American confidence would be revived and things
would get better. In his day, Caner said the lost confidence was a crisis.
Bush plans to step up his confidence-building effort with a senes of
appearances around the nation after Thanksgiving, after Congress has
adjourned. He said he needs to "do better in making clear what the message is and I think I can do better." A cut in the capital gains tax rate
remains central in that message; Bush plans to offer any further economic
revivaf proposals in his State of the Union message in about two months.
In the meantime, the president said, he will take his case "to the
American people, to help instill a sense of confidence in the American
people."
After a trip to Columbus, Ohio, on Monday, Bush said he had met with
people ranging from students to governors, and they didn't ask him about
his staff or a shakeup, the sort of thing that is a preoccupation in
Washington.
"They ask about the economy. They don't ask about the White House.
Very interesting different priorities around the country," the president
said. "... I'll be going around the country and listening and talking to
people like this and seeing what we can do in the future. But most people
understand the problem when you have a divided government."
Nonetheless, in staff problems that have drawn conservative Republican
-.demands for-a shakeup, in the concern about restoring Americans confidence in the future, even in the political criticism Bush has faced for concentrating on foreign affairs, there are echoes of the problems that nagged
Carter just before his bid for a second term. Carter's troubles worsened
with the Iran hostage crisis and he lost to Ronald Reagan in 1980.
Despite a difficult November, Bush's political health is far better than
that. His job approval ratings are down in recent polls, but still far higher
than Carter's third-year standing. For that matter, Bush still draws better
ratings than Reagan did at this point in his first term, the year before his
landslide re-election.
After a White House visit in September, Democrat Carter said complaints about Bush's foreign policy emphasis were "the same charge that
was always made against me. I didn't think it was fair then and I don't
think it's fair now."
In the summer of '79, Caner was trying to cope with an energy crisis,
soaring inflation and persistent unemployment. There was friction inside
the administration, and policy seemed adrift. After 10 days of introspection and conferences at the Camp David presidential retreat, Carter
addressed the nation and said what was really wrong was "a crisis of
confidence" that threatened the American spirit and national will.
It was dubbed "the malaise speech," a term Carter had used at the
Camp David conferences but didn't repeat in the address.
That became the word Carter couldn't shake; Reagan said he'd tried to
blame the American people for the shortcomings of their leaders.
Now Bush confronts an economic-slump he once said was over, without
a ready answer. He said early this month that the biggest problem was
"that people don't have confidence," suggesting that with interest rates
low, it would be a good time to buy a house or a car. Democratic critics
ridiculed that, saying people who can't find jobs can't buy anything.
The president said later that he wasn't suggesting things are rosy. "I
am worried about consumer confidence," he said, and about the people
who tell the pollsters they fear the nation is on the wrong economic track.
The problem is finding the right one.
• • • •
(EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter R. Mean, vice president and columnist
for The Associated Press, has reported on Washington and national
politics for more than 25 years.)

World editorial roundup
Vol. 18; Times-Advocate, Escondido, Calif., on David Duke:
David Duke is not dead. Like the Hydra, the monster from Greek
mythology, one of Duke's heads has been cut off in his resounding defeat
at the Louisiana polls, but two more will grow back in its place. Until this
country performs the Herculean task of severing the relationship between
economic fear and racism, Duke will break out again like an angry boil.
Louisiana can celebrate the impressive solidarity of black voters and the
good sense of half the white people. A less-than-savory Edwin Edwards,
whose sins are the traditional kind, ... will move into the governor's
mansion.
But the Duke stench lingers in the air. Lousy economic conditions in
Louisiana made Duke's call of the wild possible, even inevitable. This
man who two years ago was distributing Nazi propaganda received roughly half the white vote. ...
There are pockets in this country ... that could be seduced by the message that all of our troubles are caused by those OTHER people. Those
blacks, those Jews, those Latinos. It only takes one sanitized spokesman
mouthing code phrases like welfare mothers and affirmative action ... and
the fundamental problems with a region's economy can be trampled under
a mob's irrational hunger for a scapegoat. From there it's only a step to
the hood and the swastika. It's almost certain Duke will enter some presidential primaries, to spread his message. Don't let him in the house.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by viriting letters to the editor. We
int letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the foling guidelines: all letten must be signed by the writer, with the
ter's addrest and telephone number included in case verification is
(telephone numben will not be published). The Murray Led& Times reserves, the right to condense or reject any letter.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

Children's corner is holiday exile
'monommo

"You children have a table all to
yourselves," one of the adults
always cooed at Thanksgiving. But
that false chirpiness never fooled
any kid I'd ever met Even a toddler barely out of diapers could
recognize there was no comparison
between the children's table and
where the adults sat
The children's table huddled
miserably in the corner of the
dining, room, a rickety card table
set with cast-off dishes and
unmatched cutlery. It was flanked
by metal chairs, cold and slippery,
that could fold up with an unsuspecting child still squirming in one
of them, clutching a gummy glass
of warm milk.
Swathed in ivory damask, the
adults' table gleamed with silver
and fine china. Twin candelabrum
cradled identical pale green tapers,
and a crystal vase of fresh flowers
seemed to sprout from the middle
of the splended oval table. Grownups sat in graceful wooden chairs,
upholstered in red and grey satin.
No one dared glare at the big people when they dripped gravy onto
their heirloom linen or refused
heaping ladles of creamed onions.

MAIN STREE

Constance Alexander
Ledger St, Times columnist
Children were given no choices
by the server, except for an occasional acquiescence, such as constructing a perfect puddle of gravy
in the middle of a mound of
mashed potatoes. And we were
forced to try a "dollup" of everything being dished up, no matter
how distasteful it seemed.
"How will you ever really know
you don't like oysters in your stuffing? some adult would demand,
shoveling a healthy portion of
bivalve and bread crumbs onto one
of our miserable chipped plates.
We children would have preferred to make a meal out of those
delicious Parker House rolls, warm
and sweet, that were wrapped in a
cloth napkin and nestled in their
own little basket But the rolls were
carefully rationed, and — adding

Li

insult to that particular injury —
the children's table was not given
its own butter dish, for the adults
feared we would slather our rolls
with a pound of butter each and
neglect the rest of the menu. (They
were right. We could have made a
meal out of the rolls, butter, and
the fresh whipped cream that
topped the rich desserts).
In my house, the typical Thanksgiving fare included turkey and two
kinds of potatoes — mashed and
sweet. There were also green
beans, fresh carrots, stuffing, turnips, gravy, and the aforementioned creamed onions.
Studded with shiny (ugh!) shards
of giblet, the gravy always caused
last-minute panic in the kitchen.
With some lackadaisical child
assigned to stir the liquid until

serving time, it usually bubbled
madly and seized itself up into
thick lumps that had to be pulverized with the egg beater or
removed with a strainer before the
steaming sauce was poured into
one of the delicate gravy boats.
Mother especially prided herself
on the creamed onions. They were
not those canned white things, but
fresh peared onions that were
boiled savagely at dawn and later
tucked into homemade cream sauce
thick enough to repair loose bricks
in the chimney.
After the main course there were
pies, often pumpkin and mince
meat. No self-suspecting child
wanted either one, but had to submit to a silver in order to get the
whipped cream we so coveted.
While the adults languished in
their comfortable chairs and
praised the fine meal, we children
sat stiffly in our precarious metal
scats waited to be excused from the
table. We were always relieved
when permission was granted. It
meant that we'd survived another
Thanksgiving, and that we were
one year closer to being old enough
to sit with the adults.
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Getting religion in Los Angeles
The city of Los Angeles is out to
get religion.
City Councilman Zev Yaroslavsky has asked for an official investigation as to whether Assistant
Police Chief Robert L Vernon's
conservative Christian beliefs have
interfered with his ability "to perform official duties fairly and without bias."
Vernon responded to the ensuing
official investigation of his religious beliefs with a $10 million
lawsuit charging that the city is
violating his First Amendment
rights.
The Hollywood liberals who
were vocal and visible in shouting
down the campaign of David Duke
for governor of Louisiana are
strangely silent when confronted
with bigotry in their own back
yard.
Notice that Vernon's job performance is not under investigation,
but whether his religion is rotated
to his job performance. As Vernon's attorney, constitutional
expert William Ball, correctly
notes "That means that the Board
of Police Commissioners will have
to familiarize itself with his religion. It will need to know the tenets
of his church and whether he
observes those tenets."
Liberal groups and individuals in
Los Angeles have been after Vernon since they discovered a talk he
gave in 1977 at his church. In that

'gee
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talk, Vernon spoke against
homosexual practice and advised
women to be submissive to their
husbands. Both are regarded as
traditional beliefs in many Christian faiths, though not even his
detractors suggest that Vernon has
tried to make married women on
the force more submissive to their
spouses.
The chairman of the Police Commission, Stanley Sheinbaum, who
is also named in the lawsuit, takes
the standard liberal view of religion: "His private views are his
own. But to try to impose his views
of the department where he is an
official, then serious questions
arise."
They certainly do. To suggest
that a strongly held religious view
is less tolerant than a weakly held
religious view (or no religion at
all) is morally, intellectually and
politically incorect. It is also inconsistent and hypocritical.
During the 1980s, an organization that published a Presidential

Biblical Scorecard was roundly
denounced as infringing on the
First Amendment guarantees of
church-state separation and the free
exercise of religion. The scorecard
attempted to learn the religious
beliefs and political positions of
presidential candidates. It then
gave what is believed to be the
"correct" religious view on issues.
Editorials and special interest
groups strongly criticized the
scorecard as a threat to the
republic.
In the Louisiana governor's race,
David Duke was criticized for,
among many other things, noting
that Edwin Edwards claimed to
have doubts about the Resurrection
of Christ. Edwards supporters said
his views on the Resurrection were
irrelevant to Edwards' fitness for
office.
Why, then, is not the same standard applied to Robert Vernon?
The answer is simple. Edwards'
views are more appealing to liberals than Vernon's.

A court hearing is scheduled in
LA: Angeles Dec. 2 on a motion
for preliminary injunction to stop
the investigation of the relationship
between Vernon's religious beliefs
and his job performance.
If this isn't one of those "if we
allow this, where will it end?"
questions, what is? Could a Jewish
office holder be investigated
because he demonstrated unusual
zeal while investigating hate crimes
against synagogues and Jewish
people? Could an athiest be investigated for insensitivity to religious
people who seek to observe religious holidays? What if a Muslim
prison inmate requested a prayer
rug but was denied the request by a
warden of another faith who hated
Muslims?
If the city of Los Angeles can
demonstrate that Robert Vernon is
incompetent or has violated the
laws or the public trust, that is one
thing. Where, who and how he
worships and the formation of his
moral world view is none of the
city's business. It would be nice to
see the courts, which have recently
defended flag burning and even
homoerotic and blasphemous "art."
strike a blow in favor of someone
who holds to values and believes
that once were considered traditional and worthy of emulation and
affirmation, especially in the "City
of Angels."

State editorial roundup
Kentucky New Era, Hopkiturilk:
Apathy may have been the chief culprit in the embarrassingly low voter
turnout when Kentuckians elected a new governor and the other major
statewide offices. Less than half of the registered voters — just over
S0,000 — bothered to go to the polls.
But citizen lethargy apparently doesn't carry over to everything of
public concern. Take the state lottery for instance. More than 15 million
sets of numbers were drawn for the multimillion-dollar Lotto Kentucky
prize earlier this month. The winning tickets finally were drawn on a $42
million dollar jackpot Wednesday, Nov. 6, ironically the day after the
election.
The 15 million lottery tickets that were sold by Nov. 2 represent
approximately four times the slate's population. ...

In other words, Kentuckians apparently are far more likely to take the
time to stop at their favorite convenience market and buy a lottery ticket
than go to a comparable amount of trouble to vote. That's a sad commentary on the quality of the candidates and their campaigns, on the misplaced priorities of our citizens, or both.
Whatever the cause, its a shame. The high-minded purpose of the lottery was to fund critical state programs without raising taxes. Almost four
years later, taxes have been raised anyway, the state's budget remains at
the breaking point and citizens are more interested in playing the game
than making sure lottery revenues are in the hands of honest, competent
officials.
God forbid if we've reached the point that Kentuckians consider the
odds higher on getting good government than winning the lottery.
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EDUCATION
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger &
Times. Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
your
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct
Murray
the
to
schools
public
area
about
questions and comments
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).
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Heather McClure refines her listening skills using the speciali
materials at the Murray Montessori Center.
Elementary,
Courtney Harris, a kindergarten student at Robertson are: (Front
d
Picture
shares her Guinea Pig Suzie during "G" Week.
Adams, Chris Bradrow, from left) Brett Brown, Ryan Sears, Charlie Perry,(back) JusAlex
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These are the Carter Elementary third and fourth grade winners of
the American Education Week poster contest: (from left) Suzanne
Chandler, Laura Nixon, Ted Dotson and Mitch Woods.
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the Grand Prize, a Discovery Globe.

Fourth grade students at Carter Elementary line up at the 100,000
cm. wall in Beryl M. Whaley's class.
J

Calloway County Middle School seventh grade student April Kraft
shows birds that her grandfather helped her make.
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about all kinds of airplanes.
Thunderbirds.

The first grade at East Elementary performed for parents, grandparents and the student body. The title of the program was "A World
With Color." These five students from Mrs. Fonda Grogan's class
were the Five Little Pumpkins Sitting on a Fence. They were: (front
row, from left) Chris Cobb, Brandon Stone, (back) Eric Holland,
April Thomason and Audrey Bucy.
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The first grade at North Calloway has been studying proper
unit
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care.
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pets. They learned the four basic compon
Clinary
Veterin
e
Westsid
of
Salley
Dr.
from
was enhanced by a visit
dog's
ic. He shared with the children animal bones and a replica of a
heart.

The first graders of North Calloway were given tips on how to train
dogs. Mrs. Bunny Lanning, a local dog trainer and representative of
the Humane Society, demonstrated several tips on how to train their
pets. The children were excited to have Mrs. Lanning's dog, Voltare,
join the class. Pictured are: (from left) Bunny Lanning, Voltare,
Michael Coleman, Kyle Starks and Chris Swift.

Southwest ElemenMiss Christy Castleman's fourth grade students at colors. Here (from
favorite
their
tary have been writing poems about
and Lacey Pittman
left) Blake Morgan, Ashley Lowe, Clint Myatt,
.
show their prize winning poems and collages

Fifth grade students at Southwest are sharing stories using flannel
board characters with second grade students from Ms. Cooper and
Mrs. Potts' class. Pictured are: (front row, from left) Brinden Ray,
Meagan Rogers, Amanda Hart, Jesse Bogard, Saundra Thompson and
(center) Alecia Hart.
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John Hutchens and Kelly Hale are doing an experiment with boiling
points in Ms. Stephanie Wyatt's Introduction to Chemistry/Physics
class.

Calloway County High School's Christy Parrish (left) and Jennifer
Tabers are finishing a poster to advertise the "Laker Review." They
are two of the three circulation/exchange editors for the "Laker
Review."

These first graders are proud of their Pumpkin Big Books filled with
spooky Halloween stories about skeletons, bats, pumpkins and spiders. The stories were created following classroom studies of the seasonal topics. The East Calloway students are in Martha Leet's class.
Pictured are: (front row, from left) Daniel Dycus, Jon Frank, Christopher Rogers, (back) T.J. Bramhill, BreAnne Perry, Jeffrey Higgins,
Mack Bucy and Melissa Huscusson.
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Page-Williams vows solemnized

JO'S DATEBOOK

•

Miss Penney Lynn Page and
Tuesday, Nov. 26
James David Williams were mar26, at 3 p.m.
Murray State University Racers ried on Saturday, Oct.
Paris,
Church,
Baptist
Springhill
at
will play Illinois Tech/7:30
Tenn.
p.m./Racer Arena.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
Mrs. Jerry D. Page of Rt. I,
and
Murray Lions Club/6:30
Term.
Henry,
p.m./Murray Woman's Club House.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. James E. Williams of Rt. 2,
National Scouting Museum/open Hazel.
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
The Rev. Lynn Paschall, pastor
the church, officiated at the
of
AA and A-Ion/8 p.m./American ceremony.
Legion Hall, South Sixth and
Music was presented by Richard
Maple Streets.
Williams, soloist, and Oileen Cantrell, organist and pianist.
First Baptist Church events
Vows were spoken before a
include Youth Choirr/ p.m.
brass arch with spiral candelabra
on either side. The setting was cenBingo games/7 p.m./Knights of tered with a large arrangement of
Columbus Building, Squire Hale gladioli. Processional aisle candeRoad.
labra marked all the church pews.
The bride was given in marriage
Murrray TOPS Chapter/7 by her parents.
p.m./Southside Manor Recreational
She wore a gown of Italian satin
Room. Info/759-9664.
designed with spaghetti straps with
a removable Spencer jacket. The
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m. gown featured an elongated bodice,
Info/753-0082.
semi-full skirt and a chapel length
train. Her fingertip veil was
Wednesday, Nov. 27
attached to a beaded Alcncon lace
Veterans Assistance Officer sche- floral wreath.
duled at National Guard Armory,
Her jewelry was a pair of rhinesMurray/9-11 a.m.
tone pearl drop earring sand
engagement ring. She carried a casHazel Center/open 10 am.-2 cade bouquet of gardenias, fresh
p.m./for senior citizens' activities. orange blossoms, petite carnations
and variegated foliage.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
Her something old was her greatp.m./for senior citizens' activities. grandmother's handkerchief; something new was her dress; something
Bereavement Support Group/9:30 borrowed was her earrings: and
a.m./Hospice Office, Murray- something blue was her garter.
Calloway County Hospital.
Miss Leslie Page, Henry, Tenn.,
sister of the bride, was maid of
Oaks Country Club Ladies honor. Bridesmaid was Miss Alicia
Bridge/9:30 a.m. with Bronda Williams, Hazel, sister of the
Parker as hostess.
groom. Ashley Lampkins, cousin of
the bride, was flower girl.
Calloway County Public Library
The attendants all wore tea
events will include Parents and length royal blue taffeta dresses
Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story Hour/10:30
designed with scoop necklines, v backs and large bows at the back
waistlines. Miss Page and 'Miss
National Scouting Museurn/closcd Williams carried arm bouquets of
today for repairs.
red roses.
Russell Edwards, cousin of the
Senior Citizens' Golf League/9 groom, was best man. Groomsman
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course. was Jeff Page, Paris, Tenn., brother
of the bride. Christopher Page, ParMurray Overeaters Anonymous/ is, Tenn., nephew of the bride, was
beginners/5:1 5 p.m. and ring bearer.
regular/5:30 p.m./Ellis Community
Ushers were David Hillenburgh,
Center.
Hazel, cousin of the groom, and
Chris Williams, Hazel, brother of
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m.-4 the groom.
p.m.
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110
3:30
7:10
9:15

"The Rddems
Family" (pc/3)

3 ?
4
American Tail 2: 1
Fieval Goes West" 7:05
9:05

"Cape Fear"

1:30
4:00
7:00
9:30

'All I Want For
Christmas" (G)

1:30
700

Martin Scorseso's

"The People Under 3:20
9:20
The Stairs" (R)
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'Remember to Give Thanks' will be the theme of the Special Thanksgiving Day worship service at Immanuel Lutheran Church, 15th and Main
Streets, Murray, on Thursday, Nov. 28, at 9 a.m. A Thanksgiving dinner will
be served from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Fellowship Hall. The community is
invited, a church member said.

Joint service at West Fork
A joint Thanksgiving service will be Wednesday. Nov. 27, at 7 p.m. at
West Fork Baptist Church at Stella. Other churches involded in the service
include Owens Chapel, Spring Creek, Kirksey and Coldwater Baptist Churches. The Rev. Jack Geurin, pastor at Coldwater, will bring the Thanksgiving message. There will be special singing from each of the churches. A
fellowship will follow the services. The public is invited to attend, a church
spokesperson said.

Aurora service Wednesday

Mr. and Mrs. James David Williams
The groom and ring bearer wore
black full dress tuxedoes with
white vests and ties. The other men
in the wedding party wore matching short coats with royal blue ties
and cummerbunds. Their boutonnieres were red roses.
The bride's mother wore a blue
three-piece rayon suit. The groom's
mother was attired in a purple twopiece rayon suit. Their corsages
were of red roses. The grandmothers had corsages of carnations.
Mrs. Teresa Page, Paris, Tenn.,
sister-in-law of the bride, kept the
guest register. Directing the wedding was Cindy Turner, Paris, cousin of the bride.
A reception, hosted by the
bride's parents, followed in the
church fellowship hall.
The tables were covered with
lace embroidered cloths. White lattice was behind the bridal table
which was centered with a fourtiered two column cake featuring a

Newborn admissions
Marnn baby boy, parents, Tern and
Lee. 1628 Farmer Ave , Murray;
Alexander baby boy, parents.
Michelle and Michael 1004 Hickory,
Benton
Dismissals
Mrs Marie Boyd, At. 1, Wingo, Mrs
Jennifer Cates, P 0 Box 44, Sedalia.
Richard Collins. 306 Grays Hill View
Dr. Cadiz,
James E Courtney, Rt. 1, Box 88,
Fancy Farm, Mrs Bernice Fletcher, Rt.
2, Puryear, Tenn , Mrs. Rita Ford,
1559 Oxford Dr. Murray;
Mrs Mary Gregory, 501 Chestnut
St, Murray, Mrs. Mildred I Huff, Rt. 5,
121 Farmers Lane, Lot 2, Cadiz: Miss
Amy Lynn Maury. At 7, Box 163,
Murray,

Hugh R Miller, Rt. 2, Box 216,
Hazel. David A. Owen, 1807 Sherry
Lane, Murray: Mrs. Frances S. Paschen. At 1, Box 306. Murray;
Mrs Lula Mae Tabers, Rt. 2, Box
106, Murray, Lee M Travis, 1407 Vine
Si , Murray; Hubert J. Tucker, Box
149, Farmington;
Henry Van Dyke. At. 4, Box 486,
Murray, Donald Whqe, At 4, Box 486,
Murray; Mrs. Helen C. Wood At. 4
Box 276, Benton.
Tommy Dan Workman, At. 1, Box
50, Hazel; Bennie Wright, Rt 1, Box
362. Hardin; Mrs. Tammy C. Ray and
baby boy, 207 Gail St., Paris, Tenn.
Expiration
Mrs. Gussie Adams, 907 Sycamore
St. Murray
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We Now Have

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise
759-9701
will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.

at

Mrs. Juanita Fennell, 172 Glendale,
Cadiz; Miss Nancy E. Foster, Rt. 4,
Box 253-A, Murray; Mark Hargrove,
Rt. 3, Box 179, Murray;
Nathan D. Randall, Rt. 1, Box 270,
Dexter: Mrs. Gena Faye Hicks and
baby girl, Rt. 2, Box 4A, Benton.
Expirations
Bernard Steen, Box 18, Almo, Mrs
Vera Dill. At. 2, Box 830, Dover, Tenn

One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at MurrayCalloway County Hospital for Sunday, Nov. 24, have been released
as follows:

Three newborn admissions, dismissals and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Saturday, Nov. 23, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Franklin baby girl, parents. Monica
and Barry. Rt. 2, Box 164, Wing°.
Moseley baby boy, parents, Lisa
and Chris, 721 Spruce St., Paris,
Tenn.;
Vibbert baby boy, mother, Melissa
Cheek. P 0 Box 87, Dexter
Dismissals
Ms Terri Allard. 900 Coldwater Rd.
Murray: Mrs Lou N Litchfield. At
Box 444, Hardin, George Parris Rt 5.
Box 796, Murray:
Mrs Margaret Amberg, Rt 2, Box
520, Golbertsville, Mrs Mary A Carter,
800 Olive St., Murray.

Newborn admission
Miles baby boy, parents, Kimberly
and Charles, J & J Apt. 2, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Margaret P. Blalock, 1605
Sycamore St., Murray: Mrs. Dollie M
Stark, At. 4, Box 187, Murray; Mrs
Lucille Melton, At 2, Box 46, Puryear,
Tenn.;
Alvis Jones, 820 Sha Wa Circle,
Murray; Mrs. Elizabeth Berry, 601 Pine
St., Murray; Billy Irvan, At. 5, Mayfield:
Robert Knight, 4110 No. Kemmeth,
Chicago, Ill.; Eddie Ray, P.O. Box 216,
Puryoar, Tenn.;
Miss Shari Schiedegger, 1618
Olive St., Murray; Mrs. Metzi C.
Mason, At. 5, Box 334, Mayfield;
Miss Lasonia C. McClaurin and
baby boy, 508 North First St., Murray;
Mrs. Michelle R. Alexander and baby
boy, 1004 Hickory St., Benton
Expiration
Mrs. Doris Penn, At. 10, Box 31,
Benton.
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The Aurora Area Ministerial Alliance will conduct a Thanksgiving service
on Wednesday, Nov. 27, at 7 p.m. at Aurora Christian Church, Aurora.
Member churches are Aurora Christian, Bethel Fellowship, Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian, Palestine United Methodist, St. Henry Catholic, Union
Ridge United Methodist, and Unity Cumberland Presbyterian. The Rev. Warren Robbins will deliver the Thanksgiving message. The offerings of food
and money will be divided between the Need Line organizations of Marshall
and Calloway Counties. A fellowship gathering will follow the service.

The bride is a graduate of Henry
County High School and is
employed at Tower Sports Center,
Paris.
The groom, a graduate of Calloway County High School, is a
member of the Elks C1gb and is
employed at Fisher-Price, Murray.
The groom's parents were hosts
for a rehearsal dinner held Friday
evening, Oct. 25, at Tom's Pizza
and Steakhouse, Paris, Tenn.

"Curtey Sue"

Bargain Matinee*
Sat. & Sun. Only
There will be matinees
November 211 & 29
'• '

waterfall. The groom's table featured a chocolate cake shaped like
a guitar. Both tables had bouquets
of red roses.
Serving the cakes, punch, meats,
vegetables, nuts and mints were
Gayle Bomar, Frances Veazey,
Christie Fitzgerald and Teresa
Allen, all of Paris, Tenn.
The bridal couple spent their
four-day honeymoon at Gatlinburg,
Tenn. They are now residing on Rt.
2, Hazel.

Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Friday, Nov. 22, have been
released as follows:

R
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Special events at Lutheran Church

Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
(Cont'd on page 7)

!THEATRES
•

.•

The Murray-Calloway County Jaycees began their second annual Coats
for Kids drive on Monday, Nov. 25. According to Mike Irvin, local president, citizens may drop their used coats into identified laundry baskets at
Wal-Mart and Boone's Laundry until Wednesday, Dec. 11. At that time
the Jaycees will announce dates and times for the distribution of the coats.
Last year's response was enormous as 400 coats were donated and handed
out to Calloway Countains. The local organization expressed thanks to
Boone's Laundry for its help with this annual project, said Karen Belcher,
Jaycees' spokesperson.

Babies, dismissals, deaths are listed

•

••• •••••

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

Bible Classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.
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•
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For clean, beautiful carpets
this Holiday Season, rent
our lightweight, easyto-use Host Machine
and get

$3.00 OFF

COUPON

Paint & Decorating
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

Coupon good deft February 9. 1992
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Thanksgiving Liturgy at St. Leo's
The Thanksgiving liturgy at St. Leo's Catholic Church will be Thursday,
Nov. 28, at 9 a.m. Fr. Larry McBride, pastor, psks that you bring the bread
which you will serve for your Thanksgiving meal which will be blessed and
sent home with the participants. Also persons are asked to bring canned
goods to be given to Need Line.

Pageant planned Nov. 30
The Little Miss and Mr. Christmas Queen and King Pageant will be Saturday, Nov. 30, at Paducah. This will be for girls, ages 0 to 13 years, and
boys, ages 0 to 2 years. For more information call 1-442-5472.

Pageant planned Dec. _1,
America's Most Adorable Kids Christmas Pageant will be Sunday, Dec. 1,
at the Executive Inn, Paducah. This will be for girls, 0 to 13 years, and boys,
0 to 3 years. Santa will be a special guest, along with the 1991 national
winners. For information call 1-554-9878.

Rescue Squad not holding promotion
Mike Sykes of Calloway County Fire and Rescue Squad said the group is
not holding a picture promotion at this time. We hope that people will not
confuse our name with another promotion now going on by another group,'
Sykes added.

Church bazaar on Saturday
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church will have its special dinner and bazaar on Saturday, Nov. 30, at the church. A Thanksgiving potluck
dinner will be served at 6 p.m. This will be followed by a bazaar feating craft
and baked items. All members and interested persons are urged to attend
this special event.

Singles meeting tonight
Singles Organizational Society will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at
the Chamber of Commerce Building, U.S. Highway 641 North. This will be
the Thanksgiving potluck meal. The S.O. Is a nonprofit support and social
group for single adults. The purpose is to provide support and positive
social interaction for singles of all ages. For more information call Pamela,
753-7638, Jeanne, 75300224, Sharon, 1-527-9748, or Rebekah,
1-247-5765.

Club cookbooks now on sale
The Murray Woman's Club 1991 Cookbook is now available Just in time
for the holidays. The 1991 cookbook is made up of the best recipes from
previous books, plus new ones for 1991. The 450-page, extra large printed
book contains also pictures of historical buildings and events of Murray and
Calloway County. The book is $15 per copy which includes sales tax. Cookbook committee members were Barbara Brandon, Libby Hart, Alice
Koenecke, Mug Rigsby and Pat Weatherly. Books are available at Calloway
County Public Library, Owen's Food Market, Trees Do-It Center, The Treasure House, Pier I Imports, Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce, and from any club member. Starting Friday, Nov. 29, sales will begin at
the downtown and North Branches of both the Bank of Murray and Peoples
Bank, according to Pam Shay, finance chairman for the Woman's Club.

TOPS Chapters will be organized
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) is interested in starting more local
chapters in the Murray area. TOPS is a non-profit and non-commercial organization, and is open to both males and females, from ages 7 and older.
TOPS is the first of map weight control organizations in the world. For
more information call 1 -800-932-TOPS or write to Carol Dublin, 819 W.
North St., Mayfield, Ky. 42066.

Pearl Harbor pins on sale
This year marks the 50th anniversary of the sneak attack on Pearl Harbor. To commemorate the observance of this event, AM VETS has a special
Pearl Harbor Pin. The pins are available at $2 each at AM VETS Post 45 on
Highway 79 near Paris Landing, Tenn. The limited edition pin combines a
pearl with an anniversary wreath. Organizations desiring to use the pins for
fundraising should contact Post 45 at 1-901-642-8690.'AM VETS urges anyone who purchases the pin to wear it proudly between Veterans Day, Nov.
11, and Pearl Harbor Day, Dec. 7, in observance of those who served and
died on that 'date that will live in infamy',' an AMVETS member said.

Educational video tape available
The Educational Seminar, presented by Dr. James Willis at the Calloway
County Public Library in September, has been recorded on video tape. It
was shown at two different times on TV Channel 38, on Tuesday, Oct. 15,
Th• video tap• is now available for check-out to library patrons, courtesy of
Murray Woman's Club
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Lindsey Reed, a senior at Evansville Memorial High School, Evansville, Ind., was recently picked as Miss Outdoors from among the senior
girls at her school. She will be "Miss June" and represent golf at the
special outdoor show in mid-February at Evansville. Lindsey is editor
of the school yearbook, was football homecoming attendants, and ran
#1 on the cross country team. She lettered three years in cross country at Evansville and once in track at Caldwell County High at Princeton. She was just presented the Knights of Columbus leadership
award in cross country which was voted on by her teammates. Her
mother, Mrs. Mark Hulme of Evansville, is the former Paulette Jones,
daughter of Wayne and Pauline Houston Jones of 312 South 13th St.,
Murray. Her father is Kent Reed of Princeton, formerly of Mayfield.

Miss Jessica Katherine Myrand and Michael Brian Birdwell announce
their engagement and approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Robert and Melody Myrand of 1641
Hamilton, Murray.
She is the grandaughter of Henry and Dorothy Myrand of Allen Park,
Mich.
The groom-elect is the son of Kenenth Ray Birdwell and Patricia Birdwell of 370 Cole Circle, Hollow Rock, Tenn.
He is the grandson of Theodore and Dorothy Jackson of 369 Cole
Circle, Hollow Rock.
Miss Myrand is a 1989 graduate of Calloway County High School and
is a junior in the Department of Education at Murray State University.
Mr. Birdwell is a 1987 graduate of Bruceton Central High School and
is a senior computer engineering technology major at Murray State
University.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, Dec. 28, at 2 p.m.
at B.A.S.I.C. Training at Hardin.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Gamma Delta members
attend special workshop
The Gamma Delta Chapter of
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia at Murray
State University was well represented at the recent annual province workshop held Sunday, Nov. 10,
on the campus of Belmont University, Nashville, Tenn.
Twenty-one active members
along with Brad Townsend, faculty
sponsor, Roger Reiclunuth, province governor, and John Arnn, an
alumnus and faculty member at
Belmont University, attended the
event.
Tim Barnett, Curtis Bucy, Brett
Burton, Scott Ferguson, Chad Sowers, Jonathon Willis and Lee Sanders performed on the workshop
recital with Bucy representing the

chapter in the Province Performer
of the Year competition.
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia's primary purpose is to encourage and
actively promote the highest standards of creativity, performance,
education and research in music in
America.
The province includes nine chapters on campuses of west Kentucky
and west Tennessee institutions.
The Gamma Delta chapter was
installed on the Murray State University campus in 1938. Price Doyle, then head of the Fine Arts
Department, was National Executive Secretary of the fraternity from
1950 to 1967 during which time
the national office was located in
Murray.

Hazel group at meeting
Three members of the Hazel
Woman's Club attended the First
District meeting of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs held
Oct. 21 at Kentucky Village State
Park.
Club president Mrs. Hughes
Bennett gave the report for the
Hazel club. Mrs. Jackie Butterworth, first vice president, and
Mrs. Joe Thompson, CIP chairman,
were voting delegates at the
meeting.
First District Governor Mrs.

Ruth Davis, called the meeting to
order. KFWC President Mrs.
Romanza Jonson gave the address.
Club member Mrs. Leroy Bennett won first place in the Natural
History category and second place
in the Feature category of the
Photography Contest.
Brad White won first place in
the Student Aft Contest in the
Painting Division. Eddie Barnes
won second place in the Drawing
cetegory. Both first place winners
will compete at the state level in
April.
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First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:30 a.m.; Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; Library
open/6:30 p.m.; Prayer
meeting/6:30 p.m.

Women, Acteens, RAs, GAs and
Mission Friends/7 p.m.

First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.
turch events
Grace BapirCTinclude Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.;
Children, Youth, College-Career
and Adult Bible Studies/7 p.m.;
Weekly Workers' meeting/8 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include GAs, RAs and Prayer
Service/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8
p.m.
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Brotherhood, Baptist

Mrs. Myrtle Workman Jordan of Browns Grove had five generations
of her family together for a reunion the first weekend in November.
Mrs. Jordan holds her great-great-granddaughter, Laura Beth Blair.
Seated left is Mrs. Jordan's great-granddaughter, Jessica Blair of
Clarksville, Tenn., who is mother of Laura Beth. Seated right is Jennifer Potts of Jasper, Ga., granddaughter of Mrs. Jordan, grandmother of Laura Beth, and mother of Jessica. Standing at rear is
Marian Lockett-Egan of Ardmore, Pa., daughter of Mrs. Jordan,
mother of Ms. Potts, grandmother of Mrs. Blair and greatgrandmother of Laura Beth.

Free Bible course is offered by Raines
George F. Raines, a chaplain in
the United States Civil Air Patrol
since 1982 and a minister of the
gospel since 1953, is now offering
to everyone in this area who enjoys
studying The Bible in the privacy
of one's own home a free Bible
correspondence course.

Westside Baptist Church events
include mission organizations/7
p.m.
New Life Christian Center/prayer
and praisen p.m.
Oak Grove Baptist Church/prayer
meeting, RAs and GAs/7:30 p.m.
First Christian Church events
include Evangelism Committee/12
noon/Pagliai's.
Residence Halls at Murray State
University will close at 9 a.m. and
classes dismissed at 7:30 a.m. for
Thanksgiving holiday.
LBL events include Planetarium
Show/2 p.m./GPVC; Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homeplace-1850.

Paris Road Club members hear Smith
Carol Smith presented the major
lesson at the November meeting of
Paris Road Homemakers Club held
at Sirloin Stockade.
"Recycling, Reducing and Reusing" was the theme of the lesson by
Mrs. Smith.
Each member gave a dollar for
the Ovarian Cancer Research Fund

and for a gift for Western State
Hospital, Hopkinsville.
Eight members and two visitors
were present. A local visitor was
Mary White. Also a guest was Jean
Morgan of Brownsville, Texas.
Plans were made for a Christmas
potluck at the home of Faustine
Walker.

Jackson Purchase Historical Society to meet Dec. 7
By RAY MOFIELD
JP Historical Society reporter

President John Robertson of the
Jackson Purchase Historical Society has completed plans for the
winter meeting.
The date is Saturday, Dec. 7, at
Mayfield's Holiday in which makes
it the 50th anniversary of Pearl
Harbor Day.
The speaker's topic will be "The
Resurrection at Pearl Harbor." To

do the honors another teacher at
Paducah Community College has
been tapped, Berry Craig, who took
both a B.S. and an M.A. in history
at Murray State University and
then for good measure, added a
second master's in journalism.
Craig has earned a reputation as
an entertaining and dynamic speaker. He was a feature writer for the
Paducah Sun for a number of years
and continues to write feature
material for local newspapers,

Ross Insurance Agency

magazines and the Associated
Press.
The noon meeting will have brief
reports from Dr. Glenn C. Wilcox
and Helen Wilcox of Murray, editors of the Journal; comments on
the trip to Shiloh in October by
Tour Director William E. Wilson
of Water Valley and Sledd Creek
who will invite suggestions for the
October 1992 tour; and a "state of
the society" report from SecretaryTreasurer Miss Margaret Heath.

Reservations must be sent to
Miss Margaret Heath, 1202 Joe
Creason Dr., Benton, Ky. 42025,
on or before Tuesday, Dec. 3. The
cost of the plates will be $5.80
each and checks should be made to
the Jackson Purchase Historical
Society. Members and guests are
invited.
President Robertson has tentatively set meetings for March 28
and June 27 and selected the site as
Paducah.

frte..4(.44

"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
61h & Main

753-0489

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
Glendale at WhItnell
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

-

Raines said he will provide an
easy-to-follow step-by-step study,
enabling the student to follow a

systematic plan. The only textbook
needed is the person's Bible, preferably in the King James version.
Interested persons may mail their
requests for enrollment to Studies
in the Bible, P.O. Box 97, Newton,
MS 39345. "No one will be asked
to pay any fees or make any contributions, and respondents are asked
to please allow from two to three
weeks for the arrival of their first
lessons," said Raines.

itt9f-B, Mayflower Restaurant
(Serving American & Chinese Menu)
Hwy 641 South, Murray, KY
759-4819
***************
*****
**********

Thanksgiving Day
(11:00 A.M.-3:00 P.M.)

ALL YOU CAN EAT
ash
ItE, (47)

$6.95

per person
"
p"4 /1
0
Roast Beef
etint
ejimeit;,
Turkey and Dressing with Giblet Gravy
Baked Virginia Ham
Southern Fried Chicken
e
Seven Vegetables
Fourteen Salads
Five Homemade Desserts'
'$6.25 for Senior Citizens
Price
Half
11:".ti
Children Under 12
,•:10

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers
I roovio___rov
coo* SACK
TOMORROW"
./...,

The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
of
So. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother
monthly collection.

Mirrray Ledger & Times
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SPORTS
Sports Writer

Jones may miss
tonight's opener

Jim DONAGHY
Associated Press

Doc ponders
his future

Staff Report
Murray Lode*/ & Tints* Sports

New Murray State basketball coach Scott Edgar may have to make his
debut tonight without All-American center candidate Popeye Jones when
they open their season against NAIA-member Illinois Tech Tuesday in
Racer Arena.
Tipoff is 7:30 p.m. in the first meeting ever between the schools and
MSU's only game against a non-Division I opponent.
Jones, a 6-8, 265-pound senior who averaged 20.2 points and 14.2
rebounds last season, sprained an ankle Sunday night in practice and is
listed as questionable.
"I want Popeye to play because he needs the game conditioning," said
first-year coach. "But I don't know if we'll have him against Tech. Hopefully, he'll be okay in a couple of days."
Should Jones be cleared to play against Tech, he'll probably be joined
in the starting lineup by forward Scott Adams and Jamal Evans, and
guards Maurice Cannon and Bo Walden. If Jones isn't avaible, Adams, a
6-9, 200-pound senior, will start at center at junior Scott Sivills of Cadiz
will start at forward with Evans.
With or without Jones, Murray opens with an inexperienced and
unproven playing cast_ Evans, Cannon and Walden are junior college
transfers, while Sivills saw limited action-on last year's Ohio Valley Conference championship team. Adams started 23 games. but only averaged
3.6 points and 3.0 rebounds a game. The Racers may not need Jones. Illinois Tech, 6-21 last season and a
seventh-place finisher in the Chicagoland Conference, brings a 2-4 record
into the game, follway an 88-84 road win Friday against St. Ambrose
(Iowa).
Tech's lineup has three returning starters: forward Mike Murphy, center
Perry Williams (6-6) and guard Ron Bratcher. Murray is averaging a
team-leading 18 points, while freshman gaurd Marshall Morgran is second
at 17.3 points. Morgan tossed in 27 against St. Ambrose, while Murphy
had 24.
The Racers posted two easy wins in exhibition play, winning 121-58
against Fort Campbell November 9, and 107-81 against Czethslovakia
Sclect/Sparat November 16.
Coned on page 9)

753-4563

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"Check Us Out."

Dr. Stuart Naulty
Dr. Mary Bolton
Podiatrists specializing
in the medical and surgical
treatment of foot problems.
Bel Air Center
Iluurs by Appt

South 12th St
Mon. thru Fn.

Murray, KY
753-0666

8
'T.IE
OPENMon
— Fri.
9:30 til 5. Saturday

RACER BASKETBALL

NEW YORK (AP) — Dwight
Gooden is spending his offseason thinking about his future
and promoting his past.
As part of a guaranteed
three-year $15.45 million package that starts in 1992, the
New York Mets and Gooden
put together a video highlighting
his career.
Gooden was in town Monday
for a screening of the video
and a visit with the doctors to
check his shoulder. The righthander received clearance from
the Mets' medical staff to start
soft-tossing — another step in
Bill
his rehabilitation.
left)
from
row,
(front
were:
Banquet
1991
Football
High
Award winners from Monday night's Murray
"The doctor was happy and
Krug,
Matt
year;
the
of
player
co-defensive
lineman,
defensive
Downey,
Scott
lineman;
offensive
Sanders,
with the progress," said
Jason
pleased
captain;
horse,
work
Thomas,
defensive back, offensive player of the year, honorary captain; Rusty
who had arthroscopic
Gooden,
captain;
year,
the
of
e
player
co-defensiv
tackles,
most
back,
co-offensive
Reed, captain; Sean Stogner,
(back) Brad Nunnally, senior excellence; Gary Sims, offensive back; B.J. Jenkins, co-most improved; surgery on Sept. 7 to repair a
partial rotator cuff tear and
James Curtis, scout team player of the year; Chip Greene, co-most improved.
bone spurs in his right shoulder.
"He checked for strength and
everything was OK."
Gooden, 132-53 lifetime, will
wait for his personal trainer to
return from vacation before he
starts throwing on Dec. 5, just
a little behind schedule.
"You never know what will
happen until you throw the
ball," said Gooden, 27. "But
I'm not worried. My goal is to
be the pitcher on opening day."
Senior Murray High varsity
Gooden said since Oct. 10,
cheerleaders honored at Monday
he has been going „through night's Football Banquet were
physical therapy three days a
(from left) Christy Beane, Connie
week at his home in Florida.
Steely, Marianne Gilbert, and
The therapy will continue until
Gena Steely.
spring training.
"Once spring training begins
my goal is full workouts," said
Gooden, 13-7 last season in 27
starts. "There is still that onepercent doubt, though."
While pitching against St.
Louis on Aug. 22, Gooden felt
tightness in his shoulder and
left the game after five innings.
He missed the rest of the
season and finished the year
with 190 innings.
As part of Gooden's contract
he gets $250,000 per year if he
pitches 200 innings — or 500
over the course of the threeyear deal.
"He's still a young man,"
Mets general manager Al Harasaid. "We're confident he'll
to the free throw line, that's a tip- free throws in the final minute to zin
a full recovery."
make
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"We were just forcing our basket with
Murray and
Eddie
agents
free
about it."
After Evansville regained the
shots," Murray coach Kelly Brea35. Harazin
both
Sutcliffe,
Rick
in
scorMurray
also
led
Garner
at 72-70, Melissa Shelton
zeale said. "We may have been lead
be settled
will
three
all
expects
a rebound basket with ing with 15 points. Parker added 14
intimidated by their big rils (6-4 scored on
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the
or
way
one
and Melissa Shelton and Waldon
to tie the game for
center Christy Greis), because 1:12 remaining
on
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winter
the
of
start
33
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just
Murray
each.
had
10
three
hit
when your shots start kicking out the final time. Evansville
7.
Dec.
percent from the floor, connecting
Gooden's status for the openon 28 of 86 shots.
Evansville (1-1), led by Tricia ing of the season is in doubt
Deffendoll's 23 points, hit 28 of its and the Mets may lose free
45 attempts, while Murray was agent left-hander Frank Viola.
"I have to protect against
15-of-19 from the line.
possibilities," Harazin
several
to
return
The Lady Racers (1-1)
Racer Arena Monday, facing said. "I'd rather have too much
Southern Illinos at 5:15 p.m. in the than too little. I'm an optimist,
opening game of a women's-men's but I don't know if he'll
(Coned on page 9)
doubleheader with the Salukis.

Lady Racers fall late at Evansville

Thanksgiving Special
irarJallt must.IMAM 1LMF

sh-s.wrz

migaNn_Lus.sr sojmaitre

Your $5 Buys You
4 Movies or

UPTO

35%.„

1-800-874-7420
5 Oceanfront Resorts

3 Nintendos
Junior Bo Walden

Murray State vs. Illinois Tech
Tonight, 7:30 p.m.
Racer Arena
Call 762-4895 For Ticket Information

Pick-Up Wed. Return Friday.
Open till 5 p.m. Wed.
Closed Thanksgiving Day

753-8201

MN S. Atlantic Ave.. Daytona Beach Shores, FL 3211S
MIMI SEND iNFORMATiON TO:

RENTAL SALES
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Still humble

Actions& Reactions
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Vet Bono leads 49ers

"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm Insurance compsnits
Horns Moe: Bloomington, Illinois
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Seventh grade award winners from the 1991 Calloway County Middle
School Football Banquet were: (from left) David Bugden, MVP; Craig
Butler, defense; Josh Lasater, co-academic; Andrew M. O'Rourke, Co.
academic; Russell Lenckl, offense; Chris McNeely, coaches award.
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Seventh grade award winners from the 1991 Calloway County Middle
School Football Banquet were: (from left) David Bogden, MVP; Craig
Butler, defense; Josh Lasater, co-academic; Andrew U. O'Rourke, Co.
academic; Russell Lenckl, offense; Chris McNeely, coaches award.

COLLEGE SOCCER
Mike Ruccio of Murray received a letter for his performance on the Centre
College (Danville) soccer team. Ruccio, a goalkeeper, is the son of Michael
and Diana Ruccio. A sophomore, he is also involved in track. The men's
soccer team ended its season with an impressive 19-2 record and the
Southern Collegiate Athletic Conference championship. This is the second
year in a row that the team has won this prestigious competition, which took
place at Trinity University in San Antonio, Texas.

ANAHEIM,Calif.(AP) — Steve
Bono sounded properly modest
after the finest game of his mostly
obscure seven-year NFL career.
"Right now I say the same thing
I always say — I have to go back
and look at the films. I did some
good things, I did some bad things.
But it was a great win for us," he
said.
Bono, San Francisco's thirdstring quarterback, did some very
good things in the first half of the
49ers' 33-10 victory over the Los
Angeles Rams on Monday night_
Thurst into a starting role
because of injuries to Joe Montana
and Steve Young, Bono threw for
274 yards as the 49ers took a 30-3
halftime lead against the hapless
Rams.
The victory evened the 49ers'
record at 6-6 and kept their playoff
hopes alive, while pushing the
Rams, 3-9 and the losers of six
straight, deeper into the NFC West
cellar.
Bono threw just seven times for
32 yards in the second half and finished 18 of 33 with one touchdown
and one interception.
He got rave reviews from the
sidelines.
•"He played very well," said
Montana, who along with Young
offered tips and frequent congratulations as they paced near the
49ers' bench.
"The guy hasn't really had any
practice time, let alone playing
time," Montana said. "It was just
a matter of his getting a chance to
play."
Said Young: —That was great,
especially the first half. People
have been saying we are conservative. We sure weren't conservative

Jones may miss...

MIDDLE SCHOOL BASKETBALL
The Murray Middle School Tigers and Lady Tigers opened play up on the
road at Trigg County. The Tigers lost a one-point decision, falling 37-36 to
a Wildcat team that was playing their fifth game of the year.'We had some
shots, but we just couldn't get them to go in,' Tiger coach Scott Turner said.
We did some good things and some bad things.' Jason West and Ethan
Crum shared scoring honors for the Tigers with nine each, while Devon Ballard tossed in six. Crum led the Tigers on the boards. Murray opens up the
home portion of their schedule Monday when they host Benton.
•The Murray Middle Lady Tigers cruised to a 49-14 win, using a nice,
balanced attack. Stacy Thompson led the way with 17 points, while Brooke
Fry tossed in 10 and Sarah Williams pitched in nine. 'It was a good first
outing for us,* Lady Tiger coach Dan Thompson.

OVC BASKETBALL
MURFREESBORO, Tenn. (AP) — Kelvin Hammonds scored 17 points
and Middle Tennessee State used a 12-3 run to pull away from David Lipscomb for a 79-66 victory Monday night.
Hammonds was 8 of 8 from the free throw line, and Robert Taylor, who
finished with 15 points, hit 6 of 6 free throws in the second half for Middle
Tennessee.
• • • •
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) — John Allen scored 19 points to lead Eastern
Kentucky to a 92-72 victory over Northern Kentucky Monday night.
Jamie Ross added 16 for Eastern (1-0), of the Ohio Valley Conference.
Mike Smith had 15, Arlando Johnson 14 and Dwayne Crittenden had 10.
• • • •
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) — Brett Roberts had 24 points to lead six players
in double figures as Morehead State defeated Thomas More 130-79 Monday night. Morehead State (2-0), a member of the Ohio Valley Conference,
led by 30 points at the half. The final margin of 51 points was the game's
largest. Center Doug Bentz had 23 points and nine rebounds for Morehead.
Sophomore Reese 'Turner came off the bench to score 17. Greg Wheeler
added 11, and P.J. Nichols and Martez Ballard had 10 each.

BASEBALL
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The St. Louis Cardinals acquired first baseman
Andres Galarraga from the Montreal Expos for right-hander Ken Hill. Galarraga slumped to a .219 average with nine homers and 33 RBIs last season
in 107 games. He averaged 21 homers and 88 RBIs in four previous seasons. Hill was 11-10 with a 3.57 ERA last season for St. Louis and is 23-32
in his career.
NEW YORK (AP) — New York Mats pitcher Dwight Gooden was given
medical approval to start soft tossing, the last step in the right-hander's offseason rehabilitation. He had arthroscopic surgery Sept. 7 to repair a partial
rotator cuff tear and remove bone spurs in his right shoulder.

tonight."
San Francisco coach George
Seifert also praised Bono and his
team, but with some reservation.
"I felt that Steve did a good job,
especially in the first half," Seifert
said. "The team was crisp in the
first half, but in the second, we
kind of got discumbobulated."
Bono said the 49ers' plan was to
jump on the Rams quickly, which
they did.
"We tried to get some big plays
on them; we were going to take our
shots," he said. "All week, we
practiced and planned to take our
shots. They blitz a lot and play a
lot of man coverage."
Bono's best previous game was
an 187-yard day last week against
Phoenix. Prior to that, his best outing was a 164-yard performance in
a strike-replacement game against
Atlanta in 1987.
"I was — and I am — confident
that I can do that," Bono said.
"I've been around long enough. ...
And I needed it. My confidence
grows every week the more I practice and the more I play."
Although Young is expected to
be able to play next Sunday when
the 49ers play division-leading
New Orleans, Seifert said he
planned to start Bono.
"We need to put a lot of points
on the board next week because
New Orleans puts a lot of pressure
on us," Bono said.
Bono, making his third straight
start, completed passes of 41 and
78 yards to set up the 49ers' first
two scores; connected for 23 and
29 yards on their third touchdown
drive; then had completions of 24
and 18 yards as they made it 30-0
late in the second quarter.

(Cont'd from page 8)
Cannon was the leading scorer in both games, with 22 points against
Fort Campbell and 32 against Sparta, when he made 6 of 10 3-pointers.
Jones scored 15 points and pulled in 10 rebounds against Fort Campbell,
and scored 20 points and added eight rebounds against Sparta.
"Overall, I was pleased with the way we played in our exhibition
games," Edgar said. "We seemed to carry over into the games what we
had practiced. But now we begin playing for keeps and I'll be interested
to see how we respond to the challenge of our opposition."
"Tech will be determined to prove they can play with us. I hope we
establish tempo early and have a big win."
The Racers have one other game this week, hosting Southern Illinois,
the Missouri Valley Conference pre-season favorite, on Saturday in Racer
Arena, before the Racers travel to Memphis State next Tuesday.

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

Jane Rogers 753-9627
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
EAST
Lanigit N. Drexel 82
Massachusets 94, Kano St 45
Maori 13, Flora Atlantic 53
Nary 90. Gasysturs 67
Veneer* N. Lama 51
SOUTH
Adam 109. SU-Edwordwils 116
Crimea Scrharn N. St Andrew's 71
Coastal Cmana 50. 5 Caroina Si 41
Cot of Crdesion 94. Voorhees 53
Davidson 102. Matticdoel 73
°slaws* St Si, Mount Si Marys. lad 75
Dill. St 73, Mr Valley St 66
Duk• 103. East Carolna 75
E Kentucky 92, N Ksniudry 72
E Tennessee St. 67, Tennessee 79
Sornam C. Appalachian St 90
=$7. Dist of Columbia 79
*Nem St. 91, SE Larder 57
UM* Tat.. 79, David Lipscomb 66
1Assisappl N. Jackson St 55
Morehead St. 130, Thomas More 79
NC Chariot, 72. Long Beach St 49
NC -Greensboro 61, NC -WIIrrengton 66
NE Louisiana 100, LeTourrau 37
NW Loam 124, E Texas Bars 71
Old Dorninion $3, Roandis 71
Southern U 95. Baptist ChAillan 12
Sanaa 106. eanunie-Cookrren IS
Tn CP.altanooga 65, Me -).411s5ukos SO
Tura 72. Pchol1s Si 64
VIA 100. Shenandoah 71
Vandstil 96. Tanners, Tat 19
Vivre. 711. allam & Mary 43
Was Forest 97, Citadel 57
Warlord 82, Furman St
MIDWEST
Cindrinal 75, Fairlegh Dickinson 58
Cleveland 4013. Bowing Green 54
Orton 101. Aran Pry 94
E boll 59, Indiana St 50
E. Sadism 93, Lore 67
Evans.% 80, CS Norrldge 44
II -Chicago 77, NE linos 67
kesscun 72. Caroms 42
lb -Kassa City 66. Biota 65
Nebraska 93, SaAharn Cal ila
Penn Si. 65, Illnor• 60
W. Mai. gan 70, Lavoie. at 51
Vticrta St 75, Fedor 39
Wisconsin 12. SE lAssoun 71
Youngstori 51 72, Dyks 49
SOUTHWEST
Baybr 79, Texas-San AMoreo 73
aktehorns St 119. Tennessee St 56
Stephen F.Aualn $6, Oral Roberts 80
Texas MM 13, Prone Maw 56
Texas Tech $2. N linos 68
FAR WEST
Cal St.-Fulshon 93, San Francisco 114
Calor& 97. Morgan St 50
Colorado 93. Towson St 83
Fresno St 92, Sacramento St 72
Lola Maryrrount 101, Loyd'. Ald. $7
New Mexico St 101, Texas Southsti 76
San Dego 75, Southern Meet 61
Wyoming 78, Boise St 60
TOURNAMENTS
Mout Inv ahem*
First Round
Arkansas 92. Almada 83
Chained* 111, Providence 106. OT
&Wigan St. 81. Lamar 66
Rice 77. Arizona St 71
EXHIBITION
Georgia 97, Marathon CU 91
Mantes St 115, N. Mabourna Austral,' 74

Magadan and outfielder Kevin
McReynolds in a deal involving
a starting pitcher.
Of course, a lot of Harazin's
problems would be solved if
Gooden can flash the form displayed in his video, "Doc."
The days of the K Corner
and approaching 300 strikeouts
appear to be a memory for
Gooden now.
"You learn to accept it,"
Gooden said. "But you miss
it."
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Sacramento
Monday's Gam.
Brion 121. Washington 108
Tuesdey's Games
Mane at Ni. York, 6.30 pm
Clretand at Phladernia. 630 pm
Deur en Athens. 6 30 p m
LA Lam at Orlando, 7 p
Nor Jersey at Houston, 710 p m
pm
Chariots at Denis,
lialwaure at Portend 9 pm
at
Golden Star at Seat, 9 p.m.
Chicago at LA Closers, 9 30 p.m
Phoenix al Sacramento, 930 p.m
Wandler/4 GIIIMS41
LA takers Id lAarre. 630 pm
Philadelphia at Ciariand. 630 pm
Aland at Oast 630 p m
Orlando at Boson. 7 p
Dams at Aerosol', 7 pm
Indiana at Dallas. 730 pm
New Jerry at San Antonio, 730 m
Chador at Utah. 830 pm
Sacramento at Phoenix. 6 30 p in

PRO FOOTBALL
Thursday's Games
Chicago at Detroit, 11 30 p rn
Pittsburgh at DM*, 3 p in
Sunday, Dec. 1
Cleveland at Indianapolis 12 pm
Green Bay at Atlanta, 12 p m
New YOIll .144/ MI DAM, 12 pm.
Tampa Bay at Warr. 12 pm
Kansas City at Seals. 3 pm
Now England at Denver. 3 pm
Ni. °rant al Son Frandsco. 3 pm
Nevi YDS Giants at Oncinnal. 3 p in
Washington at Los Angeles Rams, 3 p.m
Los Angela Raiders at San Dogs 7 p m
OPEN DATE Ph0•1114, lAnnasota
Monday, Dec. 2
Philadelphia at 1-lcuseon
p in

305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

We're

POPPING
Into the
Christmas
Season
With
Blue Ribbon Popcorn
We have a large

selection of Christmas tins in various
sizes with popped or un_popped corn.
Shipped anywhere in he US. by U.P.S: (cachtional charge)

ELLIS POPCORN CO.
101 E. Poplar

753-5451

Murray State University
Center for Continuing Education/Academic Outreach

openoubt
•ee
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LUMBER

M-F 7:30-5:30
SAT 7:30-3:00

0

A

•

KITCHEN

T

CABINETS

UCK'S

-

NAILS

PH. 587-3000

DISCOUNT PANELING
Downtown Martin, TN

ne Mlle South of
CLOSET MAID ORGANIZER
Hwy. 45 E. •

The Easy
Double
Fits Closet
Fits Closet

And Economical Way To
Closet Storage Space
$18.99
Up To 6' Wide
$20.99
Up To 8' Wide

LLCE*,401
A

V
A
1

PLUS
3 pc Wall Unit
VV
A

A

69.00

LANDSCAPE TIMBERS

The DOS system has been upgraded to 5.0.
Murray State University will host a workshop led by
Linda Miller on Jan. 7 and Jan. 9, 1992.
The course, Introduction to MS/PC DOS 5.0, is $75.00.

Murray State University is reaching out in support ofcommunity needs.

GLASS
TUB DOORS

Ideal Replacement For
Mobile Home — Cabin

MS/PC DOS Upgrade

For registration information, call Karen Guthrie at
762-2187 or 1-800-669-7654.

WHILE THEY LAST
SELECT GROUP
54" PVC TUB

$25.00
$2.69

PRICES GOOD
THRU 11-30-91
SHOWERS - INSULATION - DOORS - TOILETS

0
0

41-as,

Jane Rogers Insurance

Doc ponders...
(Coned from page 8)
(Gooden) be able to throw the
ball in April."
Bonilla is expected to meet
with the Chicago White Sox
this week and one other club.
His decision will probably come
down to offers, in excess of
$23 million, made by the Mets,
Philadelphia Phillies and California Angels. The Pittsburgh
Pirates may also make a final
offer.
"Bonilla is my No. 1 priority," Harazin said. "But you
can't always control the timing
of these things."
If the Mets sign both Bonilla
and Murray, Harazin would go
to the winter meetings looking
to trade first baseman Dave

PRO BASKETBALL

Have a safe and happy holiday!
Murray State University is an
equal education and employment institution.

•
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Enter Our Weekly

FOOTBALL
CONTEST

12. Vanderbilt vs. 'Tennessee

ahCS
ejwin
PRODUCTS, INC.
,OFF10E

1-1100-489-1414

ad will have the opposing teams
To enter you must look at each advertisement on this page. Each
number on your official entry form
listed, choose the winner and fill it in next to the corresponding
and will be announced on next
below. The person with the most correct picks will be the winner of $25
guesses the total game scores or is
week's page. In case of a tie, winner will be decided by the one who
limited to one entry per person.
closest to it. The tie breaker is listed on the entry form. Contest is
& Times are ineligible.
Employees and immediate family members of the Murray Ledger
;^a R& De' of Ec'a Tavy
C• spy' Cncie^ Or*
Da,ii (Yaws
C;o^,60%atv"
Coupon expires Jan 7, 1992 I

Tackle a Pizza
at Gatti's!
2 All-You-Can-Eat
All-You-Can-Eat

12Pizza & SpaGattl
I

In two

Cleveland

Green Bay

27

New York Jets

24

'Indianapolis
miwcapacm

The '92's Are In
Stop By Today
for a Test Drivel

r •Saa Ewes ocn 45 stage al 4-gos• twee utal 011es 32 23

nouser

boa

MERCURY
LINCOLN

701

M..

Parker Ford

25 Winner of Last Week's
Football Contest
Jeanette Osborne

502-753-5273

S.

Jeanette had 6 incorrect picks.
She tied with 7 other entrants
but won on the tie breaker,
guessing total game score at 45.

Good service.
good coverage.
good price -

Spec

17

le TO lin roman leo OT gwril Cole

2117 mr

17

'753-6656

Chestnut St.

nel nett /0 Breve.

10

Alabama
'Florida
Florida A & II
:deorgla Tech
Grambling
'Houston
'Miami Fl.
Notre Dame
'Tennessee
Tulsa
(Sunday) Clemson

?1
'
• _)

We Specialize in:
Tune-ups - Brakes
Mufflers - Oil Changes
FREE Car Wash
With Fill-up

Moe

20 'Auburn
24 Florida State
23 Bethune Cookman
24 Georgia
26 'Southern U.
28 Texas Tech
35 San Diego State
31 'Hawaii
30 Vanderbilt
28 'S PA u
28 Duke

Mechanic on Duty M-F 8-5

10
23
13
22
21
27
.7
13
10

MURRAY B •
South 12th Street
753-9164
3. Kansas City vs. 'Seattle

4

Eabp.

7
Van'a Wear & TuaaLlos

That's State Farm
insurance."

n

Jr. & Mtssle Apparel

Olympic Plaza
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11-30-91
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Customer Satisfaction
Is Our Main Goal

e

I- The best pizza in town, 7-teNfAti..
0041015 Not Good Wen
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EKON: 11-30-91

Sunday and Monday, December 1 and 2
26

Lunch Buffets

I Only 8599 'Only

THE BOB HARMON FOOTBALL FORECAST
'Atlanta
✓ Grew say a'es
Buffalo
'

753-0123

516 Main St.

753-1300

Let us help you with
all your formal wear
We can save you money on
your wedding.

B C.or^ nylon

Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there.

Call about our Wedding Specials.

Larry Krouse Insurance

Tuxedo Rentals begin at $29.99

759-9868
105 V. 12th (Next to McDonald's)
5. New York Giants vs 'Cincinnati

15. Grambling vs. 'Southern U.

Wedding Gowns, Bridesmaids Dress, Accessories

sounD vIstons
Behind Cain's 641 N.
PIONICCIT

753-8324

M
GHA
NIN
CUN
Inc.
Sales,
Motor
&
Repair
Auto

st.kirocs

Specializing in automotive
computer repairs and electronic fuel injection and now
specializing in automotive heat
and air conditioning systems.

-

OFF
10%
All Woofers

Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
819 S. 4th 753-7831 Murray

- OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM -

Tie Breaker: Pick the exact total score

Name
A ddress
Phone

11 Texas Tech vs •Houston

SPACE TIRE,

inc

"Murray's Only
Firestone Dealer"!

. (Monday) Philadelphia vs. 'Houston

ADVANTAGE:

9
i0.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8

Cain's

11.
12.
13.
14
15.

Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, Ky.

All

Entries Should lie %laded

1406 W Main St.

759-1331

6. New England vs. •Denver

Points

My Pick

or Dropped Off At:

(502)753-6448

The Murray Ledger & Times
Box 1040-T 1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, Ky 42071

CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE

Friday, Nov. 29 or In Our Office by 500 p.m. Fri., Nov. 29
Entries Must Be Postmarked by
PadUcah-May field-S. Fulton-Murray

2. New Orleans vs. 'San Francisco

4 Green Bay vs. 'Atlanta

PURDOM MOTORS, INC.
8. Tampa Bay vs. 'Miami

Preferred drivers deserve preferred rates Check out our MEDALIST AUTO POLICY

If you are interested
in supporting the
Bob Harmon Page,
contact the

Murray Ledger & Times
State

Auto
Insurance
Companies

Advertising Dept.
at 753-1916
1. Washington vs. L.A'

Rams

Please
Support
These
Businesses
That Help
Sponsor
These
Pages.

'Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern'

Hwy. 121 Bypass

Murray

753-5315

BRA VADA

20,999

In Stock
RETAIL TUXEDOS
AND ACCESSORIES

NOW 209

OFF

Thru November
with this ad.
Gift Certificates Available

was

'25,329

t Mr TuvecIo.
"Ow Name Says It All"

9. L.A. Raiders vs.• San Diego

14. Norte Dame vs. 'Hawaii

Acquisition of ultrasound system increases reliability

DI

356

ash

Murray-Calloway County Hospital
now has the capability of obtaining
more accurate and reliable testing of
the human body's inner workings with
the recent acquisition of the Toshiba
America Medical Systems ultrasound
system.
The Toshiba SSA-270A allows
physicians to view detailed images of
soft tissues and blood flow patterns on
sophisticated color monitors and facilitates early detection and evaluation of conditions affecting abdominal organs, obstetrics, gynecology,
urology, pediatrics and peripheral
vascular systems.
According to Becky Rutledge, RT,
RDMA, head of the ultrasound division of the radiology department at
MCCH, the main advantages of having the new system for the patients is
that it is more reliable and accurate, it
provides more diagnostic information
and it saves the patient from having to
go elsewhere to obtain more technologically advancesd testing.
"Ultrasound imaging has become
an indispensable diagnostic tool in
radiology departments across the
country," said Rutledge. "And with
this high-performance ultrasound system, we are definitely at the forefront
of advanced diagnostic imaging technology and improved patient care."
Since the introduction of all-electronic scanners in the mid-1970's,
ultrasound has become an integral
component of routine pre-natal care.
The first fetal images were fuzzy and
vague, but today obstetricians can
monitor fetal development and detect
certain birth defects that can be
corrected. With the systems guided
needle placement capabilities, ultrasound is also used in amniocentesis

and many diagnostic procedures,such
as needle biopsy.
The new system also allows physicians to visualize in full-color the
presence and direction of blood flow
within specific internal organs and
vessels with a process called color
Doppler imaging. When it is combined with deep-scanning ultrasound
techniques, color Doppler provides
physicians with a much better view
and evaluation of abdominal organs

Fox in tree led
to Roman stash
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LONDON (AP) — An
archaeologist says a dead fox in a
tree led to the discovery of a hoard
of Roman coins in western England
and the likely route of Roman
legionaries.
The fox had been shot and hung
in the tree, and an amateur treasure
hunter who went to inspect it found
his metal detector beeping. When
he dug into the soil he uncovered
some of the coins, said Brian
Waters, director of the Forest of
Dean Archaeological Group.
More than 500 coins, not yet
dated, were finally unearthed by
experts called in to investigate the
site about three miles from Lydney,
Gloucestershire.
Waters said remains of a Roman
wall were also found, indicating
that a nearby road was once a route
for Roman soldiers marching
between Lydney and the settlement
of Hariconium, now named
Bromsash.
During their 450-year occupation
of Britain, the Romans worked iron
mines in the Forest of Dean, today
a national park.

Groups launching
loycott' of China
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
AFL-CIO and a consumer group
joined Monday in launching a
Christmas shopping-season boycott
of toys made in China on ground
that China uses forced and child
labor.
The labor organization and the
National Consumers League said
backers of their "toycott" would
appear starting Friday outside
shopping centers and toy stores in
U.S. and Canadian cities urging
purchasers to check countries of
origin before buying toys.
"If it's made in China, don't
buy it," said Cheryl Graeve of the
union's young worker and student
organization known as
"Frontlash."
Graeve and Linda Golodner,
National Consumers League executive director, said more than half
the dolls and 40 percent of other
toys sold in this country come from
China, including some well-known
brands.
Their announcement did not say
that forced or child labor is producing toys. The U.S. government is
investigating charges that various
Chinese industrial and textile goods
made by forced or prison labor are
reaching this country.
The Chinese government maintains that prison-made goods are
not intended for export and has
declared it would halt exceptions
brought to its attention.

and small body parts including the
kidney, liver, spleen, testicles, breast,
and thyroid, and to assess organ
function. The system can also be used
to confirm or rule out acute appendicitis, and detect and locate tumors,cysts
and infections.
Color Doppler ultrasound images
of carotid arteries leading to the face
and brain and femoral arteries in the
thighs are used to detect plaque and
hardening of the arteries which can

lead to strokes and impairment ol "We now have access to more accublood flow to the extremities. The rate and timely diagnostic informavascular capabilities of the system can tion than ever before," Rutledge said.
also be used to detect phlebitis or vein "In addition, we have taken solid
inflammation and clot formation that measures to help contain health care
could lead to obstruction of blood costs by purchasing equipment that
flow, or passage of small clots into the can be upgraded to keep pace with
lungs.
future developments in ultrasound
•
Many critical factors influence the technology."
MCCH
at
imaging
division
sophisticated
The ultrasound
purchase of
equipment, including image quality, includes Prue Kelly, MD, William R.
reliability,service and upgradeability. Wilson, MD, Casey Hines, MD,

ARK

IANT

NO INTEREST
NO PAYMENT
TIL MAY 1992
4002" Minimum

Becky Rutledge, RDMS, Jana Barnett, RT(R), RDMS, and Cindy Barnett, RT(R).
"We are very excited to be able to
offer even greater service to the
citizens in Western Kentucky and
Nbrthwest Tennessee," said Stuart
Poston, hospital administrator. "We
are committed to continuing to provide state-of-the-art diagnostic capabilities for patients in our area, rather
than them traveling elsewhere."

Baldwin Pianos
1 Console Piano Walnut
Finish, Traditional Style

NOW

$2,395

Reg. $3,495.00

1 Cherry Console
Queen Anne Style

SAVE 30%
SOLID OAK
DINNING ROOM PIECES
BY KELLAR

NOW

$2,595

Reg. $3,595.00

SAVE
30% TO 40%
ON ENTIRE STOCK
OF BEDROOM
FURNITURE SETS
LARGE SELECTION.

1 Pecan Console
Traditional Style

SAVE
30% TO 50% ON
SELECTED SOFAS
AND LOVESEATS.

Reg. $3,495.00

1 Baby Grand
Black Lacquer
Reg. $10,500.00

1 Baldwin Organ With All
The Goodies - Easy Play
Reg $2,295.00
NOW

Some complete sets left
and a few sofa sleepers.

1/2 Price
SAVE
HUGE SELECTION
OF PICTURES,
LAMPS, AND
ACCESSORIES
Reduced for this event.

1 Oak Console
Traditional Style
Reg. $3,595.00

NOW

$2,595

ON ALL OCCASIONAL
FUNITURE SUCH AS
END TABLES, ENTERTAINMENT CENTER,
BOOKCASES, CURIOS
Greatly Reduced.

-).4.**`•7r":

$20 Down holds the
LA-Z-BOY of your
choice until Christmas
753-4834
208 E. slain St.
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Pets need more care in winter

Available Al
Participating
Ace Hardware Stores

Hardware

NOVEMBER 91

Holiday Light Timer

'

w/Fre• Extionsron Cord
For all your hol.day loghtong and
tecunty needs S•ngle on/off cycle
per day 6f 3 ou4e1 cube rop
.nclvded 60646

"10174-1€10thile-tOcaalnlialartXtAlitiolki.400101

25 Light Outdoor Sat
C9 I,giw
%AM

r assorted colors Ul hood

70 Mini Light Sot
Cleo/ or assorted color I.ghts for
indoor ovrcioor decorormg Ul 1,sted
96/ict.,

1 x25 Chrome Tape
Top quoi.ry ,mpop res,00m case waft
smooth hnger tocit ond ough hp
blade wooed°, Mode .n VoAi 2cxi2

3/9 Cordless Drill

HIANNUOIN
NEAGH

Hand Blonder
Ye/1phi* luscIten tool handles mony
tobt from puree.ng baby food so
ng m/lkshoices Includes mm,rig
a''o9

MURRAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

2-08 E. Main St.
753-3361

New D.E.S.-Rescue Unit phone — 753-9111
.1"

lcji

Now

j

j

UANKSGIV! G
REMEMBER: DON'T DRINK & DRIVE
PRICES GOOD NOVEMBER 20-30

SEMI

Wild Turkey 101 - 750 ml
Maker's Mark - 750 ml
George Dickle #12 - 750 ml

14.45
12.35
12.73

CANADIANS
Canadian Club - 750 ml
Crown Royal - 750 ml
Seagrams VO - 750 ml

10.19
16.99
10.16

The Humane Society of the
United States believes that all dogs
and cats should live indoors with
their families. A dog or cat
required more than just food,
water, shelter and veterinary care.
As important as these basics is
companionship. Being social animals they prefer to be around people and other animals. They actually require this interaction to be
healthy and well adjusted.
Dogs should never be tied out to
their houses. They may become
entangled and not be able to reach
their water, shelter or food. If a
dog must be kept outside, it should
be kept within a fence or other safe
enclosure and not tied.
Animals have complex nervous
systems just as humans do. They
suffer from cold, heat, hunger,
thirst and pain. Research has
demonstrated that stress can damage their kidneys, heart, blood vessels, lungs, digestive tract and even
brain. Both cold weather and hot
weather arc stressful. The very
young and older animals are most
affected.

Calloway Co.

Humane Society
Dog houses (cat houses too if
cats are outdoors) must be well
insulated with the floors a few
inches above the ground, preferably
on concrete blocks. The roof
should be slanted so rain and snow
will not coiledi The house should
be made wide enough for him to
stretch out without any part of his
body touching the sides. However,
the shelter must not be too large,
because it's the animal's own body
warmth that heats the house. In too

TABERG, N.Y. (AP) — When
Gene Bulak discovered he had shot
round of trumps and South is in and killed his son while hunting
West dealer.
trouble. He now needs more than a deer, he sent a fellow hunter for
e
vulnerabl
Both sides
l diamond finesse,because help. Then, standing over his son's
successfu
NORTH
even if West has the queen and the body, he put his shotgun to his
•J 93
diamonds are divided normally — head and pulled the trigger.
V J6
that is, 3-2 — he still cannot make
•A K J 74
The deaths of Bulak and his
the slam. West would ruff the third 18-year-old son Michael stunned
Q 108
or fourth round of diamonds and
EAST
WEST
New York hamlet of
cash the queen of hearth to put the this central
+10
* Q 65
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contract down one.
V 98 7 4 2
•K Q 10
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Declarer cannot afford to make
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• Q 106 2
"The kids all knew when they
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J 65
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has
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that
only
not
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diamonds, but also that West has School, where Michael Bulak graA 53
four diamonds rather than two or duated last year. "It's a very small
•983
three.That is the only hope he has to community."
4, A
make the slam.
"Everyone's in too much shock
The bidding:
Accordingly, South leads the to talk," said a woman at the
North East South
West
eight ofdiamonds to the king at trick Country Bumpkin, Taberg's only
Pass 2+
1•
Pass
four(in order to guard against East grocery store.
Pass 6+
3+
Pass
holding the singleton ten or queen),
hearts.
of
king
—
Opening lead
Town Clerk Christine Broski,
plays a club to the ace and leads whose duties include selling huntthen
It is said that necessity is the
mother of invention, and certainly the nine of diamonds.
said youngsters look
West's play at this point does not ing licenses,
this age-old adage can sometimes be
junior licenses at
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the Bulaks were on a hunting
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while
ten,
hoping the queen will fall. In that
of trip with three friends in woods
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the
finesses
then
and
club,
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winning
a
case,
would bring matters tea happy con- diamonds to achieve the same re- near Cooperstown, about 50 miles
sult. Once South makes the proper from their home.
clusion.
assumption, West is helpless.
second
Neither the father nor the son
But East shows out on the
was wearing bright-colored safety
Tomorrow: Steeplechase

Trying to find something
for that someone that
has everything. . . .

YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION TO
The

Murray Ledger & Times

$5700

17.49

all Murray
and surrounding counties

11.45
8.81
9.69
12.34

8.82
11.46

9.08
11.45

333.46

$645°

out of the area

NAME OF PERSON RECEIVING GIFT:
Name
Address
City
Phone

State

Zip

NAME OF PERSON GIVING GIFT:
Christmas Card Will Be Sent To Announce Gift.

rray Ledger & Times
Muie
Attn: Circulation Drool

642-7714

Murray, Ky. 42071

P.O. Box 1040

CHICAGO (AP) — A candidate
for a national Teamsters office was
charged with murder in the shooting of his son at a union hall.
Daniel Ligurotis, a candidate
next month for international
secretary-treasurer of the union,
was indicted Monday in the Aug.
21 slaying of Daniel Ligurotis Jr.
The elder Ligurotis, who is
secretary-treasurer of Local 704
and president of Teamsters Joint
Council 25, contends he fired in
self-defense after his son pulled a
gun during an argument over the
son's drug use.
Ligurotis charged that he is
being prosecuted for political reasons, an allegation State's Attorney
Jack O'Malley denied.

•

Send in the coupon above with payment to:

1224 W. WOOD STREET PARIS, TENNESSEE
OPEN MON.-SAT. 8:00 AM-11 :00 PM

Teamsters candidate
charged in son's slaying

PARIS (AP) — Culture Minister
Jack Lang told a group of leading
European chefs they must fight
together to preserve the gastronomic traditions of the old world.
More than 3,000 chefs are in
Paris for a meeting of EuroToques, a group created in 1986 to
influence and control European
legislation related to cooking and
the production of food.
The group, led by famed French
chef Paul Bocuse, tries to protect
culinary quality and develop the
exchange of ideas and cooking
technology.
Lange told the chefs Monday
that unique regional foods should
be treated "as monuments to our
culinary history and should be
inventoried in the same way we do
chateaux and churches."
Among the culinary stars attending the meeting are Italian chef
Gualterio Marchesi, Belgium chef
Pierre Romeyer, German chef Eckart Witzigmann and the Spanish
Basque chef Juan Maria Arzak.

with a

13.99
17.28

clothing during the hunt, which
was conducted in fog, rain and wet
snow. Bright clothing while hunting isn't required in New York, but
it is recommended.
The Bulaks and the other hunters
had split up to encircle a deer, said
state police Investigator Karl
Chandler. Michael Bulak was in
heavy brush about 150 yards from
his father when the elder Bulak
shot at a movement, then discovered he had mistaken his son for a
deer, Chandler said.
The teen-ager was shot in the
head. Two hunters ran for help and
Bulak sent a third. By the time they
returned, both father and son were
dead, the elder Bulak having committed suicide with the 12-gauge
shotgun that felled his son. ,
The elder Bulak, 41, was a truCk
driver for a wire company. The son
left home earlier this year to attend
Mohawk Valley Community College in Utica but returned for the
hunting trip.

Minister tells chefs
fight to save tradition

SEASONS
GREETINGS

25.96
15.32
15.06

EST
OOD
INES
ta
LIQUORS

DISCOUNT BY CASE OR MIXED CASE

Mirrray Ledger
& Times

WHY NOT GIVE THEM A GIFT THAT
LASTS ALL YEAR LONG!!
- say -

RECOMMENDED WINES FOR THANKSGIVING
f Fieurle - • ml
Georges Du
Georges DuBoeuf Moulin-A-Vent - -750`(n1
Georges DuBoeuf Beaujolais Nov. - 750 ml
Adelsheim Vineyard Pinot Nolr - 750 ml
Honig Sauvignon Blanc - 750 ml
Monticello Cabernet Sauvignon - 750 ml
Glass Mountain Quarry Chardonnay - 750 ml
Piper-Sonoma Champagne - 750 ml
Opus One 1988 - 6 Bottle Selection

ing to severe nosebleeds.)
Outdoor dogs should never be
moved back and forth between
heated indoor quarters and the cold
outdoors. Temperature changes can
cause severs and often fatal respiratory illness. However, a cool basement or similar shelter indoors on a
bitter cold night would be
welcome.
Outdoor dogs bum extra energy
to maintain body heat in the winter.
Studies have shown the dog or
cat's amount of food should be
increased by 25 percent in moderate cold weather and more than
that in very cold weather.
All companion animals require
fresh water daily, so if the water is
frozen outdoors, drinkable water
must be provided at least twice a
day.
Free dog/cat house plans are
available at the Humane Society
Shelter. Call the shelter if you note
a companion animal without the
proper care. You need not give
your name. Call 759-4141.

Father kills himself after
accidently shooting son

A Farfetched Assumption

GIN-VODKA-RUM
Gordan's Gin - 1.75L
Smirnoff Vodka 800 - 1.75L
Bacardi Rum - Light & Dark, 1.75L

Humanely
Speaking

Contract Bridge

SCOTCH
Pinch 15 Year - 750 ml
J&B Scotch - 750 ml
Dewar's White Label - 750 ml

large a house, or even in a garage
or shed, the animal will be unable
to keep warm.
The house should face southeast
away from prevailing winds and
placed so the sun can reach it a
good part of the day in winter. In
summer it should be in the shade
and well ventilated. In winter a
piece of heavy burlap or carpet
should be fastened at the top of the
doorway to cover the entrance and
prevent drafts. This should be
removed in the summer.
The house should have a removable roof for easy cleaning. Bedding should be kept dry and
changed regularly. Precautions
should be taken to prevent a parasite problem. The type of bedding
for the house is important. Straw or
cedar chips on the floor are the
most suitable for keeping the animal warm and comfortable. (Note:
hay is not suitable because it gets
moldy and can contain a fungus
that can cause a serious condition
in the animal's nasal passage lead-

(502) 753-1916

LIGHTEN UP.
High-fat, high-choiesterol foods can
leave you with a heavy heart,

U

American Heart
Association

tr•
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DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Tuesday Edition
Wednesday Edition
Thursday Edition
Friday Edition
Saturday Edition

Friday 3
Saturday 10
Monday 3
Tuesday 3
Wednesday 3
Thursday 3

010
020
025
030
040
050

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found
EMPLOYMENT

060
090
100
110

Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

190
370
390
400
550

FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed 8z Seed

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

753-1916

For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
T.V. & Radio
Pets & Supplies

MISCELLANEOUS
410
540
560
570
240

Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

020

REAL

280
285
300
310
320
330
340
360

Rental
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

270
365
420
430
440
450
460

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale
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CITY OF MURRAY
PUBLIC MEETING ON
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES

Notice

1991 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

WANTED Alterations to do
in my home. Experienced
alteration lady new to the
area. 753-1379.

Under the Land and Water Conservation
Fund Act of 1965 (Public Law 88-578),
citizens are afforded the opportunity to
express their views concerning the recreational needs of their community. To provide
a forum for discussion, an open meeting is
being held on Thursday, December 5, 1991
at 1:30 p.m. in the Council Chambers at
Murray City Hall,sponsored by Murray City
Government. The specific purpose of this
meeting is to discuss proposed recreational
projects at the Murray-Calloway County
Park including swimming pool renovation,
ballfields, soccer fields, shelter, parking and
trails. Anyone with a significant supporting
or opposing view is invited to voice that
opinion at this meeting or in writing to: Land
and Water Conservation Fund Program,
Department of Local Government, 2nd
Floor, Capital Plaza Tower,Frankfort, Kentucky 40601 within two weeks of the date of
the meeting.
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Storage Buildings
8x8 $600,8x12 5750 8x16
$900 Variety of sizes 8
styles Give us a call 8
our competition viillfall
L.E. Williams

AS SEEN ON T V

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS

t

scan

a.
it

Insurance Agency
753-4199
'our

29th year a service'

Personals
CHILDLESS loving couple
wishes to adopt white newborn We are committed to
being the best parents.
Exp. paid. CALL COLLECT
516-741-6618.

AVON needs representatives in this area for Christ
mas sales. Call 753-0171.

NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

COMMUNITY Hospital is
looking for people who
7 RAC TtSl TRALE R T RAPING COM
need a change! If this is
LINANCNI, T N
you, call today to find out
489-2663
what's in it for you! We are
developing new programs
AURORA Pizza Magic. Deone.cm, MI
and utilizing the highest
4•16•10. ow 71,oso
licious hand-tossed pizza,
110o
technology, and restructurspaghetti. Across from
ing salaries and benefits
Hitching Post Dine in or Immo,
' programs. All nursing posicarry out Open all year at
1-800-334-1203 tions, RNs, LPNs, CNAs,
5pm Closed Mon and
and Unit Secretaries have
Tues
4 74-8 1 1 9,
openings. CCU, ER, Med/
1-800-649-3804
Surg, OB and Surgery. Call
TRANSFER your home
(502) 247-5211 for more
movies to video tape
information concerning the
Makes a great Christmas Latest
developments. OR,
gilt Call Donna Darnell at
submit resume/application
Video Productions Specialto COMMUNITY HOSPIties, 759-9246
TAL, 206 WEST SOUTH
STREET, MAYFIELD, KY
Rent-A-Car
42066
515
12th St. 753-2255
DOCTORS office needs
part-time help filing insurance. Some insurance expenence helpful, but will
train Salary based on expenance. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-D, Murray,
Order early to avoid
KY.
last minute rush.

ALLIANCE

6vs.

Pumpkin Ples......._$4.25
Fresh Coconut
$915
More great ideas await you
like German Choc. Cake,
Carrot Cake, most popular
chess cake

Call 759-4492

Pam's Cake Hut
410 Main

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
iDoors open st 6 001

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Jotwiny Robertson Road,
south to Su. Risky Road. right on sq. Hide Road

Hazel, Kentucky

1991 Christmas Open House
The Hazel Antique Dealers Association is pleased
to invite you to its 1991 Holiday Open House
Weekend. There's so much fun, food and fellowship, we have expanded it to two days!
Saturday, Noveinber 30 and
Sunday, December 1
Join us from 10:00 to 4:30 on Saturday and 1700 to
4:30 on Sunday. Fine antiques from dealers you
can trust

HOTEL HELP Housekeepers, Maintenance, Front Desk,
Cooks Helpers to S12,/hr. Perfull-time.
manent
1-800-882-2969.
LAB Technician wanted for
local doctor's office Some
experience necessary. Duties will include lab, purchasing, and nursing assistance Please reply to P.O.
Box 1040-E, Murray.
13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if: 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma, 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0.E. This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J T.P A
Call J.T.P.A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a.m.-11:30a.m.
SINGLE or husband and
wife team to drive 0TH
Must pass drug screen,
have dean MVR and have
convictions
no
901-584-2264

Situation
Warted
LADY has been a sitter for
11 years in homes, nursing
hones, and hospitals Day
or night hours 753-1086
CaN Dr. Fischer for reference at 753-6262

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for any error. The
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible fur only one incorrect insertion Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be made

Classified Ad Rates
, EfTective Jan 2, 1991)

Display Ads
40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Diseotust 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Penod
$1 50 per column inch extra for Tuesday

Insurance
Exterminating
Bnsiness Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

r'

.

2..

5"

470
480
485
480
495
500
510
520

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

Assistant Manager • Manager

In Training

Call Lewis For An Appointment

759-9885

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

McConnell Ins. Agency
Hopkinsyille Fed. Say. Bldg
7th at Mau), Murray, Ky.

40.00 48.00 56.00 64.00

72.00 80.00

50.00 80.00 70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00

4

13.00 30.00

46.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 343.00

54.00 72.00

90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 _100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

15.00 20.00

25.00 30.00

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
20e per word $5.00 minimum 1st day.
Or per wurd per day for each additional consecutive day.
El 00 extra for shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide )
$2.00 extra for blind box ads.

120

FIREWOOD, green or seasoned 753-5476
OAK, no bark. $20 pickedup. Murray. 436-5560
FIREWOOD, Seasoned
Oak and Hickory.
753-9745

1900 sq. ft_ of storage
space or work shop.
Electricity, gas heat,
restrooms and loading ramp.
Call Allison Photography
753-8809

Ian

220
Assiut
BALDWIN Electric organ
wr2 keyboards and foot
pedals, $450. 759-9439.
FOR Sale; Console Piano
Cash or assume payments
on approved credit. Trades
accepted. MCNisa. See
Locally. 800-447-4266.
PIANO tuning and repair
759-9661
2-10
Miscellaneous

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service' contact
Terry at: 753-4199

43.00 50.00

10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00

Homo
Furnishings

The Opportunities Are Endless!

40.00

10"

3

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

Restaurant Chain In America

35.00

9"

8.00 16.00 24.00 92.00

after

Sonic is now looking for a few good people for
positions as follows

8"

2

CAMOUFLAGE clothing 2 GREY/tan easy chairs,
for men and boys. Insulated $40/ea Dresser w/6 draw- FABRICS•JEWELS•SEwork boots Insulated ers and mirror, $50 Bunk QUINSTAINTS. For your
cover-alls. Motorcycle hel- bed set, 5200 753-2136 holiday shirts, lots of new
seasoned fabrics. Country
mets Camping supplies_ after 6pm
HOUSECLEANING AvailRemnants, Hwy 68-641,
Jerry's Sporting Goods,6th
able Monday, will work an
and Walnut, Mayfield, KY. 2 TWIN size comforters, Draffenville, Marshall Co.,
occasional Saturday. Predust ruffles and pillow Ky., Mon-Sat, 10am-5pm
fer 6 hours. EXCELLENT CHAIN saw steel 032, shams. Framed movie
REFERENCES. 437-4928. $175 15' flat bottom boat posters. Decorative pil- TOP Soil, good hch dirt.
w/40HP Evinrude motor lows. West Bend total gym Ideal for yards and plant
beds. 759-1828, 753-2446
LONELY and loving grand- and trailer, $550
Chair and footstool
Bogard Trucking if. Excamother needs little ones to 435-4465
753-0618.
vating Inc.
care for. Experienced, reliable, has safe transporta- CHRISTMAS Trees,
Scotch Pine beauties. U250
tion. 436-5400.
Pick 1 or 100. Wholesale or
ONONINIS
Antiques
WILL clean houses retail, will hold for ChristServices
489-2994
mas. 436-5400.
ANTIQUE oak table with PRIVATE
lnvestigato
WILL do house cleaning CHRISTMAS Tree. 6ft as- center leg, $250. 753-6277 D.B.A. Confidential Investi
after
4prri
Call after 7pm 753-1016 sembled w/built in electrical
gations, Southside Shopoutlets. $70. Call 753-4167 VICTORIAN style walnut ping Center, Suite #102,
WILL do housecleaning between
12pm-7pm.
furniture 753-4320 before Murray, 753-2641.
Excellent references,
5pm, ask for Vickie
753-4355
IBM Compatible 386 com270
puter 2MB Ram, 80MB 759-9684 after 5pm.
WILL do housework in MurMobile
hard drive. Complete sysray. Have references
Homes For Saki
Mi
tem with modem, lots of
474-2276, ask for Wanda.
Sports
software. 759-9524.
1991 SOUTHERN Livin'
Equiltelvd
14x70, 3br, 2 bath, wel
IBM XT Computer with
110
insulated, low utilities. On
2-360K floppy drives, 20 PING" Look-Alike. Men's
lot w/pebble stone patio,
meg hard disk drive, color' pro-line golf clubs, three
instruction
monitor and external iron through pitching gazebo, and building
BE A PARALEGAL Airy modem. Office/home desk, wedge Also one iron, ex- $16,000. 753-7941.
Instructed, Home Study. 30'x60'. Both items in like cellent price! For more in- 1992 SOUTHERN Uvin'
FREE catalog 800-669-2555. new condition. Call formation call 753-3895.
28x60, loaded, you can
753-9236.
TOTAL gym exercise sys- steal for $24,900. Gateway
1.10
Mobile Homes, Ph
KONIE electric winch, tem by West Bend,
Want
527-1427.
753-0618
12,000
lbs.
Made
in
HousTo Buy
ton, TX w/cable. Contact
BRAND New 16x80, 3Br, 2
ANTIQUES by the piece o Johnny Garland, 753-4790
210
baths, only $16,900. Must
collections. Call 753-9433 or 753-4641.
see to believe. Gateway
after 5pm.
'Inwood
Mobile Homes, Ph.
LARGE dog house,
CASH for mobile home shingled roof, yellow pine. AlA FIREWOOD, Sea- 527-1427.
tires $7-$12 each Excellent condition. soned oak, delivered or NEW 16x70, 3 bedroom, 2
527-2932
pick-up. 492-8254
436-5410.
baths, Only $15,900. 5%
DON'T wait until winter to down, low financing, no
WOOD stove, 436-2667
get wood. We will cut and/ payment until 1992, $500
Articles
or split your wood for you cash rebate. Gateway MoFor Sale
bile Homes, Ph 527-1427.
now. Ask for John
759-9710.
24' ASHLEY fireplace in"WINDSOR' 12 Wide,
Applemet
sert wibuilt-in blower. $200.
FIREWOOD. Delivered, needs repairs, only $1995
Excellent condition. USED Hotpoint washing
Pick-up, $20. Ph. 527-1427
$30.
machine. Excellent condi753-0815 after 6pm
436-5598
bon, $125. 753-6277 after
286I
4Prn.
FIREWOOD 436-2744.
Maas
DELUXE Weider Weight
Homes For Rent
FIREWOOD for sale, Oak
Bench. Brand new. Originally $300, for sale $195.
and Hickory. Cut to order. SHADY Oaks • 2 or 3br,
Home
474-8086, daytime. electric or gas. Walking disButterfly attachment and
Furnishings
753-9808 after 5.30prn.
weights included. GE
tance to college. 753-5209.
electric stove, excellent MATCHING couch, loveFIREWOOD for sale
condition. $150. 354-6702 seat and chair. Like new,
SMALL 2br, water furn759-4401
7pm
$325 OBO. 753-8791 after
ished. 436-2332.
5pm
FIREWOOD. Delivered,
$30. Pick-up, $20.
436-5598

The Time Has Never Been Better
To Join Our Family
Sonic Is The Fastest Growing Drive In

T'

6.00 10.00

180

Atticies
For Sale

6"

1

TRANSPORTATION

Thanksgiving Special

ALL PROCEEDS GO 10 CHAlitlY
Morro
/53 0466 P0 Box 11133

UPs

McConnell

Help
Wanted

Monday
should
to our
uld be
y we do
attendan chef
urn chef
hef EckSpanish
Arzak.

has been repealed. Your
need has never been
greater for •comprehensive Medicare ) Supplement plan. Deductibles,
co-insurance and
none p'
charges can
proved
cause your out-of-pocket
expenses to mount up.
The Part A deductible
you, or your insurance,
must pay has been increased to $628 in 1991.
For more information
call:

Or•O

Notice

Notice

The Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act
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OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

MERCHANDISE
130
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COINS and stamps make
wonderful presents, investments and hobbies We
also feature proof sets,
silver dollars. coin and
stamp supplies, foreign
coins and paper money
See our fine selection today
in Murray at Book Rack
(Dixieland Shopping Canter) and Treasure House
(Southside Manor), also at
Toonerville Trolly Antique
Store, (in Hazel, formerly
the Ox-Yoke), Mercantile
(Aurora) and Cissy's Gifts
and Antiques (Fulton) We
buy coins and stamps and
appraise estates CHRISTOPHER'S COINS,
753-1161.

Want
To Rent

1 OR 2 Bedroom unfurnished house in county
753-1106, leave message.

•

1, 2, or 3 BEDROOM furnished apartments near
MSU. 753-6111 days or
753-0606 nights.
1BR apartment New carpet, mini-blinds, wallpaper Large kitchen.
$275/mo , includes all utilities. Extra nice, 759-1967.
1BR, small, easy to heat
Near University. $185 plus
deposit. Coleman RE,
753-9896.

ds
AftrEd

Howse
For Rest

DELUXE duplex; 2br,
2bath. central gas heat, appliances, garage. Available
12/1/91_ Coleman RE.
753-9898

48R, 2 bath, stove and
refrigerator furnished.
Available December 1 No
pets Deposit, $475/mo.
753-2967

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky. or call
502-437-4113 EHO.

NICE red brick house. 4br,
2 bath, Whirlpool bathtub,
central H/A, full basement
1008 Main St. $600/mo.
753-6111, days 753-0606,
nights

•
ft

.p
"tz'

••••••••••

General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford

(502) 753-0468

BUYS ARE
WAMNG...
AV 7NE a4SSIFIED51
Whether yours in this
market for a washing
machin• or. gym set,
you'll find it in
the

Murray

USED CARS
1991
Chevrolet
Lumina
Eurosport,
12,000 miles
$13,336.00
1991 Cadillac Sedan DeVille,
10,000 miles
$22,892.00
1991 Chevrolet Corsica LT, 8,000 miles,
air bag, sharp
$9,416.00
1991 Chevrolet Camaro Z28,
SAVE
black, grey leather
1991 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme,
four door, 12,000 miles
$11,413.00
1989 Cadillac Seville, leather
interior, loaded
$14,983.00
1989 Oldsmobile Delta 88 Royale Brougham,
38,000 miles
$10,486.00
1989 Chrysler 5th Ave., 1 owner,
35,000 miles
$10,885.00
1988 Cadillac Fleetwood, perfect car,
27,000 miles
SAVE
1988 Chrysler New Yorker, 1 owner,
front wheel drive
$8,885.00
1988 Dodge Aries, 1 owner,
34,000 miles
$5,410.00
1988 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme,
2 dr. coupe, 1 owner
$6,686.00
1987 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme Brougham,
V-8, loaded.
SAVE
1986 Oldsmobile Cutlass Cierra, 1 owner,
sharp car
$4,496.00
1984 Oldsmobile Custom Cruise,
64,000 1 owner miles, nice
$3,683.00
1984 Oldsmobile Toronado, biege exterior
Weather, sharp
$3,968.00

•

•

TRUCKS

s..

1 or 2BR apts near downtown Murray Also 3 to Ibr
house. 753-4109.
2BR, $275/rno., water furnished Located on College
Farm Rd. 759-1149.

Chevrolet-Oldsmobile-Cadlllac-Geo., Inc.

2BR duplex at 140913 Hillwood Dr Central HA, appliances furnished,
$300/mo 759-4106.

•f•

RJR HOME REPAIRS

1991 Chevrolet C1500, black
with red cloth
$12,348.00
1989 GMC C1500, blue w/silver $9,138.00
1988 Chevrolet SIC, 4 cyl. 5 speed...SAVE
1985 Chevrolet C10 4x4 LWB,
sharp as any around
SAVE
1985 Chevrolet, C10, biege with
red two tone
SAVE

or 2 BEDROOMS, fully
furnished, heat and water
included. 759-1999 days.
V59-1743 after 5pm.

tin

Peppers
"TM Onty Deal ki Towrir
600 Tyson
642-3900

Ave.-Hwy. 79 S.

Paris, TN
1-800-325-3229

•

X7.

•

,

,
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CLASSIFIEDS
380
Pits
& Supplies

Pats
II guppies

Homes
For Sale

DAISY Grooming Satur
day by appointment
753 7819

BULL-Terners, AKC, 1-5
years, make reasonable offer Paradise Kennels,
753-4106

FAMILY room and Large
master bedroom exits to
deck, walk-in closet 2
baths, all major appliances,
drapes, timberline roof,
brick with vinyl trim central
Calloway Ave
H A
753 1152 or 753 3526
$62 000

Wawa
Supplies
HUDSON Company Sad
dies, Bridles & Horse sup
plies 753 6763 or
753-4545
•

HAVE an obedient. sale
dog for show or home
Classes co private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858

a

2 YEAR old Alaskan Malamute Female AKC registered, black and white.
436-5272
AKC Golden Retriever puppies, $100 247-2646,
AKC puppies Various
breeds 615 746-5355

LOOKING for a special
Christmas present? AKC
registered Siberian Husky
puppies, 6 wks old Females. $100 Males. $200
Amber (red), sable black
and whites 753 0869 after

4orri
Grooming

PEG'S
753-2915

AKC yellow Lab puppies
Roady November 25

PIT Bull
753-4988

POODLES AKC $125
Paradise Kennels
753-4106

Produce
RED sweet potatoes
$10/bushel Call 753-8480
after 6pm or 753-3599
anytime

Pubk
Sale
FARRIS Auction Company
W Dan Farris, Auctioneer
P0 Box 149. Hazel. KY
(502) 492-8796/8795 We
appraise and sell it all

CUSTOM VJTCHEll CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

ustom Woodworking
-Drop by & see our showroom
via SuNBURY•uRRAY (Benno Bunny Stew
763-sea°

Smith
Masonry
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation.
concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered
with brick.

Fireplaces a specialty

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312
For

A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work,

APPLIANCE-REMIT
Scrs,,:e on all brands: window an conditioners
rctrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - psili electric ranges

Factbry Authorized Repairs For:

.Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
•

Awl
bum

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

5A11 Repairs Are Guaranteed

/53-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Allbritton, Inc.
Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St.. Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive.
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12.000 Mile Warranty

DAVID SMITH

Construction
New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions - Metal Pole Barns
'5 Yr5 Experience • Free Estimates
PHONE
Route 1, Box 1390
502-437-3026
Benton Ky 42025

•
•

't
-

1984 FIERO Air, tilt,
cruise, excellent condition
Needs engine work
474-0115
1986 BUICK Century Tat.
cruise cassette $3400
753-5737

BOB HALEY Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753 1651
or 489 2266

NEW house under construction in Southwest Villa
Subdivision 3br, 2 bath
formal dining cathedral
ceiling with beautiful curved
window in large great room
double garage bay window
in breakfast room plus
many other extras Phone
759-4586

1987 DELTA 88 Royale
Brougham Fully equipped
$5200 753 5211
1989 DODGE Daytona.
39xx5 miles. local car, one
owner 753-9553 after
3PITI
ALPINE AM/FM Compact Disc in-dash $399.99.
Sunset Boulevard Music,
15yr. Anniversary Special Sunset Boulevard
Music. Dixieland Shopping Center, Chestnut St.
753-0113.

BEAR'S Audio, formerly
World of Sound Why setts)
for less than the best/ CD
PAYMENTS cheaper than players are HOT High
rent-2 bedroom home, di- power tuner and CD inning room and utility dash $299 95 Shop and
Lovely yard &trees 203 S compare 30yrs of sales
15th $38000 753 3104 and service Repair on all
for appointment
car stereos Lay a-way for
Christmas 222 S 12th,
Murray 753 1107

ABLE Services Carpentry we finish basements, attics
Do electrical, plumbing
weather proofing under
pinning, chimney sweeping. hauling tree work etc
(Odd Job Specialist )
436 2868
ALPHA Builders Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing. concrete driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303
ANY remodeling. painting
& roofing References
759-1110

sin
Offered

Unica
Offered

Roy Hill

WILL do plumbing, installation and repairs All guaranteed 753-4355, 753-1134.

Sank**

Services
Offered

flervkies
Offered

Used
Cars

NEW 3br. 2 bath energy
efficient home (central HIA)
on 4 acres new Barkley
Lodge $48,500 Twin
Lakes Real Estate and Builders Tripp Williams,
Broker 753-0563

410

753-5211.

7(

puppies

530

140

450

HANDYMAN will do plumbing. electric and carpentry
Reasonable rates
753 9638

iiackhoe Sell ice

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal. mowing Free es
timates 759-1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgram formica, all colors Free estimates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560

Special jinn.; in
•Stpt ic

Tanks

PAINTING interior and exterior Quality work Over
20 years experience Ralph
Woriey 759-4555
PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day serves All work
guaranteed 492-8816
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

•SeWt`I'S
•F01111da11011S

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates Call
474-2307

•Hauling, etc.
GALLIMORE Electric
Licenced for commercial
(502) 759-1661
and residential Free estiROGER Hudson rock haulmates No pobs too big or
gravel, sand, dirt, drive
ing,
too small 759 1835
T C Dinh Repair and Main- way rock 753-4545
Electrical- Clean- 753-6763
LITWILLER Building Farm tenance
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
APPLIANCE SERVICE
and residential set-up for ing
G machine repair
Kenmore, Westinghouse. large projects Our busi- Street 753 6111 office, SEWIN
th Barnhill
Kenne
5pm
after
ex
Whirlpool 30. years
ness is built on quality 753-0606
753-2674
penence Bobby Hopper, 382 2214
THE Gutter Co Seamless
436 5848
gutters, variety
MURRAY Fence Co Chain aluminum
kennels, re- of colors Licenced, In- SHEETROCK finishing,
dog
fence,
fink
* Four Star *
Estimate available
sidential, commercial Free sured
textured ceilings Larry
0
Mobile Home
759-469
or
85
753-97
es
estimat
Chnsman 492-8742
Parts & Service
753-3254
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR SUREWAY Tree & Stump
cleaning'
Give roar Aloe& Basis Al
PAINTING-Interior and Ex- Service Center,
Removal Insured with full
most repairs
Wiwi Now Usk
terior Free estimates servicing $15,
line of equipment including
Street.
3rd
Small repairs Reasonable $35; all brands
60ft aerial trucks and brush
We Do Cleaning
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5, chipper To assure a safer
& Painting
rates 75.3-6844
Mon -Fn., 753-0530
Build Roofovers, Storage
operation at a lower comWE do wallpapering, paintBuildings & Decks
petitive cost Free estiing. cleaning, etc Exper- WELL pumps pulled and
Install Combo,Single &
mates without obligation
Patio Doors, K-Rok &
enced and references Ask serviced Leave message.
Day or ode, 753-5484
T-Lok Vinyl Skirting
for Mary 502-753-7941.
474-8826
White & Silver Roof
Coatings & Extenor
& Interior Windows
See Us For All Your
Mobile Home Needs
Miller Furnace and Air
WEDNESDAY,NOVEMBER 27, 1991
Conditioning
Pb. (502) 492.8488
based on your own
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope.
Hwy. 641 S. Hazel
bill you 95cents
will
y
compan
phone
Your
88.
988-77
1-900call
birth.
date of
Best Prkes
* Quality Results *
a minute.)

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maior
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
KOPPERUD REALTY of- 4-WHEELERS for Kids/ MUSIC Murray's Alpine Car
fers a complete range of No probiern The new Yel Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Real Estate services with a low Jacket Fun Karts are Center, I block from MSU
wide selection of quality now in stock With a low dorms,
all prices
homes
introductory price at Town CHRYSLERS, BMW's,
753-1222. toll free & Country Yamaha Call
Fords, etc 1987-1991
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
753-8078 for more details Foreign and domestic no
711L
LAY-AWAY a red black, money down, no credit
green or pink scooter at check Buy the car, truck,
Town & Country Yamaha van or 4-wheel drive vehiLate
753-8078 for lay away cle of your choice regardCaN
Fat Sob
less of past credit history details today
guaranteed Only requireBEAUTIFUL, wooded lots
ment is your ability to pay
located approximately 2s
Bush
ce
Clearan
N
SEASO
1-800-877-5868
miles from city limits reaso
s
sprayer
Hog 10 gal spot
nably priced mobile homes with tree mounting kit Save
proves reasHAPPY BIRTHDAY!IN THE success. A conversation
accepted owner financing $100 Reserve yours today
•-•
suring.
'
Be
David
LIFE:
YOUR
service
OF
buy
YEAR
OE
qualified
to
NEXT
BACKH
e
availabl
at Town & Country
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Do
Burkeen Septic systems, careful about choosing sides at work.
ers Call John Downs at Yamaha Call 753-8078
Vats
you away
ions,
foundat
basements,
AUG, 753-4000
Early in 1992, the economic winds not let wanderlust carry
just when higherduties
USA Made Swisher tow 1979 BLUE Conversion driveways, gravel, dirt, blow good news your way. Review
your
from
FALL Special All lots ii behind 40 inch mowers with Van No rust. air. cruise, sand, mulch, np rap placyou. Work now
your investments next March. You ups have their eye on
Lynnwood Heights Subdivi- 8hp Bnggs Engine Now at excellent condition loaded ing 474-2103
sense of style
Your
later!
play
and
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s
Mur
busines
the
of
just
west
find
moles
could
sion 33
$795 season ending price vi/extras Runs super
asset.
dous
tremen
a
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a
,
August
ray Hard surfaced roads
BLOCK, brick, concrete fin- nity you have wanted. In
Reserve yours at Town & 436-2858
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): It is
city water, natural gas ca
ishing Basements foot- low-key approach will work best with
County Yamaha in Murray
too late to build a foundation for
not
Senblevison, reasonably re
.
drives,
,
backers
al
ings, garages
or call 753-8078
conservative financi
Open up more when talking
stricted Priced from $4500
future.
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walks 30yrs experien
U.'S
timental and generous. you find it thc
A loving heart is a
to $6503 Nice wooded lots WARNING. Don't buy any
child.
in Murray area difficult to say "no" to people. Put
a
with
13yrs
Tacks
included 753-5841 or 4 wheeler until you check
6 Charles Barnett
profit from someone
You
753-547
gift.
special
Noyour family's needs first next
tie amazing good buys on 1986 ISUZU pick-up,
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mistake
else's
backand
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vember
new Yamaha
4-speed, good conditio
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Fat Sale
4x4 sorb, red, 318-V8, air CHIM Chlm Clilsseey actress Robin Givens
goal that has eluded you in
career
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cond, am/fm stereo, lots Sweeps has 10% senior citi- Eddie Rabbitt,joumalist Gail
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We
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more New 31/11 50X 15 zen discounts
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your efforts.
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Be
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some
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ming pool. 28x30 shop w/ Auto Parts Hwy 121S available Asking
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SpeciaRoman
d Sweeps
, 498-8912 License
Anthony
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0
Travel is favored.
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now.
luck
drain
good
and
you
floor
and
tic
chimosncrete
lizing on fireboxes,
tamil plans. Be diploma
after 5 30pm
The arts influence both your outlook
Fenced in backyard, deck,
neys, dampers, general v.ill get what you v. ant
160
black top driveway, sitting
201: and your spending. You continue to
1988 TOYOTA pick-up, low home improvements and
TAURUS (April 2(1-M
Used
on approximately 3 acres
rider Auto, air. pis, 39xxx repairs All work guaran- Consistency plays an important role
choose quality over quantity.
Cars
w/33x44 barn 753 6475
teed Call Tim at 753-7350
miles, 1 owner $6500
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
eyes
Mati.
career.
your
in shaping
daytime 753-9918 after 1978 CHEVROLET Ca- 753-3647
your confidence grows, so does
As
to
the
m
home
CONVERT your old
are watching you now Perfor
*11
price Straight 6 753-5233 1988 TOYOTA pick-up
your success. Work hard, but save
movies into video tape A hest of our ability. Be discreet,
life. Protect
2BR 1 bath newly remod- after 6pm
Serviced regularly, swb, great holiday gift idea ReaGEMINI(May 2I-June 20): Stay more time for family
eled Central WA, 1 car 1979 CUTLASS Supreme 77iux miles $4800 OBO
sonable pnoes Call Purchyour health by eating right and getfar
how
to
limit
no
is
there
and
alert
garage. now renting Lynn Auto, power, chrome rims, 753-0789
ase Video Productions toyour career can go. Asking the right ting enough rest.
Grove. 753-6633
day 753-7745
OBO
$600
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
runs
1989 DODGE dual Cum
questions produces some extraordiMaking excuses will only put you in
2BR 1 bath, kitchen, living 762-6591
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating nary answers. Be careful how you
mins Auto, LE, loaded
room, dining room, large 1980 FIAT Brava, 4-door, 4 $13,500 753-6469 nights
and Cooling Service Com- use certain inside information,
a deeper hole. Face ,reality and you
utility room, completely re- cy1 Best offer 759-9535
plete installation and serwill soon devise a winning strategy.
This
22):
21-July
(June
ER
350,
CANC
1989 GMC SLE Sierra
modeled, carport, central
Call Gary at
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al backing will come through
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out
is no time to be cautious. Strike
1981 OLDS Cutlass Su- auto, loaded $9000
gas WA 759-9359
759-4754
. Repay a benefactor with
friends
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have
nights
9
could
You
753-646
on.
directi
new
interior
a
preme Body and
2BR brick, new carpet, up- real good condition Engine
ON Roofing and Midas touch when it comes to mak- loyalty.
DAVIDS
,
stairs storage walk out questionable Asking $550 1990 DODGE Dakota
Construction. Special
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
your
14xxx miles Very dean, winter rates 30 years ex- ing money for yourself and
basement, carport
nteverything you do at work
Docume
8
753-112
profits.
t
er! Reinves
5-speed, a/c
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e else's mistakes could
someon
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Some- or
1963 AMC Renault. $1200 753- 3840
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thing that is
OBO 759-941
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what
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or
HOUSE to be moved
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people. Review your
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your
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.
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time
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gas, refrigeration Installa- talking with their loved ones. These
1975 AIRSTREAM 31ft
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impress
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feeling
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Free
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repair
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someon
rear bath Michelin tires
'Yesterday. Today and Forever
alloy wheels, awnings all- mates 753-7203
(To order a revised and updated copy of kane Dixon's hest-selling hook
plus SI postage and handling to
around Road ready
FENCE sales at Sears How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan.- send IS 95
Kansas City, Mo 64141 Make checks payable to
7530114
now Call Sears 753-2310 Dixon. c/o Aradreavc and McMeel. P.O Box 419130.
for free estimate for your Andrews and McMeel
520
needs
Boos
•
GALLOWAY Roofing 10% •
Mown
Discount thru December
the
1965 RUNABOUT in good Specializing in new roofs
offs
tear
and
re-roofs,
condition with 75hp Elfinrude 013 in excellent conch- Guaranteed work Merry
bon $1000 Call James at Chnstnasi 502-753-7941
To subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times,
435-4425
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Just A Few Reminders...
sale season."

are nearing

the end of our "garage

the day prior to your $
For best results your ad should appear In the newspaper
s
follow
as
sale Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are

4 • •
.

,

Monday Edition
Tuesday Edition
Wednesday Edition

Friday 3 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.
Monday 3 p.m.

Thursday Edition
Friday Edition
Saturday Edition

fuesday

3 p.m.
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Thursday 3 p.m.

per day.
Ms do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
For assistance call. 753-1916 or come by

Murray
Ledger & Times Classified Department

75E4P EVINRUDE outboard motor Excellent
Condition $700 Call
James at 435-4425

Simko

GENERAL Repair plumbing. roofing, tree work
436-2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting Free estimates 18
years experience. Local re
ferences 489-2267

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5prn, 759-9816, 753-0495

GLITTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specific.AAA Additions Decks, boos Call Sears 753-2310
vinyl siding, carpentry for free estimate
work. house and floor level
HADAWAY Construction
ing, drive-ways. 40+ years
Home remodeling, paint•xperience Free estiing, wallpaper, carpenty,
t
collec
Call
mates
floor covering No job Ice
901-247-5173
small 436-2062
BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling. foundations,
etc 759-4664

HANDYMAN, electrical,
carpentry, plumbing, roofing. remodeling Good work
fa a good once 759-9348

fill in the blank be QV and mail it with your
check to:

dger & Times
Murray
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.
Li All Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway
and adjoining Counties 857.00 per year.
U All other subscribers $64.50 per year.
Name
Address
City
Zip

State
Phone (

)
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Looking Back

Today in History
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Today is Tuesday, Nov. 26, the 330th day of 1991. There arc 35 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
President
by
aside
set
thanksgiving
of
Nov. 26, 1789 was a day
Washington to observe the adoption of the Constitution of the United
States.
On this date:
In 1940, the 500,000 Jews of Warsaw, Poland, were forced by the
Nazis to live within a walled ghetto.
In 1949, India adopted a constitution as a republic within the British
Commonwealth.
In 1950, China entered the Korean conflict, sending troops across the
Yalu River to begin a counter-offensive against soldiers from the United
Nations, the United States and South Korea.
In 1965, France launched its first satellite, sending a 92-pound Al capsule into orbit.
In 1973, President Nixon's personal secretary, Rose Mary Woods, told
a federal court she had accidentally caused part of the 181/2 -minute gap in
a key Watergate tape.
In 1975, a federal jury in Sacramento, Calif., found Lynette Fromme
guilty of trying to assassinate President Ford.
In 1983, gunmen robbed a warehouse at London's Heathrow Airport,
making off with 6,800 gold bars worth $38.7 million.
Ten years ago: The ten nations of the European Economic Community
opened a two-day conference in London to try to resolve differences over
the organization's funding. (Th summit concluded without a solution.)
Five years ago: President Rea an appointed a commission headed by
cr to investi ate his National Security Council staff
former Sen. John
in the wake of the.n-Contra affair.
One year ago: Soviet esiden ikhail Gorbachev met with Iraqi Foreremlin to demand that Iraq withdraw from
ign Minister Tariq Aziz at
Kuwait. President Bush, on a visit to Mexico, met with the country's president, Carlos Salinas de Gortari. Japanese business giant Matsushita
Electric Industrial Co. agreed to acquire MCA Incorporated for $6.6
billion.
Today's Birthdays: Playwright Eugene lonesco is 79. TV commentator
Eric Sevareid is 79. "Peanuts" cartoonist Charles M. Schulz is 69. Singer
Robert Goulet is 58. Actress-singer Marian Mercer is 56. Singer Tina Turner is 53. Impressionist Rich Little is 53.
Thought for Today: "Compromise makes a good umbrella but a poor
roof; it is a temporary expedient." — James Russell Lowell, American
editor (1819-1891).

Ten years ago
Mikal Grimes, Jeff Dowdy, Tad
Dowdy, Rick Wagoner, Renee Taylor, Stacey Underhill, Bob Houghton and Karen Dowdy, members of
Calloway County High School
Band, have been named to West
Kentucky All District Band.
The Kroger Company Food Processing Division will purchase the
former Tappan warehouse in Murray from Tappan Company. The
Division will open it as a plant for
processing gelatin, drink mixes and
salted nuts late in 1982.
The mobile home of Danny
Rogers on North Fourth Street was
destroyed by fire on Nov. 24.
Betty Dodd is worthy matron
and Dennis Sorrels is worthy patron of Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star.
Twenty years ago
Murray State University will
dedicate its new Fine Arts Center

in ceremonies on Dec. 5.
A house, occupied by Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin Diggs and four children and owned by Jess Latimer,
was destroyed by fire on Nov. 25.
The house was located one mile
east of Hazel.
James Lawrence, interior decorator at Enix Interiors, presented a
program of piano music at a meeting of Murray Quota Club held at
Southside Restaurant, according to
Heloise Roberts, president.
Susan Rose Pierce and Daniel
Lewis Belcher were married in a
October wedding at Kirksey Baptist Church.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Armstrong,
Nov. 17; a girl to the Rev. and
Mrs. Thomas Powell, Nov. 18.
Thirty years ago
Army National guard 1st Lt. Earl
W. Roach is a member of 123d
Armor's Medium Tank Battalion,

recently recalled to active duty and
assigned to Fort Stewart, Ga.
Wallace Key, Jack Bryan, Hiram
Tucker, A. W. Simmons, Dr. Harry
U. Whayne, Ed Settle and Charlie
Grogan, members of Murray Planning Commission when first organized, were presented with certificates by Murray Mayor Holmes
Ellis at a meeting of Murray Chamber of Commerce.
Murray High School Tigers beat
Lynch 14-13 to win State Class A
Football Championship crown at
Lexington.
Mrs. James Garland, Girl Scout
Leader, is spending two weeks in
Cuernavoco, Mexico, for World
Association of Girl Scouts and Girl
Guides. She is sponsored by Murray Girl Scout Association.
Forty years ago
Seaman William D. Crago, son
of Mrs. Jessie Crago of Murray, is
serving aboard aircraft carrier USS

DEAR ABBY:Over the years,you
have provided your readers with numerous comments and some helpful,
serious advice. But, Abby, your age
and the changing technology have
caught up with you — and passed
you by. The advice you gave "Living
a Nightmare," whose husband
wanted to videotape their sex act,
was so off base. I had to let you know
that you are out oftouch with today's
men and technology.
Today's women claim that the men
in the U.S. Senate are not in touch
with women's needs(Professor Anita
Hill's charge of sexual harassment

Tape the act and she keeps the tape.
3. Make him agree that the two of
them will be the only viewers of the
tape. 4. Use the tape as a bribe to get
all those things she's always wanted
and couldn't get before.
Abby, you need either to retire or
get a male adviser for males' problems.
ALPHONSE BUSH,
LOS ANGELES

against Judge Clarence Thomas),
and you are not in touch with today's
men's needs. Abby, men have been
capturing the sex act through photography since the invention of the
camera. So, for your information, a
man does not have to have a tumor
on the brain to possess an age-old
desire.
Abby, had you been up on the
video technology available today and
attuned to male desires, you would
have given your correspondent at
least one of the following options: 1.
View themselves on the monitor
without a tape in the camera. 2.

DEAR ALPHONSE BUSH: I
heard from other video-wise
male readers who also disagreed
with my answer, but there will

Daily Comics
By GARY LARSON
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DEAR DR. GOTT: My brother died
recently of mitral valve regurgitaIT'S TOO LATE TO START ANY
815 PROIECTS FOR THE YEAR,
BUT TOO EARLY TO START
PANICKING FOR THE HOLIDAYS.

ITS TDO LATE TO GET ORGAN-N
IZED FOR 1‘441, 8UT TOO
EARLY 10 LAUNCH INTO THE
ALL-NEW, larIZ 5YST6m...

IT'S TOO LATE TO LOSE ANY
REAL WEIGHT THIS YEAR,
BUT TOO EARLY TO START
THE NEW YEAR'S NET

r4OVEM8ER 26: KICK-OFF DATE I
OF THE PRE-H0LIDA4 COMA

Early checkers

can either stick in a closed position
(mitral stenosis)or in an open position

or
regurgitation
(mitral
insufficiency).
A small amount of regurgitation,
marked by a murmur (extra heart
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12 Black
13 Kimono sash
14 Be borne
15 Church
worker
17 Card game
19 Strict
20 Ardent
21 Hindu
peasant
23 Story
24 Existed
26 Famed
28 Cry
31 Latin
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Mrs Truman
Encourage
Pugilists
Ingress
Emerged
victorious
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HER HAIR 15 CAUGHT IN
HER BINDER AGAIN!
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NO, 514E5 NOT EXPERIENCING
ACADEMIC DIFFICULTIES
OR HAVING TROUBLE
RELATING TO HER PEERS...

6

month
7 Penpoint
8 Test
9 Ranges of
hills
10 Brink

14

12

PEANUTS
YES, MA'AM .. MY FRIEND, LOI40
SITS IN FRONT OF ME,
NEEDS YOUR HELP..

ONE
STEP
PEEP
RAISINS
TROOP
ERCIS
TREPAN
L111 SEE
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FIRED
EXPLAIN
ZERO
CLAM
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32 2,000 lbs
33 Pronoun
34 — of roses
36 Document
38 Born
2

Answer to Previous Puzzle
ISLE MAN
ASPS

39 Dye plant
41 Kind of
salad
43 Dress
protector
45 Surfeited
48 Alit
50 Long step
51 Toward
shelter
52 Anger
54 Level
55 Barber and
Buttons
56 Church
bench
57 Dispatched

conjunction

1

44.
ay

tion. We are devastated by the loss
and wonder if dental work while in the
military, without benefit of antibiotics, might have aggravated the
condition.
DEAR READER Yes, it might
have.
The mitral valve is one of four
valves in the heart. When diseased, it

CATHY

!y and
crude
o need
when
:d that

gm a qg

be no mea culpas from this corner, because "Living a Nightmare" said that her husband's
behavior had changed so noticeably that even his co-workers
had mentioned it.
Furthermore, the issue was
not the husband's wanting to
videotape their sex act — it was
his heavy-handed tactics. When
she advised her husband that
having their sex act captured on
a videotape made her uncomfortable, he told her that he
would not have sex with her
again unless it was on film! And
when she suggested they consult
a marriage counselor, he flatly
refused. After her husband had
been"badgering her every night
for two months," she finally
wrote to me.
I have always felt that what
happens in the bedroom of two
consenting adults is their own
business,providing they are both
agreeable and neither is harmed.
The wife felt that his request
was degrading,but he continued
to badger her; therefore, I concluded that his behavior was
sick. Whether it was a symptom
of a potentially life-threatening
illness would have to be determined by a medical doctor.
I rest my case and stand by my
answer,even though it's entirely
possible that the husband was
more brutish than brain-damaged.

Dr. Gott
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Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Gravette,
Nov. 15; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
H.J. Bryan and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Higgins, Nov. 16; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. James Burkeen, twin girls to Mr. and Mrs.
James Shelton, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Augusta Williams, Nov.
17.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Crenshaw
and Sara Lee Sammons of Atlanta,
Ga., are the guests of their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J.T. Sammons.

Everything you'll need to know about
planning a wedding can be found in Abby's
booklet,"How to Have a Lovely Wedding?'
To order, send a long, business-size, selfaddressed envelope, plus check or money
order for 63.95 ($4.50 in Canada)to: Dear
Abby, Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, Ill. 61054. Postage is
included./
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Essex in the Far East.
First six place steers in 4-1-1 and
FFA Ring held Nov. 5 and 6 at
Murray Livestock Yard are pictured with owners. They are Jackie
Geurin, Almo 4-H; Craig Morris
and Dan Hale, Faxor 4-H; Pam
Mahan, Murray High 4-H; Graves
Morris and Leroy Todd, Almo
FFA.

Dear Abby
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U48
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41
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49

30
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44

29

47
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11 Prophet
16 River in
Siberia
18 Peruse
22 Sum
23 Doctrine
24 Spider's trap
25 Consumed
27 Spinning toy
29 Be in debt
30 Insect
35 Mended with

cotton
36 Evergreen
tree
37 Dark red
38 Indigenous
40 Protuberances
42 The nostrils
43 Winglike
44 Wan
46 Biblical
garden
47 Depression
49 Plunge
50 Stitch
53 Concerning

quire repair. More severe forms, however, can lead to chronic heart strain,
cardiac enlargement and heart failure. In such circumstances, surgical
correction (or replacement) of the
valve is necessary.
In either case (mild or severe), the
diseased mitral valve is especially
susceptible to bacterial infection (en-

docarditis), an extremely serious
complication. Patients with untreated endocarditis have an astronomically high mortality rate.
Dental procedures, including scaling and professional cleaning, release
bacteria into the bloodstream. In people with normal heart valves, the
body's defenses destroy the bacteria
before they cause infection. However,
these bacteria readily adhere to damaged heart valves, where they grow
and gradually destroy the valves. This
is the reason doctors and dentists routinely administer prophylactic oral
antibiotics to such patients before and
after dental procedures. The antibiotics kill the bacteria before the microorganisms have a chance to thrive.
If the military dentists failed to

give your brother antibiotics in conjunction with the dental work and if
he was known to have a defective
valve, the dental manipulation could
certainly have led to endocarditis and
death,even if the patient had received
the standard treatment for endocarditis, which is massive doses of intravenous antibiotics.
Although there are other causes of
endocarditis(such as bacterial spread
from pneumonia or other infections),
from the information you supplied,
there appears to be a cause and effect

relation between the dental work and
your brother's unexpected death. I
recommend that you request his military medical records. The information contained therein could enable
you to determine if a liability exists.
At the very least, you could discover
if your brother received standard preventive treatment.
MI 1411113PAPER ENTERPRISE AN

..
'
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Mrs. Lonah B. Maisel
Mrs. Lonah B. Maisel, 79, of
Almo died Monday at 9:55 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a retired comptroller for
the Centerville Hospital at Cahokia., 111. She and her husband moved
to this area about 10 years ago.
Born Aug. 8, 1912, at Moberly.
Mo., she was the daughter of the
late John Thomas Harrison and
Ella Brock Harrison.
One brother, Carl Harrison, also
preceded her in death.

Almost 600 workers find
new jobs through program

Turkey tips: stir
10 minutes, and
poke eyes out

Obituaries

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Nearly 600 workers have found
new jobs this year through a Tennessee Valley Authority program
aimed at finding work for the agency's displaced workers, TVA figures show.
Jim Raines, program manager of
TVA's Employee Transition Program, said some 583 workers had
found full-time, salaried jobs as of
last week.
The federal agency also is track-

grandchild.
Survivors include her husband,
Mrs. Maisel was a member of
she
whom
to
Charles Earl Maisel,
el Lutheran Church where
Immanu
was married on Oct. 3, 1935; two
will be Wectnesdr; at 2
funeral
the
on
Harris
daughters. Mrs. Jackie
Clarence Helmich
Rev.
The
p.m.
and husband, Dan, Almo, and Mrs.
te.
will
officia
St.
Nell Jones and husband, Bob,
Charles, Mo.; two sons, Larry
Burial will follow in Murray
Maisel and wife, Cathey, and DarMemorial Gardens.
rell Maisel and wife, Darlyn,
Friends may call at Miller FunerEITingham, Ill.
Home of Murray after 5 p.m.
al
s,
Also surviving are two brother
today (Tuesday). The body will be
Walter Harrison, Port Charlotte,
taken to the church at I p.m.
Fla., and Russell Harrison, Alamo.
Wednesday.
greatTexas; 12 grandchildren; one

ing the 139 people who resigned
before entering the program, as
well as 248 people who resigned
afterward. Employment figures for
those groups are not yet available,
Raines said.
About 717 employees currently
are in the program, which lets displaced TVA workers earn full pay
and benefits for up to six months.
Participants can use any of 13
transition program centers, which
offer cross-training for other jobs.

COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa
(AP) — Worried about cooking
that Thanksgiving turkey?
It's no big deal if you follow
a few straighfonvard rules, say
kindergarten students at Rue
Elementary.
"Cut his bead off. Cook
him," David Rooney said. "Get
his feathers off. I wouldn't like
to eat that! Cut his feet off."
Zachary Kirk said it doesn't
take long to cook the bird, but
be sure to pay attention to the
eyeballs.
"Cook it for 10 minutes. Stir
Life Insurance
up the turkey," he said. "Take
Term - Universal Life
Level
it out of the oven, cut it in half
Whole Life
I
f/
Officiating will be Dr. William
(
and poke the eyeballs out. Set
PREE Help in Claim Filing For All My Clients
Sullivan, the Rev. Joe Johnson and
on
the plates, forks and knives
the Rev. J.T. Parrish.
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
the table. Then you eat it."
ll
Marsha
in
Burial will follow
Children disagreed on how
County Memory Gardens.
the turrey should be
long
Friends may call at the funeral
.
cooked
Are your loved ones protected financially if
home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Breanne Butterfield said it's a
you died today?
snap. "Wash it off. Put flour on
it. Put it in the oven for one second," she said.
Samantha Garrison was insistent it takes a little longer.
"Put it in the oven. Check on
ii Take the skin off. Put it back
In April, a custodial worker
in the pan. Check it and stir on
found a newborn girl wrapped in a
it. After 50 hours, check it
Monuments • Markers
plastic bag in a garbage bin behind
again."
an EKU residence hall. The baby
said
ant,
Mausoleums
Basting is import
died from exposure.
some
"Put
r.
Summe
i
Destyn
"Compare Our Quality, Service,
salt on it, then some pepper on
Police arrested a 19-year-old
Workmanship and Prices."
it. Put some apple juice on it
EKU student after she went to the
and then some pears. Add sugar.
759-1333
university counseling center and
U.S. 641 N.
Put some pumpkin seeds on the
asked them to contact the police.
turkey. Put it in the oven."
She was charged with seconddegree manslaughter, a felony in
Kentucky.
But a Madison County grand
jury indicted the woman on two
misdemeanor charges in June, saying she did not intentionally cause
the death of her child.

INSURANCE

Mrs. Doris (Dodi) Penn
Mrs. Doris (Dodi) Penn, 49, Rt.
10, Benton, died Sunday at 6:58
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She is a former resident of
Marion.
Survivors include her husband.

Clifford Bern; one son, Shawn
Penn, Benton: her parents. Herschel and Aline Station, Benton.
The funeral will be Wednesday.
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton.

Lou V. McGary

Police investigating death of baby
found in university's trash at landfill
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) — For
the second time in nine months,
police are investigating the death
of a baby found in trash from Eastern Kentucky University.
A bulldozer driver spreading
trash at a Madison County landfill
Friday spoued the body of a white
infant girl among the refuse. She
apparently had been wrapped in a
bag.
The trash had just been dumped
by a garbage truck from EKU.
Another baby's body was found
earlier this year in a garbage bin
behind a residence hail at the
university

State police Sgt. D.K. Damrel
said the baby found Friday
appeared to be full term, but medical examiners have not yet determined how she died or if she was
stillborn.
Police have no suspects and are
asking for the public's help.
"We just need information about
somebody who was pregnant, but
now they're not and they don't
have a child," Damrel said.
Even though the garbage came
from EKU. Damrel said they are
not sure someone connected with
the university dumped the baby.
"It could be somebody who just
dropped it off," he said.

HERITAGE
MONUMENT CO.
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Stock Market
Report

Murray students take honors in tournament
Entries from Murray Middle
School and Murray Elementary
School took top honors in the
Western Kentucky University
Scholastic Chess Tournament in
Bowling Green this past weekend.
Murray teams took first place
team honors in both the junior high
division and the elementary
division.
Murray swept the elementary
division, :along all five top trophies in individual competition.
Stephen Breeding. a fifth-grade
student from Murray Middle
School. completed the day with a
4-0 record for first place honors.

He was followed by felling Murrayans Brandon Kellie, Joshua
Frisk and Chad Delancey, each
with 3-r records and second, third
and fourth place finishes respectively. Joey McKeel rounded out
the Murray elementary team, taking
fifth place with a 2-2 record.
In Junior high play, Josh Price
finished the day undefeated and his
4-0 record took first place individual honors. Teammates Josh
Mitchell and Mark Stockton each
had 3-1 records, claiming second
and third place trophies and David
Crouch, with a 2-2 day, took fourth
place.

The next competition for the
Murray chess teams will be the
1991 Murray Scholastic Championships which will be held Dec. 7 at
Murray High School. More than
200 -scholastic chess players from
four states arc expected to compete
in the event.

Murray State team finishes first
The 1991 Kentucky State Collegiate Championships were hosted
by the Western Kentucky Chess
Club in Bowling Green last
weekend.
Levan Bayraktar took first place
honors in individual competition
and led his Murray State team to a
first place finish and the 1991 Kentucky College learn chess title.
The University of Kentucky team
finished in second place and West-

em Kentucky University placed
third.
In individual competition, Bayraktar finished the day undefeated,
with three wins and a draw to
claim the 1991 Kentucky Individual Collegiate chess Ltle. Second
place was won by Jerry Baker, of
the University of Kentucky, with a
3-1 record and teammates Mark
Galloway and Kevin Leverenz of
Murray State tied for third place,
also with 3-1 records.

Academic tournament begins today
The West Kentucky Academic
Tournament, showcasing regional
academic talent, begins today at
four sites :11 the region_
The tournament includes 16
Purchase Area high schools. Teams
are divided into four-team districts
along the lines of 1st- Region
basketball competition.
Today's district winners will

acvance to the semifinals and
championship match of the West
Kentucky Academic Bowl on Dec.
10 at Murray State University.
The tournament is sponsored by
the West Kentucky Academic Consortium which awards trophies and
S1,000 in scholarship money to
each of the district winners and an
additional S1.000 to the bowl
champion.

Stove burner results in fire
The Murray Fire Department
responded to a structure fire alarm
at 1103 Pogue Monday at 9:13 p.m.
The occupants had inadvertently
left a stove burner on and left the
residence. Upon their return, a pan

of scrap food was on fire. The
occupants removed the pan outside
and requested the fire department's
assistance. The structure was filled
with smoke, which was ejected
with fans, but the fire was out
when firefighters arrived.

Program Car Close Out Sale Of '91 Models
Serial
Car
95288
91 Caprice
27317
91 Beretta
0
8443
er
Cavali
91
03151
90 Cutlass
82705
91 Cavalier
44379
91 Corsica
42378
91 Prism
35195
91 Metro
0
6559
a
Lumin
91
91 Cadillac Sedan Devine 236170
91 Cadillac Sedan Deville 282336
91 Old's Cutlass Supreme 346663
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15,900
11,900
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11,900
10,900
8,900
14,900
24,900
24,900
14,900

Now
13,489
9,946
8,476
10,921
8,487
8,984
7,939
6,941
12,881
21,889
21,889
12,989

or Chevrolet, Geo, Inc.
Tayl
DwainHwy
631 South Murray 73-2617

Volunteer fireman
Steen given last
ride on fire engine
Local volunteer firemen offered
a farewell ride atop a fire engine
Monday for veteran Almo firefighter Bernard Steen.
The coffin of Steen, 66, a charter
member of the Calloway County
Fire & Rescue Squad, was carried
during funeral proceedings to the
McDaniel Cemetery from the
Blalock -Coleman Funeral Home.
Steen had served the squad as a
volunteer for 30 years. He died at
1:32 a.m. Saturday at the Murray Calloway County Hospital.
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TERRY'S
FURNITURE
Lately?
What you find inside will
surprise you!
Living Room Suites • Bedroom Suites
• Dining Room Suites • Gun Cabinets
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• Much More!
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BASKETBALL 1991-92
A little new and a little old
Racers hope Scott Edgar(right)
and Popeye Jones(bottom)
are the right combination
for afifth-straight OVC title
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Inside:
A complete look at Murray State,
Murray High and Calloway County
basketball for the 1991-92 season
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Tipping it off
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Introduction
Scott Edgar.
MSU Racers.
MSU Lady Racers.
MHS Tigers
CCHS Lakers.
CCHS Lady Lakers.
MHS Lady Tigers
UK, U bf L .
1

Comments...
This is the first Basketball tab section we have ever had here at The
litdger & Times. In the past, we have had a basketball preview, but
nothing like this.
There are many people to thank for that. For starters, the fine advertisers who made this section possible. And thanks to Ledger & Times
advertising director Mary Ann Orr, who agreed with me on moving to
the more ambitious format.
1 would like to thank the coaching staffs for their cooperation.
Tey've given up their time, which at this point of the season is
extremely valuable, to give us their observations on the coming season. I
would especially would like to thank Scott Edgar for his in-depth, and I
think, perceptive interview.
Staff writer Steve Parker, my right-hand man, has done his typical
yeoman's job and has been Joined in that effort by special photographer
Candy Mashers, whose oustanding photo work dominates this section.
Special thanks to all the others at this fine newspaper who don't have
their name in pnrit, but instead have their kart in the paper. Your contributions are appreciated.
And as always, thanks again to my coach. Camela.
David Ramey, sports eclitor

*4,17k*41410,,ilet.

1991-92

Here's To A
Winning
Season!
Welcome Back
Coach Greene!
• •••••• ••
Welcome To Murray
Coach Edgar!
• ••••• •• •

Good Luck
Coach Miller!

1

Hoop year filled with excitememt
It's tip-off time.
Once again, the 1991-92
basketball season promises to be
another exiciting one for local
fans.
It starts with the uncertainty.
Three new coaches (Scott Edgar,
Kelly Brcazealc and Ron
Greene). Two high school programs that were hit heavy by graduation. A new power with new
pressures in girls' hoops, and a
year that could be the start of
something exciting for the other
program in town.
• • • •
The Murray State Lady Racers
started the season off right, Saturday night with a win over
Missouri-Rolla. They've been
picked for last, but I wouldn't
count on that.
New coach Kelly Breazeale
brings enthusiasim that is
unmatched. She also has plenty
of talent returning, and one of the
top freshmen in the OVC in
Rechelle Cadwell.
The Lady Racers will surprise.
• • • •
The Murray State Racers open
up for real tonight, when they
host Illinois Tech.
New coach Scott Edgar's running and pressing style has
already put the Racer fans on the
edge of their seats, and should
scare the wits out of Illinois
Tech.
Saturday's contest with Southern Illinois will be the first real
test of Edgar's "40 Minutes of
Hell" attack.
And don't be concerned about
Popeye Jones and how he fits
into this style. He loves it, and he
enjoys playing for Scott Edgar.
He also knows that he's going to
be able to show NBA scouts this
year that he can get up and down
the floor and play a fast-paced
game.
The only problem so far is that
the big fellow has been hampered
by injuries. Jones hurt his back in

701 Main St.

Murray

753-5273

INSIDE
SCOOP
David
Ramey
Ledger & Tim*. sports sdItor
pre-season, and injured an ankle
Sunday. He's questionable for
tonight, but the Racers will roll
without him.
If Maurice Cannon can continue to score like he has in
exhibition play, if the Racers find
another post player to go with
Jones, and if Frank Allen plays
the way he's capable, I think
Murray State is going to win the
OVC.
The only team I see in their
way is Middle Tennessee. Robert
Taylor, who for some reason was
left off the pre-season all-OVC
team despite his performance late
last season, is scary and Warren
Kidd is the only player in the
league that can even rnatchilp
with Jones in the low post.
I'll take the Racers, Middle
and Eastern in that order. Morehead may be a strong fourth.
• • • •
In high school boys' play,
Murray and Calloway are both
teams with a lot of mystery.
The Tigers lost all five starters
from last year's Fourth District
championship team. Tiger coach
Cary Miller is counting on quickness and 3-point shooting to pick
up the slack.
Miller and the Tigers will rely
on outside shooting and a scrappy
defense, but it's biggest asset
could be Miller, who is the dean
of First Region coaches. He's
also one of the best "game" technicians I've seen.
Over at Calloway, Ron Greene
faces tremendous challenges. The

Kentucky
Farm Bureau
Insurance
For all your
Insurance Needs..
•Home
•Health
•Retirement
•Business

The Area's Most Established and Experienced Dealership"

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

Lakers have just one player who
saw game action last season on
the varsity level.
But after talking to Greene,
I'm interested to see the Lakers
play. And so is Greene, who
seems to have a quiet confidence
about his first high school team.
• • • •

Ray Broach, sitting
Bob Cornelison, standing

•Lite
.Auto
•Farm
'Boat

753-4703
310 So. 4th St.

On the girls' side, Lady Laker
coach Pete O'Rourke is talking
regional championships while
Lady Tiger coach Jim Harrell has
a younger, athletic team.
O'Rourke, whose Lady Laker
team stunned Marshall County
last season, is one of the smartest
coaches in the region, mainly
because he's the one with Valerie
Shelton.
Shelton, who earned the nickname "The Golden Child" from
radio broadcaster Chip Adams
last season as a freshman, has
improved over the summer and
could be even more of a terror
than she was down the stretch
last season.
Murray High coach Jim Harrell
hopes his young squad makes
progress this season, and has
scniors Mary Catherine Wo^!dridge and Christy Bell returning
as starters to lead the way.
• • • •
Around the country, college
basketball is reaching higher and
higher levels of popularity.
Defending champion Duke has
the pressure on them to return,
and after three straight Final
Fours, I'm not going to count
them out.
But I'm betting on Bob Knight
and the Indiana Hoosiers. The
Hoosiers have the most underated
player in the nation in Calbert
Cheaney, a machine in Eric
Anderson and a leader in Damon
Bailey. The one thing IU is missing is a center, and frosh sensation Allen Henderson may fill
that bill.
• • • •
There is one terribly sad note
to this season.
If you get a chance this season,
spend an evening with Cawood
Ledford, the legendary radio
voice of the Kentucky Wildcats,
who is retiring after this season.
My dad (who is a Kentucky
fan and probably won't feed me
any Thanksgiving dinner after
reading that I picked Indiana for
the title) introduced me to basketball by putting me in front of the
radio when Ledford was on the
air.
I've never truly thanked Dad
for thai I can't think of a season
without tuning in Ledford on a
chilly winter evening.
Kentucky fans and other folks
who truly love basketball are
going to miss him.
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The new man in charge
Scott Edgar taking command of the Racer program
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By DAVID RAMEY
Lodger & Times Sports EdNor

Scott Edgar is finally living his
dream.
After 11 years sitting next to
Nolan Richardson, after numerous job interviews and applications that turned into disappointments, and after nearly four
months of waiting, it all starts for
real tonight when Edgar makes
his debut as the head coach of the
Murray State Racers when they
host Illinois Tech.
And he'll tell you that he's
been too busy off the floor to
think very long about what that
means to the Pittsburgh native.
"I guess the toughest part
about this is that I haven't had
the opportunity to stop and smell
the roses," Edgar said late last
week. "I'm part of a very lucky
group. There are only 296 Division I head coaching jobs in the
country. And realistically, I think
that only about 100 of them are
worth having, and this is one of
them.
"But since August 2, I've been
going so hard that I haven't been
able to sit back and look at that
and feel a sense of personal
accomplishment and pride."
The reason that Edgar hasn't
had a chance to stop and take a
look is that he has brought all the
attributes into the Murray State
basketball program that was
expected. He's brought plenty of
youthful enthusiasm. He's
brought plenty of hard work. His
running style of play has made
players happy and fans delighted
after two impressive exhibition
victories. And his ability to
recruit has already paid
dividends.
The biggest adjustment for
Edgar after a lengthy career as an

assistant, is the total responsibility for the program that the head
coach faces.
"In the past, I've been over
certain areas — recruiting, working with the players, academic
work," said Edgar, who assisted
at Tulsa and Arkansas under
Nolan Richardson. "Here, the
basketball program, from A to Z,
is my responsibility 24 hours a
day. I don't know if it ever shuts
down. It never really stops. 365
days a year, 24 hours a day, I'm
on call. And that's a lot of
responsbility."
There are plenty of off-court
responsibilities for Edgar. A
speaking engagment here. A golf
tournament there. All part of the
interest in the Murray State program in a town where Racer
basketball is the top ticket in
town.
"This program reminds me a
lot of what we had at Tulsa,"
Edgar said. "It was a close-knit
group of basketball enthusiasts.
I'm excited to be a coach in a
place where October 15th isn't
the start of basketball season.
Here, people are exicted about
basketball 365 days a year, and
that means a lot as a coach."
Recent success has spoiled
Murray State basketball supporters. Three NCAA Tournament
berths in four years. Four straight
Ohio Valley Conference titles.
Those are things that MSU fans
cherish.
That success and the program
that had developed, was something that struck Edgar even
before he was named the Racer
coach.
"It was on my first visit that I
learned what kind of place this
is," Edgar said. "It was a firstclass operation, professional in
everyway."

FAST & FRIENDLY SERVICE
Lowest Legal Cigarette Carton Prices
OPEN 24 HOURS

SURGEON GE I4E RM.'S WARNING. Chrirng
Serokina Now Grooly Reduces %Moue Rio* to
Your 1-loutit.

Cigarette

pedals, Coupons, & Gifts.

TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE
Snacks • Cold Drinks • Groceries
We have the Improved 76 Super Unleaded 92 Octane.
Food Stamps Welcome • All Major Credit Cards Accepted
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811 Sycamore, Murray

502-753-7333

New Murray State head coach Scott Edgar, shown here during exhibtion action, starts his head
coaching career tonight when the Racers host Illinois Tech at 7:30 p.m. at Racer Arena.
But as much as Steve Newton
accomplished as the head coach
of the Murray State Racers, Scott
Edgar wants to accomplish more.
"I want this program to go
where it has never gone before,"
Edgar said. "I would like to get

to the point where we expect to
win in the first round of The
NCAA Tournament. Where we
have a legitimate chance to play
against any program any time."
If Edgar is going to accomplish
those dreams, his ability to

recruit is going to be tested even
further. MSU officials haven't
announced the make-up of
Edgar's first full recruiting crop,
but the word is that it could be
the best in school history.
(Cont'd on page II)

Good Luck
Racers, Tigers and Lakers!
We Offer the Best
Products, Installation and Service.
Vanity Tops • Tub Panels • Ceramic Tile
Whirlpool Tubs • Shower Base's and Walls • Mirrors
Shower Doors • Kitchen Counters • Bwhroorn Accessories

Thornton Tile and Marble
612 S. 9th St.
753-5719
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The drive for five
Behind Jones, Murray State hopes to stay on top
By DAVID RAMEY
'loamy Lodger & Mama Sports
et

FAINIDI

The Murray State Racers can
make more history this season,
and have fun doing it.
New coach Scott Edgar's runand-score offense promises to
bring plenty of excitement to a
program that has won four
straight Ohio Valley Conference
titles, made three appearances in
the NCAA Tournament in the last
four years, and has a star player
that public relations types would
kill for.
Edgar, who succeeded Steve
Newton in August after Newton's
departure, arrives from Arkansas
where he spent the last six seasons as Nolan Richardson's top
assistant. The Hogs were ranked
in the Top 5 most of the last two
seds011.S.

Edgar brought Richardson's

trademark "40 Minutes of Hell"
basketball philosophy with him.
If two easy exhibition victories
are any indication, the Racers
may shatter the school scoring
mark for points and may break
the single game mark of 122
tonight when they open the season against Illinois Tech.
The Racers forced 77 turnovers
in the two exhibition games, as
swarming ball pressure led to
plenty of easy baskets.
Besides the run-and-score
style, the other major change in
Racer basketball will be the
bench. While Newton relied on
40-minute men, Edgar promises
to use his bench liberally.
1 don't think I have a lot of
players who are great 40-minute
players," Edgar said. "But I do
have a lot of kids that are great
20-minute players. There's no
way we're going to line up

against teams this season for
40-minutes."
The Racers, who are coming
off a 24-9 mark and their second
straight NCAA Tournament
appearance, will build around
two-time OVC Player of the Year
Ronald "Popeye" Jones.
The 6-8, 265-pound native of
Dresden, Tenn. may become only
the second player to win the OVC
Player of the Year award three
times. He's already scored 1,000
career points and should grab his
1,000th rebound before the end of
December.
While dominating the low post
area, Jones also has another invaluable stat for the Racers. He
didn't foul out last season, and
has left early just twice in his
entire career.
Jones won the OVC Male Athlete of the Year award after leading the Racers with 20.2 points
and 14.2 rebounds a game last
season. He led the nation in total
rebounding, and scored 30
double-double performances. He
earned honorable mention allAmerican honors, and his own
"Spinach Can," a promotional
idea put together by MSU officials to promote him for allAmerican honors this season.
He is projected right now as a
first-round NBA Draft pick next

Seniors
34 Scott ADAMS
54 Popeye JONES

Juniors

33 Frank ALLEN
24 Maurice CANNON
22 Jamal EVANS
20 Darren HILL
23 Rafael PETERSON
43 Scott SIVILLS
50 Bo WALDEN
25 Michael HUNT

G 6-2
G 6-3
G 6-2
G 6-4
G 6-4
F 6-7
G 5-11
G 6-2

Memphis, Tenn
Memphis, Tenn.
Detroit, Mich.
Chicago, III.
Detroit, Mich.
Cadiz
Anchorage, Alk.
Madisonville

Sophomores
G 6-0 Jeanerette, La.
12 Craig GRAY
G 6-0 Bowling Green
GUMM
Cedric
4
F 6-7 Spartanburg, S.C.
14 Jerry WILSON
SCHEDULE
ILLINOIS TECH (7:30 pm)
Nov. 26
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS (7:30 p.m.)
30
at Memphis State (7:30 p.m.)
Dec 3
Hatter Classic (vs. Monmouth)
6
Hatter Classic (Stetson or UNC-Ashville)
7
'MIDDLE TENNESSEE (7:30 p.m.)
14
at Western Kentucky (7:30 p.m.)
19
EVANSVILLE (7:30 p.m.)
21
at Missouri (1 p.m.)
28
at Arkansas State (11 p.m/ESPN)
31
at Texas (7:30 p.m.)
Jan. 6.
'at Austin Peay (7:30 p.m.)
11
'SOUTHEAST MISSOURI (7:30 p.m.)
13
VCU (7:30 p.m.)
15
'at Tennessee Tech (7:30 p.m.)
18
'at Tennessee State (7:30 p.m.)
20
'EASTERN KENTUCKY (7:30 p.m.)
25
'MOREHEAD STATE (7:30 p.m.)
27
'at Middle Tennessee (7:30 p.m.)
Feb 1
'at Eastern Illinois (7:30 p.m.)
3
'at Morehead State (6:30 p.m.)
8
'at Eastern Kentucky (6:30 p.m.)
10.
'TENNESSEE STATE (3 p.m.)
15.
'TENNESSEE TECH (7:30 p.m.)
17.
'at Southeast Missouri (7:30 p.m.)
22..-'AUSTIN PEAY (7:30 p.m.)
24.
EASTERN ILLINOIS (7:30 p.m.)
29
'
SLIMMer.
Mar. 6-8 OVC Tournament at Rupp Arena, Lexington
"He can have another All• — denotes OVC games
American year," Edgar said. "I'll
who
He'll have to be this season. son. Gone is John Jackson, seafind out a lot more about him as
Racer
only
his
in
developed
Murray State was second in the
the year goes along, but he's
and their
nation in rebounding margin last son as a fine rebounder, his slot
making a lot of improvement
fill
to
suspects
are three
year, but even with Jones, probright now. And he's one of the
along with Jones in the paint.
ably won't be that high this seabest rebounders I've ever seen."
Senior Scott Adams, junior
Scott Sivills and sophomore Jerry
Wilson all saw limited action last
season, but Edgar's counting on
I
the trio this season.
"Popeye's hopefully's going to
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2
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big difference."
•,•
Junior college transfer Maurice
Cannon, the prize of MSU's
YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL
recruiting class, should provide
plenty of scoring pop. He was the
leading scorer last season in juco
BANK FINANCING MELBER, KY.-002)674-5530 BANK FINANCING
play at 29 points per game, and
AVAILABLE
()wt.', DWAIN WARREN
AVAILABLE
(Cont'd on page
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First-year head coach Kelly
Breazeale couldn't wait for her
initial Ohio Valley Conference
Media Day. She was excited
about her Lady Racers and was
ready to tell all in attendance.
To add to her excitement, she
was the first coach chosen to
address members of the media.
Little did she know...
"I was all excited because I
was going first," Breazeale said
the next day. "I thought it was
because I was new to the league,
but it was because we were
picked last."
A grand beginning.
Although she had to learn the
hard way, Breazeale's Lady Racers were picked to finish behind
the rest of the league this season
in the preseason poll of OVC
coaches and sports information
directors.
After the anger subsided, Breazeale realized that the conference's "mistake" could be a
blessing as her team tries to disprove the rest of the league.
"This team is goal-oriented and
that's a goal," Breazeale
explained. "We've got to earn
respect in the OVC."
"It's all right with me," senior
point guard Julie Pinson said of
the last place prediction. "Anything we do will just be icing on
the cake because we will not finish last
"What bothers me is that the
coaches are thinking of us as an
easy win," Pinson said. "They
don't even count us as a game."
Part of skepticism on the part
of the rest of the OVC could be
attributed to last season's coaching change.
Midway through the 1990-91
campaign, head coach Larry Wall
stepped down for personal reasons. Breazeale took over and
saved a sinking ship.
With Breazeale at the helm, the
Lady Racers won only three of
their last 11 games — one was a
25 point victory over preseason
favorite Eastern Kentucky — but
they set the tone for this season.
"This team faced a 'lot of
adversity last year," she said.
"Adversity can do one of two
things: it can tear a team apart or
it can make a team tight.
"This team took adversity,
tackled it and ran over it."
Struggling to a 9-18 overall
record and 4-8 in the OVC. Breazeale said that the voters were
overlooking one important fact:
three key starters return.
The returning starters are Pinson, Angie Waldon and Jennifer
Parker. Breazeale will count on

33 Fondo GARNER
35 Julie PINSON
42 Angie WALDON

F 5-11 Florien, La.
G 5-8 Lee's Summit, Mo.
C 6-2 Jackson, Tenn.
Juniors

32
40
45
22

Emily McCONNELL
Lora MOTE
Mechelle SHELTON .
Kristi SNELL

F 6-2 Francisco, mnd.
G 5-9 Columbus, Ind.
C 6-4 Albany
G 5-9 House Spring, Mo.
Sophomores

23 Allison GALLIMORE.
10 Jennifer PARKER
31 Melissa SHELTON

G

5-8 Puryear, Tenn.
G 5-6 Murray
F 5-10 Albany

Freshmen
15 Sharlin BARFIELD
F 5-11 Metropolis, Ill.
21 Rechelle CADWELL .
G 5-10 Benton
11 Denise DONNELLY
G 5-7 Mt. Pulaski, Ill.
25 Kriste HABERER
F 6-0 Charleston, Ill.
20 Leida PEARSON
F 5-10 Waverly, Tenn.
SCHEDULE
MISSOURI-ROLLO (7 p.m.)
Nov. 23
at Evansville (7 p.m.)
25 .
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS (5:15 p.m.)
30.
Dec. 2
UT-MARTIN (7 p.m.)
at Pizza Inn Classic (Mississippi State)
6.
7.
at Pizza Inn Classic (Arkansas St. or Miss. Valley)
EAST TEXAS STATE (7 p.m.)
11.
13
at Lady Tiger Classic (Memphis State)
14.
at Lady Tiger Classic (Arkansas St. or Grambling)
17
ARKANSAS STATE (7:30 p.m.)
28
at Missouri (7:30 p.m.)
4.
'MIDDLE TENNESSEE (7 p.m.)
6
at Tennessee-Martin (7 p.m.)
11
'at Austin Peay (5:15 p.m.)
13
'SOUTHEAST MISSOURI (5:15 p.m.)
18
at Tennessee Tech (5:30 p.m.)
20
'at Tennessee State (5:15 p.m.)
25
'EASTERN KENTUCKY (5:15 p.m.)
27
'MOREHEAD STATE (5:15 p.m.)
1
'at Middle Tennessee (5:30 p.m.)
8
'at Morehead State (4:30 p.m.)
10
'at Eastern Kentucky (4:30 p.m.)
12
at Southern Illinois (7:35 p.m.i
15
'TENNESSEE STATE (5:15 p.m.
17
'TENNESSEE TECH (5:15 p.m.
22
at Southeast Missouri r:15 p.m1
24
'AUSTIN PEAY 5:15 p.m.
Mar. TBA OVC Tournament (at regular-season champs)
• — denotes OVC games

New Lady Racer coach Kelly Breazeale hopes her first MSU club
will prove the the rest of the OVC wrong this season.
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A whole new ballgame
Miller excited about untested Tigers
Seniors
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Lotigot & Times Staff Writ••

Murray High's boys' basketball team enjoyed numerous successes the last two years, mainly
because of a large, talented class
which featured Willis Cheaney
and Jason Joseph.
For the first time in four years,
the Tigers will be without Cheaney, last season's Purchase Player
of the Year, and Joseph, a 6-8
center who at times dominated
area teams.
Despite the evacuation of such
talent, Tiger head coach Cary
Miller is excited about his
untested team as it looks to follow last year's 23-10 team into
the rigors of the First Region.
"This year we're going to have
to scrap and fight for everything
we get," Miller said of his squad,
the defending All "A" First Region champions. "We'll have to
work real, real hard but this could
be an exciting team."
Without a true "star" returning
to floor, Miller will count on several players to try and win the
Fourth District for the third year

in a row.
In fact, Miller feels that the
athletic ability and versatility of
this year's team could more than
makeup for the lack of a big man
and scoring machine.
"We'll have to up-tempo and
play pressure defense," Miller
explained before a recent practice. "We don't have a true big
man, but we have good overall
sire and quickness.
"Another strength of this team
is it's shooting ability," he continued. "We're gonna shoot the
"3" a lot."
Question: Who's going to be
doing these things?
"We lost all five starters from
last year's team, but several
younger players had opportunities
to help us," Miller noted.
Chip Greene, Aaron Whitaker,
Chris Bailey and Russell Adkins
were underclassmen which saw
action last season, but not all are
available this year.
Bailey, a 6-3 senior, was lost
long before the season started
when he injured his knee playing
for the football Tigers. Adkins, a
(Coned ON page 10)

5-8 G
32 Thomas CARY
22 Lucas DENHART ..... 5-10 G
6-4 F
15 Aaron WHITAKER
Juniors
5-9 G
5 Jody ALBRIGHT
5-6 G
4 Russ ADKINS
5-10 G
31 Michael CARR
6-1 F
44 Darren GANTT
6-2 F
30 Chip GREENE
6-2 C
23 B.J. JENKINS-Sophomixes
6-1 F
33 Chris ALLEN
5-9 G
24 Clay BOLIN
6-0 G
11 Damon COHOON
6-0 F
20 Brent KELLER
6-1 G
25 Fred SOWERBY
SCHEDULE
at Trigg County
Dec. 3
HICKMAN COUNTY
10 .
at Marshall County
13 .
HEATH
14
at St. Mary's
17
CALLOWAY (MSU)
20 .
at Hoptown Tourney
Jan. 2-4.
FULTON CO.
10
at Fulton City
14
MAYFIELD
17
at Carlisle Co.
20
at Ballard Memorial
24
28- Feb. 1 at Class A Regional
BALLARD MEMORIAL
Feb 3
REIDLAND
4
CALLOWAY (MSU)
7
at Mayfield
11
GRAVES CO.
18
MARSHALL CO.
21
FULTON CITY
24
at Hickman Co.
25
at Fulton Co.
28
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Murray High coach Cary Miller, the dean of First Region coaches,
is counting on Tiger senior Aaron Whitaker this season.
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Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman

YOUR TOTAL CAR CARE BUSINESS
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Management & Staff WA Cunningham, Larry Cunningham, Renck anningham, Rialry Cuminghtim,
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A new challenge
Calloway hoping Greene's experience rubs off
By DAVID RAMEY

Senior
5-11
00 Jamie DUNN .
Juniors
Ron Greene has seen a lot of 35 Craig CARRAWAY
6-1
6-5
things in a lifetime of coaching, 34 Trent GIBSON
6-2
3 Jason GREER
but high school basketball is new
5-10
32
Eric
JOHNSON
list.
the
on
40 Kevin OAR
6-1
But the former Murray State 52 Matt PRICE
6-1
the
says
and Indiana State coach
24 Mike STUBBLEFIELD . 6-3
Sophomores
first few weeks at the helm of the
6-0
Calloway County Lakers hasn't 12 Ricky BOYLE
.
5-10
Wes
COGDELL
23
him.
for
change
a
been much of
Freshmen
"I've said all along that coach- 21 Tyler BOHANNON ..... 6-2
ing is coaching and teaching is 15 Tom HORNBUCKLE . 5-11
teaching," Greene said. "I don't SCHEDULE
at Fulton County
think I've had much of an adjust- Dec 3
at
Carlisle County
6
basketball
ment. I've worked
10 ... MARSHALL COUNTY
camps for 20 years. The kids on
at Hickman County
13 .
this team are making so much
17
WEST HOPKINS
20
MURRAY (MSU)
improvement, and as long as you
26-28 ..... at Tilghman Tourney
have student-athletes like them,
at Mayfield
Jan. 6
coaching is enjoyable."
7
REIDLAND
And Greene likes the way the
14
GRAVES COUNTY
Lakers have adjusted to him.
at Hopkinsville
17
MAYFIELD
20
"They've just been great," he
at Tilghman
24
said. "There antennas are up and
at Lone Oak
28
they're filled with excitement.
31
FULTON CITY
From that perspective, nothing Feb. 4 . at MARSHALL COUNTY
MURRAY (MSU)
could be better."
7
at Reidland
11
But there is one thing that the
15 ... CHRISTIAN COUNTY
Lakers don't have that even a
18 ..... FULTON COUNTY
veteran coach like Greene can't
21
..... at Graves County
pass on. Experience.
at Lyon County
25
Just one Laker (Craig CarraHICKMAN COUNTY
28 .
way) has ever played in a varsity
brings to the Lakers.
game, and Carraway's contribu"He got in a little late from
tion were limited.
soccer, but he's going to be able
"The one thing you can't teach
to give us some speed and quickis experience, and experience is
"I
said.
Greene
ness at the point guard," Greene
the great teacher,"
said.
don't care what you compete in
Greene also likes the defensive
or at what level you compete,
of Matt Price in the
can
you
things
skills
there are some
backcourt.
only learn out on the floor. And
Jason Greta may be Calloway's
only time is going to tell how we
best offensive player. The 6-2
handle them."
Greene starts with Eric John- junior has impressed Greene with
son at point guard. Greene likes his abililty to shoot the ball.
"He shoots the ball as well as
the defensive skills Johnson

Murray LitsIgsr & Times Sports Editor

coaches,
)n.

(right)
Calloway County coach Ron Greene (center) hopes that Eric Johnson (left) and Jason Greer
are key components of the Laker attack this season.
the unproven Lakers improve as
ers some speed. Ricky Boyle is a
anyone we have," Greene said.
the season progresses.
talented sophomore, while Mike
Trent Gibson, at 6-5, gives the Stubblefield and Kevin Orr give
"Our goal is to get better as the
Lakers some size, while Cara- the Lakers inside depth.
season goes along," he said. "I'll
way showed signs of talent in his
be disappointed if we don't show
Jamie Dunn is Calloway's only
limited varsity play last season. senior, while Tyler Bohannon
great improvement. Experience is
going to teach us a lot, and hopewill contribute as a freshman.
Freshman Thomas Hombuckle
we'll be ready to for the
coach
fully,
Laker
third
the
Greene,
will see action at guard, while
come March."
challenge
hoping
just
that
is
years,
five
in
Wes Cogdell also gives the Lak-
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Playing with pressure
Lady Lakers hope to add to last year's success
By DAVID RAMEY
Lodger & Tilos* Sports Editor

The Calloway County Lady
Lakers won't sneak up on anyone
this season.
The Lady Lakers emerged as a
regional contender late last season behind super freshman Valerie Shelton. stunned 10-time regional champion Marshall County
in the district championship and
advanced to the First Region
semifinals before falling to
Graves County.
But unlike last season, when
the young Calloway squad and its
new coach were living life outside the microscope — everyone
knows about the Lady Lakers this
season.
Which suits coach Pete
O'Rourke just fine.
"I like the pressure, but it's
going to be up to the girls to live
'up to the expectations."
O'Rourke said. "Last year, I set
our expectations too low. I
wanted our girls to beat Marshall
County. This year, we want to
win the Slate tournament."
Well, O'Rourke has never been
one for the understatement, and
before capturing the ultimate,
Calloway must develop consistentcy to improve on a 12-13
mark and put an end to the grip
that the Lady Marshals have had
on the Fourth District since 1980.
But for the next three years at
least, the Lady Lakers are going
to have a player in Shelton that
will scare the wits out of any

Golden Child" from the local
media.
Sailors
21 Kwanda HORNBUCKLE . 5-9 C
And (other girls' basketball
11 Darra MITCHELL .
G 5-5 coaches in the region may want
33 Anne PAUL
5-11 F to wince right now) she's
15 Knsta STALLS
5-8 F
improved over the summer.
Juniors
"1 expect bigger and better
22 Susan BUCY
5-6 G
45 Leah DARNELL
5-9 F things for Valerie, but she's no
31 Toni DUNN
5-10 C longer a secret," O'Rourke said.
50 Kadonna RANDOLPH . 5-8 F "Everbody knows what she can
Sophomores
10 Vanessa BUCY ....... 5-5 G do and they're going to do every33 Marti McCLARD
5-9 F thing possible to stop her. But her
43 Jamie PIGG
5-8 F court awareness has improved.
25 Mitzi RICKMAN
5-9 F Her ballhandling has improved.
13 Valerie SHELTON
5-4 G Her shooting has improved. She's
Freshman
14 Farrah BEACH
5-2 F just a better player."
And while Shelton improved
SCHEDULE
Dec. 2
at Carlisle County over the summer, so did the main
10 .•• MARSHALL COUNTY
—
12 .• BALLARD MEMORIAL cog in Calloway's inside game
has
senior
5-11
The
Paul.
Anne
16
GRAVES COUNTY
20
MURRAY (MSU) started since her freshman season
27-30
at Martin Tourney and her experience in the low
Jan 6
at Mayfield post area will mean much for
9
at Massac Calloway this season.
13
TILGHMAN
"She's earned a lot of respect,"
16
at Obion Central
20
MAYFIELD O'Rourke said. "A lot people
23 • ..... at Graves County think Anne is really going to do
30 •
at Ballard Memorial some great things this season.
Feb 4 . at MARSHALL COUNTY She's going to be one of the best
7 •
MURRAY (MSU)
players in the region this season."
11
at Tilghman
O'Rourke will build around
13 .
at Hickman County
18
FULTON COUNTY Shelton and Paul, but his system
20 ..... CARLISLE COUNTY
features a deep bench and a lot of
22 ......
at Todd County different faces on the floor.
24
at Fulton County
In the backcourt, senior Darra
27 •
OBION CENTRAL
Mitchell gives CCHS a solid ball28 .
HICKMAN COUNTY
handler who led the squad in
assists last season. Sophomore
team. All the 5-4 guard did down
Vanessa Bucy will be counted on
the stretch last season as a freshto be a 3-point shooting threat for
man was toss in 39 points in the
the Lady Lakers.
district final (and 74 for the tour"She's a pure shooter."
ney) while earning the nickname (Cont'd on page 10)

Calloway County senior Anne Paul is one of the top returning
players in the First Region this season.

SPECIALS
Prices Good Thru December 2, 1991

Served 'Thanksgiving Day beginning at 11:00 a.m.
Feast Includes:
Tender SiudWI White Natural
Breast of Turkey
CornbreàDressing • Mashed Potatoes
Giget gravy • Buttered Peas
Dinner Bread • Cranbemi Sallee
Sace of Pumpkin Pie
with Creamy Topping

Aft-You -Care-To-Eat
Soup, Salad and Fruit Bar
Child's Plate

Pius, our

2.49
(under 12)
'Wishing

Bud &
Bud Light

Milwaukee
Best &
Best Light

12 Pack

Loose Case

$739

$899

Pepsi

2 liter

89°

Everyone a Merry Christmas
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WHEN MINUTES MATTER WH
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MITES MATTER
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If you can't beat them, join
them.
That's basically Jim Harrell's
philosophy as he prepares to
takes is Murray High Lady Tigers
into the 1991-92 season.
"Last year we had size so we
tried to slow it down," Harrell
said of last season's 5-15 team,
which featured a strong pair of
inside performers in graduated
seniors Missy Bogard and Stephanie Vanover. "In this district
(Fourth), nobody wants to slow
down so we're going to try to
run."
While the Lady Tigers lost the
two inside girls, they will have
more athletic ability and quickness to implement this new style.
Marshall County, Mayfield and
Calloway County all use an uptempo style.
"It might not work everytime,
but that's what we're going to
have to do with our lack of size,"
Harrell said. "These girls are hard
workers and they want to get
better."

10 COW* JONES
22 Chrian(vB
0SILLD
.410GE
32 MC.
Juniors
15 Karina HCtDEN . ...........
21 Veronica LAMB
11 Kana DENTON
33 Rama HORNBUCKLE
one
12 Maggie SHYDE
Srill
24 Joy- ROACH
40 Noaha JECIAN

,

11 Whitney DIX
43 Bonne PAYNE
34 Cate BATES.
34 Shea HOGSHEAD
50 Connie PAYNE
52 Anna GARLAND
SCHEDULE
Dec 2
HICKMAN CO.
5
FULTON CITY
9
at Lona Oak
13
at Marshall
14
HEATH
16
al SI. Marys
20
CALLOWAY (IASU)
6.J
LONE OAK
9
as Garfish, Co.
10
FULTON CO.
14
al Fulton City
17
MAYFIELD
21-25
Regional (Hickman)
CARLISLE CO.
30
Feb. 3
a Tilghman
7
CALLOWAY (HSU)
11
al Mayfield
GRAVES CO.
13
17
al Hickman Co.
20
BALLARD MEMORIAL
21
.....MARSHALL
26.
at Fulton Co.

Three starters return from last
year's squad — Mary Catherine

Woolridge, Christy Bell, Colette
Jones — and each have played in
the Lady Tiger program for four
years.
Harrell expects to use a number of girls each night but is
counting on the seniors to lead
the way.
Woolridge, the team's best
three-point shooter, is one of the
best athletes and is considered a

BASKETBALL

leader on the floor.
"Last year she had to make an
adjustment to handling the ball,"
the coach said of the 5-6 guard.
"She's a good shooter, plays
good defense and will do anything it takes to make the team
better."
Bell gives the Lady Tigers an
instant scorer on the floor, as
well as a leader by example.

1991-92

PAGE 9

"She's more of a streak shooter," Harrell said of Bell. "If she
hits one we want to get the ball
back to her. She was high-point
two or three times last year."
Jones brings quickness,
defense and ballhandling ability
to the Lady Tiger attack. Harrell
said the 5-4 Jones has improved
in all areas from last year.
(Coed on page 10)

Cain's now has the widest selection
of automobiles at the lowest prices
of the year. If you've been waiting
until the time is right but never seemed
to get the deal you've been looking for,
wait no longer. All automobiles in inventory
marked down to rock bottom prices.
Come see us at Cain's and save like never before.
ADVANTAGE:

Murray High's Christy Bell is going to be counted on for scoring
punch for the Lady Tigers this year.

Wayne Higgins
Backhoe Service
Call Us Anytime

759-4685
Your Business is Appreciated!
FREE ESTIMATES

Cain's°
CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE

Hwy. 641 N. • Murray, Ky. •(502)753-6448
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Something to prove...
(Cont'd from page 5)
these veterans, as well as a host
of talented newcomers to run her
up-temp "run-and-stun" attack.
Pinson, a 5-8 point guard, is
the team's quarterback and "ironwoman." She averaged 38
minutes per game last year, eight
times playing the full 40.
Selected the team's Co-MVP, she
averaged 10.8 points and 4.3
rebounds per game.
"Julie is a tremendous point
guard," Breazeale said of the
Lee's Summit, Mo. native. "She
does it all; she scores, passes and
plays good defense. She does
whatever it takes to win."
Parker, a local product from
Murray High, will return to the
backcourt with Pinson after a fantastic freshman year. Named to
All-OVC Freshman Team, Parker
averaged 10.4 points per game
with a season-high of 22 against
Florida International.
"1 want to win the OVC,"
Parker said of her team goals for
the 1991-92 season. "I've never

really been on a winning team
before. Personally. I just want to
play as hard as I can every
game."
Waldon is the team's other
returning starter. A 6-2 senior,
Waldon averaged 6.9 points and
4.6 rebounds per game from her
center position last season.
The backcourt is the team's
deepest position thanks to the
talents of Lora Mote, Allison
Gallimore, Rechelle Cadwell,
Denise Donnelly and Kristi Snell.
Mote and Gallimore give the
Lady Racers a real three-point
threat and tenacious defense.
Cadwell and Snell, both newcomers, give Breazeale versatility as
each can play either shooting
guard or small forward.
The small forward position is
the deepest, according to Breazcale, with the likes of Melissa
Shelton and Fondeolyn Garner.
Both veterans are physical
inside players that can hit the
glass for key rebounds. Freshmen
Sharlin Barfield and Kriste

Habcrer arc also likely to see
playing time at the forward
position.
Lequida Pearson and Emily'
McConnell will work at both forward positions with their quickness and ability to rebound. Each
are entering their first year with
the Lady Racers.
Joining Waldon in the middle
will be 6-4 junior MaheIle Shelton. One of the tallest players in

Lady Racer history, Shelton has
worked hard on her agility and
conditiong in the off-season to be
able to see time in the up-tempo
attack.
"That style of basketball is
good for the athletes and great for
the fans," she explained. "That's
what basketball is all about. You
don't sit and wait, you go get the
basketball."
This year's schedule features

New ballgame...
(Coed from page 6)
5-9 junior guard, broke his arm a
week ago and will be back some
time after Christmas.
That leaves Greene and Whitaker as the most experienced
players when the Tigers open the
season Dec. 3 at Trigg County.
Greene, whose father, Ron, is
beginning his first year at rival
Calloway County, is a multidimensional player who excels in
all facets of the game.
"He's one player that could
play inside or outside for us,"
Miller said of the 6-1 junior. "He
passes and shoots the ball real
well."
At 6-4, Whitaker is the tallest
player on the team, but he won't
necessarily camp in the middle. If
anything, his size helps him shoot
over the defense from long range.
"Aaron played a very key role
for us last year," Miller said of

the senior, "especially the latter
part of the year, he hit some big
threes."
Junior B.J. Jenkins, a 6-2 leapcr. is another player that brings
many dimensions to the floor. He
will sec time inside, as well as
the wings.
Darren Gantt, Chris Allen,
Brent Keller and Fred Sowerby
will all see time in the frontcourt
for Miller.
Out front, Miller will also be
looking for contributions from
Jody Albright, Michael Carr,
Lucas Denhart, Damon Cohoon,
and Clay Bolin.
"You look at how bad we were
hit by graduation and injuries, a
lot of people won't be expecting
much out of us," Miller said of
the upcoming season. "But, if we
can do a good job on defense and
block out on the boards, we'll be
alright."

MAKE
WINTER
STARTS
EASIER.

.0*

Winterize your
car with us
now!
Keep your brakes
in good condition
for safe slops.

Air Force LOU'. Drive hard to the
hoop on Nike-Air'cushioning.

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
1203 Chestnut St., Murray
753-8844

cjIP)ll'IL
AUTO CENTER

200 N. 4th St., Murray
7S3-6001

road dates at Missouri, Mississippi State, Arkansas State and
Southern Illinois. Breazeale is
confident her team will tackle the
schedule and hit the OVC portion
of the slate running.
"We have to go out each night,
play hard and take care of business or we deserve to be picked
last," the fiery coach explained.
"But, let me tell you; these Lady
Racers aren't going to settle for
last place."

Joining...
(Cont'd from page 9)
Rounding out the backcourt tor
Murray will be juniors Karla
Denton and Karina Holden, and
sophomores Maggie Snyder and
Joy Roach.
In the frontcourt, Harrell looks
for Veronica Lamb, Renea Hornbuckle, Bonnie Payne and Shea
Hogsed to step forward.
Lamb is a junior transfer from
Marshall County who brings
court saavy and intensity to Murray. Hornbuckle, a 5-10 junior,
was injured most of last season
and is ready to contribute in the
paint. Harrell said people around
the region will be surprised when
they see Hornbuckle play this
season. Payne, only a freshman,
can play either the perimeter or
inside, while Hogsed, also a
freshman, will eventually help at
forward.
Harrell admits that last year
was very frustrating, but is confident that the Lady Tigers of
'91-'92 won't let that happen
again.
As of now, the Lady Tigers are
pointing to the All-"A" Regional
title as a possible goal on down
the line. For now, the Lady
Tigers are taking the rebuilding
process one step at a time.
"Our attitude right now is that
we want to get better," the coach
explained after a recent practice.

Playing...
(Cont'd from page 8)
O'Rourke said. "Someone better
get her or Rick Pitino will."
Senior Krista Stalls can play
both guard and forward, while
Susan Bucy is also a scoring
threat. O'Rourke also likes the
speed of freshman Farrah Beach.
Inside, senior Kwanda Hornbuckle has also made great
strides, while junior Antonio
Dunn has the potential to be a
great rebounder, Leah Damell has
returned from a knee injury and
gave the Lady Lakers solid
minutes last season. Junior
Kadonna Randolph also will see
action this season inside. Marti
McClard, Jamie Pigg and Mitzi
Rickman have arrived from last
season's talented freshman squad.

Wildcats, Cardinals ready to get back on top
From AP Reports
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Both Kentucky and Louisville
have much to play for this
season.
Kentucky is changing its sights
this season after being exiled
from postseason play the past two
years.
No more sitting on the sidelines in March while other teams
head off to the NCAA tournament, the Wildcats can now reap
the rewards for a successful regular season.
Kentucky, after posting 14-14
and 22-6 records the past two
years, has served an NCAA ban
from post-season play for recruiting and academic rules violations.
"I felt we maintained our
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focus very well in the conditions
we were under, but now that we
are off probation, we can look
forward to a great season and a
second season, which is the
NCAA tournament," said Kentucky coach Rick Pitino, who
revived the school's staggering
program.
While it's not a one-man team,
sophomore Jamal Mashburn will
certainly attract a lot of attention
from opposing teams. The muscular 6-foot-8, 240-pound forward
averaged 12.9 points and 7.f
rebounds last season.
I he other returning starters are
senior forward John Pelphrey
(14.4 points), senior guard Sean
Woods (9.7) and junior swingman
Jeff Brassow (8.1).

Senior forward Deron Feldhaus
(10.8), a starter two years ago,
was converted to squad's sixth
man last season and responded
with some timely play in tight
situations.
Expected to contribute in the
backcourt are senior Richie Farmer (10.1), junior Junior Braddy
(3.3), junior Dale Brown and
sophomore transfer Travis Ford.
Center Andre Riddick and forward Aminu Timberlake, both
6-9 freshmen,.will be counted on
to help sophomore center Gime!
Martinez (1.6) around the basket.
• • • •

Louisville posted its worst
record in 49 years last season and
saw its NCAA-record streak of

Dwayne Morton will be eligible
for the Cardinals.

46 consecutive winning seasons
snapped. But the program's far
from being on the skids.
Checking in at No. 25 in the
AP preseason poll, the Cardinals
return all but one player from the
team that won six of its last eight
games and came within a game of
the Metro Conference's automatic
bid to the NCAA tournament.
"I can't believe that the things
that we went through last year
won't be a positive in the long
run for this group," Louisville
coach Denny Crum said.
After sitting out a season for
failing to meet NCAA academic
requirements, 6-foot-10 center
Brian Hopgood, 6-6 forward Greg
Minor and 6-6 guard-forward

Seniors Cornelius Holden and
Everick Sullivan started every
game last season. Sullivan, a 6-5
guard-forward who may take over
Smith's point guard duties, averaged 15.6 points per game. Holden, 6-7, averaged 12.5 points
and a team-leading 8.2 rebounds.
Juniors Troy Smith (6-8 guard,
10 points per game), James Brewer (6-3 guard, 10 points) and
Derwin Webb (6-4 guard forward, 7 points); and sophomore Tremaine Wingfield (6-7
forward) all saw time as starters
for the Cardinals.

Driveforfive...

rell looks
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(Cont'd from page 4)
led the Racers in both preseason
games.
Junior Jamal Evans started
both exhibition games and combines with fellow JUCO transfer
Darren Hill in nailing down the
small forward slot. Both are solid
outside shooters, and provide the
Racers with quick hands and
aggressive play on the defensive
end.
Along with Cannon and Allen
in the backcourt, Edgar will call
on sophomore returnee Cedric
Gumm, who brings speed and
ballhandling, and junior college
transfer Bo Walden. Walden
started both pre-season games,
and alhtough averaging 27.8
points a game last season in
junior college, has impressed
Edgar with his abililty to be
unselfish and direct the offense.
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A pair of transfers, Craig Gray
and Rafael Peterson, have also
sparked the Racer defense and
shown some athletic skills on the
offensive end. Walk-on Michael
Hunt is a pure-shooter whose
reatest contributions to the Racers
may be in practice.
All in all, the Racers face a
tough battle in the improved
OVC. Eastern Kentucky is the
pre-season favorite, while Middle
Tennessee is the second pick. The
Racers have been tabbed a very
close third, but they don't seem
to be interested in finishing third.
In addition to the OVC, Murray faces one of the toughest
schedules in school history. The
Racers travel to Memphis State,
Texas and Missouri, and face regional foes Southern Illinois,
Evansville, Western Kentucky
and Arkansas State.

SAVE MORE DOUGH!
CLIP THESE VALUABLE COUPONS.
2 All-You-Can-Eat Pizza
& SpaGatti Buffets
Expires 12/5/91

The new man in ...
(Cont'd from page 3)
"This week we've brought
some exciting players into the
OVC," Edgar said late last week.
"All but one of the kids we
brought to campus signed. And
that's great, not only for the
basketball program but for Murray State. And obviously, that's a
credit to the staff, but to the community as well. It just goes to
show that this is a special place."
There are all kinds of prdblems
facing Murray State athletics.
One of those is conference affiliation. Edgar thinks he can accomplish his goals at Murray State in
the Ohio Valley.
"I think it is the right place,"
Edgar said. "Right now, the type
of budget situation we have,
we're able to compete. In my
program, I just want to have the
opportunity to compete. We have
a legitimate chance to win our
conference, and there are a lot of

•
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other schools in bigger conferences who really don't have that.
We have a chance to compete,
and that's what I want."
The future awaits, but the present is now, and Edgar is hoping
MSU can continue its streak of
winning five straight OVC titles.
"I like the kids more than anything else," Edgar said. "These
kids are going to be better basketball players because of this program. And whai I'm happy about
most is the way the kids have
responded and developed the
toughness and togetherness that
we're going to need."
And so far, Edgar is liking this
chance to be the boss.
"I couldn't be happier," he
says. "Since August 2, we've
been able to put together a great
staff, sign some players late and
start getting ready for this year. I
think we're where we want to be
right now."

•
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2 All-You-Can-Eat Pizza
& SpaGatti Buffets

$599

Expires 12/5/91

Only
Daily
Lunch 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Sunday
Noon-2 p.m.

Dinner 5-8:30 p.m.
a
s

DELIVERY SPECIAL

DELIVERY SPECL1L

One-Topping Large

3-Topping Pan Perfect

Expires 12/5/91

Expires 12./5/91

Only

$F799

$699
Only

Original Crust

a

d

Must Present Coupon
When Ordering

\

Chestnut
Street

Coupons Not Good With
Any Other Specials

753-6656
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Here's To A
Winning
Season!
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RACERS
Good Luck
Coach Miller
Coach Greene
& Coach Edgar!
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